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O P I N I O N

FIRST�PERSON 
BOOTER

Ben Hardwidge explains why he’s done with first-person shooters

B E N  H A R DW I D G E  /  FROM THE EDITOR

I
had the mixed fortune to lose my wallet just before the 
last Steam sale. Obviously, the obligatory search of the 
flat and cancelling my various cards was a nuisance, 

but at least I didn’t pull my usual trick of snapping up several 
games because they’re cheap, most of which will still be lurking 
in my Steam list, unplayed, months later. I came to a realisation 
while I was longingly browsing through the Steam sale, though, 
which is that I think I’m done with first-person shooters.

It doesn’t help that I’m rubbish at them. Not as rubbish as a lot 
of people, I suspect even the majority, but embarrassingly rubbish 
for a PC gaming aficionado. Despite having 
over 20 years of practice, I’ve never really 
mastered the art of crouching at the right 
time, or knowing when it’s appropriate to 
charge into a firefight, and when to hold back. 
I basically just wander into the action like a 
big, fat, stupid deer and then get turned into 
chum, after which I press the Quick Load 
button and start again. Lather, rinse, repeat. 

Now I’m old enough not to care, but this started me thinking 
about the weird relationship that hardware enthusiasts have 
with first-person shooters. When I bought my first 3dfx Voodoo 
card, I enjoyed playing Jedi Knight and Quake II, but the visuals 
were much more important to me than the games. I just used to 
sit back in awe at the smooth graphics that my PC could churn 
out, and I’d show off the way games looked to my mates too. The 
shooting aspect of the games was secondary.

It’s the same now, but as graphics and shader tech constantly 
improve, I’m getting more and more frustrated that the only way 
to see these amazing graphics is in places where I’m getting shot 
all the time. Here’s a confession; when the first Crysis came out, 
I spent more time just wandering around the game world, 

looking at the scenery, and diving in the water, than I spent 
shooting stuff.

In fact, the constant interruptions by soldiers and aliens trying 
to shoot me just became a nuisance. It was the same in BioShock: 
Infinite. The developers of the latter clearly put an enormous 
amount of work into the game world, with so many neat touches 
in the scenery, posters and general atmosphere. But then I 
couldn’t properly explore the amazing-looking game, because I 
was always being constantly shot at. Why do we have this 
obsession with creating beautiful virtual worlds, only to spend 

all our time shooting stuff in them, and not 
properly appreciating the amazing 
technological marvel we’re exploring?

There are exceptions, of course. I’ll make 
time for another Fallout game, for example, 
where the emphasis is as much about world 
exploration as it is about shooting. 

But general shooters? Nope, I’m done. Even 
if they have amazing graphics, what’s the 

point in a game where your main focus is your targets, rather 
than your surroundings?

PCs are capable of generating amazing visuals now, but we so 
rarely seem to use that potential for anything more than a 
backdrop for shooting. Of course, there are a lot of innovative 
games in the indie scene. I played through Thomas Was Alone 
this month, and absolutely loved it, but I also want games that 
take full advantage of the amazingly powerful hardware in my 
computer, and that’s hard if you don’t have a AAA budget. With 
new immersion technologies such as the Oculus Rift coming out, 
I’m hoping that the next generation of games will offer me more 
than just pretty backdrops for shooting galleries. There’s the 
potential for so much more. Please tell me it’s not just me.   

Ben Hardwidge is the editor of Custom PC. He likes PCs, heavy metal, real ale and Warhammer 40,000.   editor@custompcmag.org.uk    @mandogfish

Why do we create 

beautiful virtual worlds, 

only to spend all our time 

shooting stuff in them?



http://www.overclockers.co.uk
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O P I N I O N

FACEBOOK HAS 
CROSSED THE LINE

Facebook’s recent ‘emotional contagion’ study was  

needlessly conducted unethically, argues Tracy King

T R ACY  K I N G  /  SCEPTICAL ANALYSIS

I  n 1924, psychology graduate Carney Landis wanted to 
prove whether specific emotions corresponded with 
specific facial expressions. He devised an experiment 

in which participants – with black lines painted on their faces 
to help measure muscle movement – were subjected to a variety 
of emotion-inducing tests, including watching porn, smelling 
foul substances and beheading a live rat. Those who refused to 
behead the rat got to observe Dr Landis doing it instead.

Science history is littered with unethical experiments. Dr 
Landis’ bizarre and cruel study didn’t produce 
the results he was expecting; he found no proof 
for his universal facial expression hypothesis. 
Other ethically dubious (or murderous) 
experiments yielded useful data that scientists 
agonise over using to this day. Dr John Hayward 
of Victoria University, Canada, argues his use 
of Nazi hypothermia data saves lives, and so is 
justified. Others believe there can be no ethical 
use of data not gained ethically.

Facebook isn’t the Nazi party, on that much we can agree. It’s 
not even Carney Landis. No rats have been harmed in the 
making of status updates and ironic Sammo Hung fan pages. 
In a recent Guardian column, Charlie Brooker said that ‘[t]he 
more personalised any online service appears to be, the less it 
thinks of you as a person’. He’s talking about the news that 
Facebook, along with academics from Cornell and the University 
of California, did secret emotion-manipulating experiments 
on users in 2012 without their consent or knowledge.

Academic studies involving living beings have to pass an 
ethics committee, because otherwise there would be more of 
the Landis-style rat beheading behaviour. US federal law 

mandates that experiments on human subjects can’t be 
conducted without consent. You can’t manipulate people’s 
emotions to see what they do without them at least knowing 
they’re part of a study, even if they don’t know what the study 
is measuring (otherwise ‘blinding’ – eliminating biases due to 
the subject behaving in a way they think the experimenter 
expects – wouldn’t be possible). Certainly, subjects have the 
right to stop participating in an experiment at any time, and 
should be screened for any psychological issues, including risk 

of suicide, that would make them unsuitable. 
Facebook, Cornell and UC ignored these 

essential rules, and went ahead, playing with 
users’ emotions to see what would happen. The 
study says it was an experiment ‘with people 
who use Facebook’, but it was really an 
experiment on people who use Facebook. And 
by throwing ethics out of the window, then 
publishing the results anyway, researchers (and 

columnists) who would otherwise find the data useful now 
face the old dilemma of whether to use it. 

I often defend ‘obvious’ experiments; knowing something 
isn’t the same as proving it, and this is one such study. The 
researchers suspected the obvious idea that seeing more positive 
material in your news feed would lead you to post more positive 
content (as a result of a mood change due to empathy or, as the 
researchers call it, ‘emotional contagion’), and vice versa. A 
simple opt-in would have fixed the ethical issues, but Facebook 
says that by signing up to its service, you provide ‘informed 
consent’, so the 689,000 users whose moods and behaviour were 
potentially altered by emotional manipulation apparently 
shouldn’t be upset, if only they knew who they were.  

Gamer and science enthusiast Tracy King dissects the evidence and statistics behind popular media stories surrounding tech and gaming    @tkingdoll

Those who refused to 

behead the rat got to 

observe Dr Landis 

doing it instead

REFERENCES
HTTP://TINYURL.COM/

STUDYFB
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F E E D B AC K

Letters

Critical NAS
I’m normally a fan of the magazine, 
and I’ve been subscribing for years, 
but this month is the first month 
that I’ve thought about cancelling 
my subscription. Ben Hardwidge 
telling us that a NAS will transform 
your home computing? What is  
this, 2009? Seriously, an enthusiast 
mag is saying that setting up a 
shared folder is ‘complicated to set 
up’? I realise that there must be 
some months where it’s hard to  
fill a magazine, but this issue is 
pretty poor. 

We’ve had issues focused on 
monitors and keyboards and, while 
a bit boring, they’re still valid. 
However, this month’s issue is 
scraping the barrel. If next month’s 
issue is as insulting then I’ll be 

cancelling my 
subscription. Sorry  
if this seems harsh 
but I expect better.
NELSON MCKINNON

Ben replies: Sorry to 

hear that last month’s 

issue didn’t meet your 

expectations Nelson. Networking is a difficult subject to 

tackle from a PC enthusiast’s 

perspective, as some people will 

know it inside out, and others 

won’t even know where to start. 

As a general rule, we find 

that our readers know plenty 

about internal PC hardware, such 

as CPUs, GPUs, motherboards 

and so on, but know much less 

about programming, Linux 

and networking.

This is a generalisation, 

of course, and we realise 

there’s a lot of crossover in 

interests, but it’s important 

that we get a good balance 

when we start to stray out of 

standard hardware territory, 

and sometimes this will inevitably 

end up with some people  feeling 

patronised. You’d also be surprised by 

how many PC enthusiasts have yet to 

take the jump to networked storage 

yet. I know NAS boxes have been 

around for a good few years, and I don’t 

pretend otherwise, but it’s an area that 

many people are only just starting to 

notice. I hope you’ll stick with us, and 

that you enjoy our Devil’s Canyon 

coverage this month.

SSD RAID
As you pointed out in this month’s 
review, the Crucial MX100 is great 
value for money. However, Crucial 
doesn’t currently offer a 1TB version. 
As two 500GB drives are now no 
more expensive than a 1TB drive,  
I started wondering about using 
RAID 0. How about a head-to-head 
test between SSDs in RAID and 
larger drives?
BRIAN GATES

Ben replies: You’ll be pleased to know 

that we hope to be looking at some 

extreme RAID SSD systems in our PC 

head to head next issue! There are 

potentially large performance 

increases to be had from using multiple 

SSDs in RAID 0 configuration, although 

it also brings a risk with it, especially if 

you use it for your system drive and 

one SSD develops a problem.

Mini PCI-E power
Could you please delve back into 
Issue 127 for me, where Antony 

Please send us your feedback and correspondence to  
letters@custompcmag.org.uk

Yes, the wait for the new Custom PC 

benchmarks suite is nearly over, and 

we promise we’re not making it up. 

Thanks to everyone who has tried 

them out so far – we’re gradually 

ironing out the issues, and now have a 

second-release candidate of the new 

suite to try. If you’re still not on our list, 

but you would like you to help us test the new suite, as 

well as give us your feedback about it, drop us a line at 

letters@custompcmag.org.uk, with ‘Benchmarks’ in 

the Subject line.

       HELP TEST OUR 
       NEW BENCHMARKS!

Felix Dennis
Felix Dennis, founder 

and chairman of Dennis 

Publishing, the company that 

publishes Custom PC, died on 

22 June, 2014. He was 67. 

Felix lived a remarkable life. 

From modest beginnings, he 

created one of Britain’s most 

successful magazine publishing businesses, 

achieving worldwide recognition for his contribution to 

media and establishing himself as one of Britain’s 

best-loved entrepreneurs. He also enjoyed huge 

success as a critically acclaimed poet and in 1992, 

established the Heart Of England Forest Project 

charity. His considerable fortune will continue to help 

the charity achieve its aim of planting a 25,000-acre 

native broadleaf forest in the Warwickshire 

countryside, details of which can be found at www.

heartofenglandforest.com

But above all, Felix was an immensely gifted 

publisher. His obsession with high-quality content, 

allied closely to an ability to identify what readers 

really wanted, set him apart as the finest magazine 

craftsman of his generation. He will be greatly missed.

mailto:letters@custompcmag.org.uk
http://www.heartofenglandforest.com
http://www.heartofenglandforest.com
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converts mini PCI-E to 1x PCI-E with 
flexible cabling? I’ve come across 
something I’d like clarifying. 

As far as I can tell, the sound card 
used in the guide doesn’t have its 
own power connector, so it must 
draw power through the PCI-E 
connector. The adaptor used clearly 
shows in step 5 that there is a 
floppy/mini-Molex connector 
on-board, and the website from 
which it was purchased from 
confirms that this is the case. 
However, this connector doesn’t 
get mentioned in the guide, and 
from the images, it looks like Antony 
simply ignores it. 

How did he figure out whether 
or not to plug in a floppy power 
connector, and how can I be sure for 
my own implementation? The fact 
the connector is there obviously 
means that it has a purpose, so I’d 
really like your assistance before I 
start to buy components for my 
build, as I won’t be using a standard 
ATX PSU with the luxury of Molex, 
mini-Molex, SATA or similar 
connectors, and this could be a 
sticking point.
 CHRIS JONES

Antony replies: The adaptor is 

designed for use with a wide range of 

devices, from laptops that obviously 

don’t have a spare 4-pin connector 

either, to mini-ITX motherboards. 

To clarify, the mini PCI-E slot can 

supply 3.3V, but not 12V or 5V, so yes, 

you would need the extra power for the 

sound card I used in the guide, and I 

apologise for skipping that step. Before 

you make any purchases, I recommend 

contacting www.linitx.com, and telling 

the staff which motherboard you own, 

Twitter highlights
Follow us on Twitter at @CustomPCmag

undercoversaint  Are there any plans to 

bring back the Custom PC podcast?

Ben: Not really – it’s hard to coordinate 

recording the podcast now that the whole 

team is freelance, with varying time 

commitments, all over the country. We could 

only really do an amateur Skype chat, and I’m 

not generally a fan of those kinds of podcasts.

Grove_Armada  Can you recommend a 

<£100 non-APU CPU for gaming? Have 

a Q6600 at 3GHz?

Ben: We certainly can – Intel’s new Pentium 

G3258 (see p17) can be overclocked to 

4.8GHz. On the downside, it won’t have your 

Q6600’s four cores, but the extra clock speed 

should still make a difference in most games.

InstinctOpeak Will this PC run Battlefield 

4 at 1080p on max settings? Intel 

i5-4670, Nvidia GTX 760, 8GB RAM (should  

I get 16 or is it not worth it?)

Ben: Yep, it will, and 8GB will be fine for 

gaming.

countstex Trying out portrait style with 

my secondary monitor for a bit. Great for 

sites like @Polygon or my @zinio based copies 

of @CustomPCMag 

ShugarPlox  Have you guys taken out 

Where’s Wendel? o:

Ben: Yes, we took him out years ago!

Runadumb  You guys are nailing it these 

days.

Ben: Thank you very much! Glad we’re hitting 

the spot.

markskeldon  I’ve got 20 x MSI R9 290s 

from a Scrypt mining farm I’m winding 

down. Are there any good Z97 boards that will 

support 3 x 290s?

Ben: There are some, such as Asus’ Z97-WS 

workstation board, that can support three 

graphics cards in CrossFire configuration, 

but not many. 

The big problem you’ll face is that 

current LGA1150 CPUs only have 16 PCI-E 3 

lanes, while the Z97 chipset only supports 

eight PCI-E 2 lanes (with a maximum of four 

per slot). 

This setup is fine for running two cards with 

eight PCI-E 3 lanes each, but you really start to 

lose bandwidth once you add a third card to the 

mix, as well as potentially taking lanes away 

from other devices.

 Ideally, Intel’s Z79 chipset for LGA2011 CPUs 

is much better equipped for using more than 

two graphics cards.

richardnpaul  Hey @CustomPCMag 

great timing on the beginner’s WC guide. 

I’m looking at doing my first custom WC loop 

for my dual CPU/GPU workstation soon.

Ben: Excellent, good luck with it!

Send your feedback and correspondence to   letters@custompcmag.org.uk

WHEN’S THE NEXT MAG COMING OUT? 

Issue 133 of Custom PC will be on sale on Thursday, 

14 August, with subscribers receiving it a few days 

beforehand. Visit http://tinyurl.com/CPCDates to 

see the release dates for the rest of the year.

and the device you intend to connect to 

it, and they should be able to tell you 

whether or not you’ll need a 4-pin 

power cable. They were happy to help 

when I spoke to them about the guide 

and, as I mentioned, the adaptor will 

work with some boards and devices 

but not on others.   
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CO M I N G  S O O N  /  NEW KIT

Incoming

EVGA reveals 1,200W 
premium PSU
EVGA has just lifted the lid on a new premium 1,200W PSU that 

the company claims can cope with a huge 99.9A of current on its 

single +12V rail, meaning it can handle 

almost anything in the way of multiple 

overclocked GPUs and CPUs. The fully 

modular SuperNOVA 1200 P2 also has 

the blessing of the 80 Plus certification 

group, which has awarded it a Platinum 

badge, with EVGA claiming it offers 92 per 

cent efficiency. The SuperNOVA 1200 P2 

is available from www.ebuyer.com now 

for £189 inc VAT.

Second-gen Oculus Rift  
kits now shipping
The first-generation Oculus Rift dev kit might have wowed us with its 

potential for VR gaming, but its low resolution of just 640 x 800 per 

eye made pixels look distractingly chunky. However, Oculus VR has 

now announced that it will start shipping its eagerly awaited DK2 kit in 

July this year, which ups the resolution to a massive 960 x 1,080 per 

eye, giving you 1,920 x 1,080 across your field of vision. The new dev 

kit also features an improved, low-latency head-tracking system  and 

a low-persistence OLED display. The latter is designed to eliminate 

motion blur and judder, in the hope of reducing the feeling of nausea 

that some people experience when using a VR headset.

The DK2 kit has been available to pre-order for a while, with a cost 

of $350, but the company has apparently already received over 

40,000 pre-orders for the new kit, and only hopes to produce 10,000 

kits in the next month, so it looks like there’s going to be a long wait. 

See www.oculusvr.com/dk2 for more information about the DK2.

AOC jumps on G-Sync wagon
We’ve previously sang the praises of Nvidia’s G-Sync technology 

(see Issue 127, p98), which effectively knocks stuttering and tearing 

issues on the head, and monitor maker AOC has now signed up to it. 

The company’s new 24in g2460Pg monitor is specifically aimed at 

gamers, and offers a refresh rate of 144Hz and a standard native 

resolution of 1,920 x 1,080. The new display can hook up to your 

graphics card via DisplayPort, and also features a USB 3 hub. AOC 

says the g2460Pg is scheduled for release by the end of July, with 

a suggested retail price of £369 inc VAT.

Asus unlocks non-Z-series 
motherboards
One of the selling points of Intel’s Z-series chipsets was access to the 

multiplier on unlocked CPUs. However, Asus claims it has developed 

a workaround that gives access to CPU multipliers on motherboards 

based on Intel’s H87, H81, H97 and B85 chipsets, via an EFI update. 

This isn’t the first time we’ve seen multiplier access on a non-Z-

series motherboard; ASRock achieved a similar feat with its ASRock 

Fatal1ty H97 Performance, which worked fine 

when we tested it (see Issue 130, p46). 

Asus says it can’t guarantee that the 

workaround will work on future CPUs, but 

says it definitely will work on the 

current Haswell and 

Haswell refresh chips, 

including the new 

Pentium G3258 (see 

p17), providing the 

potential to build even 

cheaper overclocked PCs.

Asus’ budget motherboards 

based on Intel’s H81 chipset can 

now access CPU multipliers

We take a look at the latest newly announced products

http://www.oculusvr.com/dk2
http://www.ebuyer.com
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E  
nthusiasts haven’t had a sub-£100 Intel CPU 

that you could overclock meaningfully since 

the Pentium G9650. Intel pulled the plug on 

overclocking any chips other than K-series CPUs at the 

launch of Sandy Bridge back in 2011, causing many 

overclockers on a budget to turn to AMD, which still offers 

overclocking on many of its sub-£100 CPUs, such as the 

FX-6300. However, the budget overclocking world is about 

to be put into upheaval, as Intel has now decided to take 

back a slice of AMD’s pie with the unlocked Pentium G3258.

The new Pentium has two physical CPU cores, each 

clocked at 3.2GHz, and it also lacks 

Hyper-Threading, so no amount of 

overclocking is going to see it top the 

graphs in multi-threaded applications. It 

also has just 3MB of Level 3 cache and a 

cut-down IGP too, with its basic Intel HD 

Graphics processor only offering ten 

execution units and a maximum 

1,100MHz core speed. At just £53, we 

can’t complain too much though. It sports 

a super-low TDP of 53W too, so it won’t 

need a huge CPU cooler.

At stock speed, the Pentium G3258 was a few hundred 

points short of the Core i5-4690K in our single-threaded 

image editing test, but in other tests, not surprisingly, it 

scored pretty poorly. It came last in the video encoding test 

and Cinebench R15, and by a considerable margin too. 

Even the Core i3-4130 and FX-6300 were noticeably 

better, thanks to their additional threads, whether they’re 

from physical or virtual cores. Its overall score in our 

benchmarks of 1,579 was also low, although the stock-

speed FX-6300 was even slower, with a similar result in 

both of our game tests too.

However, the trick with the unlocked G3258 is to 

overclock it, and then it really shines. We went 

straight into Windows at 4.5GHz using a 45x 

multiplier and a 1.3V vcore, but needed a further 

0.07V to reach our maximum CPU frequency 

of 4.8GHz. This 50 per cent overclock is 

spectacular, and its temperatures stayed 

reasonable too, with a delta T of 54°C using a 

Corsair H80i. 

This had a huge impact on the benchmark 

scores. The image editing score rose from 1,705 

to 2,469 – enough to eclipse both of the older 

Haswell CPUs, even when they were 

overclocked. The video encoding score flew 

up to 2,775 too, although this still wasn’t 

enough to beat the overclocked FX-6300, 

which managed 3,129, and the situation was 

similar in Cinebench R15. However, the Pentium 

Intel Pentium G3258 /£53 inc VAT

Intel returns to budget overclocking 

SUPPLIER www.overclockers.co.uk / MODEL NUMBER BX80646G3258

/SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency 3.2GHz

Core Haswell

Manufacturing process 
22nm

Number of cores  2 x physical 

Cache L1:4 x 32KB, L2: 2 x 
256KB, L3: 3MB (shared)

Memory controller  
Dual-channel DDR3, up to 
1,333MHz

Packaging LGA1150

Features SSE, SSE2, SSE3, 
SSSE3, SSE4, SSE4.2, 
EM64T, F16C, Quick Sync 
Video

LG A 1 1 5 0  C P U

VERDICT

Amazing performance for the money when it’s 

overclocked, although it struggles with highly  

multi-threaded software. 

We went straight 

into Windows at 

4.5GHz using a 

1.3V vcore

OVERALL SCORE

85%

SPEED 

39/50
VALUE 

34/35

FEATURES 

12/15

G3258 had the last laugh overall in the Media Benchmarks, 

beating the overclocked FX-6300 by over 300 points.

Conclusion
The Pentium G3258 is exactly what you’d expect from a 

cheap, overclockable CPU. It keeps up with far more 

expensive CPUs in single and lightly threaded applications, 

but as soon as more cores come into play, it gets trounced 

by CPUs with more cores. The situation improves once it’s 

overclocked, when it betters some K-series CPUs in some 

tests, which is amazing. This isn’t a chip for rendering or 

video encoding, but as a low-power budget CPU for games 

and light tasks, it’s an absolute corker.  

ANTONY LEATHER

ELITE 
NEW ENTRY

P70
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A  
s with its Core i7 sibling, the Core i5-4690K 

hasn’t undergone much in the way of 

architectural tweaking compared to its 

Haswell-based predecessor, the  Core i5-4670K. 

However, Intel has addressed the high overclocked 

load temperatures by introducing what it calls a 

Polymer Thermal Interface Material (NGPTIM). 

Intel has also added a number of capacitors to the 

underside of the CPU, which now looks very different 

to its predecessor. Intel claims these capacitors will 

smooth power delivery; however, as with the  

Core i7 K-series model, the Core 

i5-4690K has a slightly higher 

TDP than its predecessor, due to a 

slightly higher power specification, which 

Intel claims will help overclocking.

Sadly, while the Core i7-4790K 

received a 500MHz base clock boost, 

making it Intel’s first 4GHz CPU, the Core 

i5-4690K is only 100MHz faster than 

the Core i5-4670K, at 3.5GHz, while it 

Turbo Boosts to 3.9GHz. The rest of the 

specification remains the same as its predecessor, with 

6MB of shared Level 3 cache and an Intel HD Graphics 4600 

IGP with a 1,200MHz core.

The extra 100MHz saw the Core i5-4690K perform 

slightly better at stock speed than its predecessor, coming 

second behind the Core i7-4790K in the image editing test, 

and it was the fastest CPU without Hyper-Threading in our 

video encoding test too. Our game tests posted an even 

rosier picture, with it bettering the Hyper-Threaded Core 

i7-3770K in both benchmarks, although the lack of four 

virtual cores still hurts it in Cinebench R15, where it wasn’t 

any faster than the previous-generation Core i5.

Overclocking was a very similar experience to the Core 

i7-4770K. Its limit with our cooling was 4.8GHz; it would 

boot into Windows at 4.9GHz, but even 

ramping up the vcore to 1.4V didn’t make it 

100 per cent stable in stress tests. In the end, 

we needed 1.33V to see a healthy 1.3GHz 

boost over its default frequency. 

This overclock saw huge gains in our 

benchmarks, with the overall score in the 

Media Benchmarks rising 22 per cent to 

2,802, with similar boosts to the minimum 

frame rates in our game tests and Cinebench 

too. 

Meanwhile, stock speed power 

consumption was fairly low, at just 109W 

under load for the whole system, but this 

rocketed to 180W once overclocked. 

However, its load delta T of 49°C is far lower 

Intel Core i5-4690K /£179 inc VAT

Intel’s new mid-range king 

SUPPLIER www.scan.co.uk / MODEL NUMBER BX80646I54690K 

/SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency 3.5GHz

Core Haswell

Manufacturing process 22nm

Number of cores  4 x physical 

Cache L1: 8x 32KB, L2 4 x 
256KB, L3 6MB (shared)

Memory controller Dual-
channel DDR3, up to 1,600MHz

Packaging LGA1150

Features SSE, SSE2, SSE3, 
SSSE3, SSE4, SSE4.2, EM64T, 
F16C, Turbo Boost 2, Quick 
Sync Video

LG A 1 1 5 0  C P U

VERDICT

A better all-round CPU than its predecessor, although it 

isn’t much faster. This is a good CPU if you need more 

power than the Pentium, but the latter is far better value.

Intel has 

introduced what it 

calls a Polymer 

Thermal Interface

OVERALL SCORE

84%

SPEED 

43/50
VALUE 

28/35

FEATURES 

13/15

than the result that you’d expect from its predecessor at the 

same frequency and voltage – it was easily tamed by our 

Corsair H80i.

Conclusion
With lower overclocked temperatures and better stock-

speed performance, this is still a better CPU than its 

predecessor. However, it costs more than three times the 

price of the Pentium G3258 and, once the latter has been 

overclocked, it’s certainly not three times as fast. That said, 

there’s still a big difference in most of our tests between the 

two CPUs, so if you’re looking for some more serious power 

and don’t need Hyper-Threading, the Core i5 is still the way 

to go. It’s a shame the limit appears to be 4.8GHz using 

conventional cooling, although water-cooling aficionados 

may be able to squeeze a little more out of it. 

ANTONY LEATHER

ELITE 
NEW ENTRY

P70
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O  
f the three new Intel CPUs we’re reviewing month, 

the Core i7-4790K is undoubtedly the one to 

consider if you do a lot of rendering or video 

encoding. Its Hyper-Threading support gives it an 

additional four virtual cores on top of its four physical 

cores, and it’s also now Intel’s new flagship LGA1150 

CPU. As with the other CPUs on test this month, not a lot 

has changed compared to the original Haswell CPUs, 

although there are a few small changes. 

Firstly, like the Core i5-4690K, the new Core i7 

sports additional capacitors on its underside, which 

Intel claims help smooth power 

delivery. That said, the TDP of the 

Core i7-4790K is actually 4W higher than 

the Core i7-4770K (thanks to the higher 

clock speed), and its extra power 

requirements are one reason for the 

uncertainty over whether Intel Z87 

chipset-based motherboards could fully 

support the new CPUs. We now know 

that they can support the new chips, 

although they may require a BIOS/EFI 

update, so be sure to check your motherboard 

manufacturer’s website.

Both new K-series CPUs also claim to have solved the 

heat issues that plagued Ivy Bridge and the initial Haswell 

CPUs when overclocked. Intel has used what it calls a Next 

Generation Polymer Thermal Interface Material or NGPTIM. 

In short, this is meant to improve the thermal transfer 

between the CPU core and heatspreader. 

The Core i7-4790K is also Intel’s first 4GHz desktop CPU 

– a big increase from the 3.5GHz of its predecessor. In fact, 

using Turbo Boost, the stock frequency can climb to 4.4GHz. 

In terms of specification, though, apart from the 

increased clock speed, the two Core i7 CPUs are 

identical; they both use Intel HD 4600 Graphics 

with a GPU core clock of 1,250MHz and 20 

execution units, and both have 8MB of shared 

Level 3 cache.

We managed to overclock the Core i7-4790K 

to 4.8GHz using a vcore of 1.33V. This vcore is 

slightly higher than we expected, but its 

overclocked delta T of  59°C was also noticeably 

cooler than that of the Core i7-4770K. 

Even at stock speed in our Media 

Benchmarks, the Core i7-4790K posted 

some of the fastest results we’ve seen, being 

considerably faster than the Ivy Bridge-based 

Core i7-3770K in many of our tests. 

It took a huge lead in the image editing test, 

with its score of 2,316 bettering the Core 

i7-4770K by nearly 300 points, and it came top 

Intel Core i7-4790K /£263 inc VAT

Intel’s first 4GHz CPU

SUPPLIER www.scan.co.uk / MODEL NUMBER BX80646I74790K 

/SPECIFICATIONS

Frequency 4GHz

Core Haswell

Manufacturing process 
22nm

Number of cores  4 x 
physical, 4 x logical

Cache L1: 8x 32KB, L2 4 x 
256KB, L3 (shared)

Memory controller Dual-
channel DDR3, up to 
1,600MHz

Packaging LGA1150

Features Hyper-Threading, 
SSE, SSE2, SSE3, SSSE3, 
SSE4, SSE4.2, EM64T, F16C, 
Turbo Boost 2, Quick Sync 
Video

LG A 1 1 5 0  C P U

VERDICT

Not a huge leap up from a Core i7-4770K, but owners 

of older CPUs will benefit from the extra multi-threaded 

horsepower.

Using Turbo 

Boost, the stock 

frequency can 

climb to 4.4GHz

OVERALL SCORE

83%

SPEED 

44/50
VALUE 

25/35

FEATURES 

14/15

overall, bettering even the mighty Core i7-4960X at stock 

speed. It wasn’t quite as dominant once overclocked, but it 

was extremely fast in our game tests, with its frequency 

advantage claiming the top spot in The Elder Scrolls V: 

Skyrim at stock speed and also when overclocked, although 

it had worthy opponents in some of the LGA2011 CPUs.

Conclusion
The Core i7-4790K isn’t a massive leap up from the Core 

i7-4770K in terms of overclocked performance, but it runs 

much cooler and it’s notable quicker than the Core i7-3770K 

too. If you deal with rendering or video encoding on a regular 

basis, Intel’s Core i7-4930K is quicker, but the Core 

i7-4790K still offers decent multi-threading performance 

for a much cheaper price.

ANTONY LEATHER

ELITE 
NEW ENTRY

P70
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W 
e’ve put both the Core i5 Devil’s Canyon CPU and the 

bargain-tastic Pentium G3258 to the test at various popular 

memory speeds, from 1,600MHz and even approaching 

3,000MHz courtesy of Corsair’s new Vengeance Pro 2,933MHz kit, 

to find the sweet spots. As their maximum overclocked settings of 

4.8GHz apiece were fairly easy to achieve, we’ve also used this CPU 

frequency in the memory tests.

What memory should I buy?
Both CPUs saw noticeable scaling from lower frequencies all the way 

up to 2,933MHz. Unigine Valley saw the biggest gains in our game 

tests, although there were small gains above 2,400MHz. Meanwhile, 

Cinebench R15 and the video encoding test didn’t see significant 

improvements, but our multi-tasking test saw massive gains from 

higher frequencies with both CPUs.

For potential Pentium G3258 owners, the choice is pretty clear. 

There isn’t a great deal of mileage in opting for a 16GB kit, but in speed 

terms, there’s less than £11 difference between the least expensive 

8GB 2,400MHz kit on test and the cheapest 1,600MHz kit that we 

found online. Given the huge increases in multi-tasking performance 

and modest frame rate boosts in games, we recommend opting for 

a 2,400MHz kit while the prices are so low.

For those looking at K-series CPUs, multi-tasking sees huge leaps 

when moving from 1,600 to 2,400MHz and there were noticeable 

gains in some game benchmarks too. If you’re aiming for an 8GB kit, 

as with the Pentium G3258, 2,400MHz makes absolute sense given 

the small price difference. All the 2,400MHz kits reviewed here had 

either zero or negligible performance differences between them, so 

the choice really comes down to design and price.

Corsair Vengeance Pro Series 
2,400MHz DDR3 
Model number CMY16GX3M2A2400C11A

16GB, £128 inc VAT 

SUPPLIER www.scan.co.uk

8GB, £64 inc VAT 

SUPPLIER www.ebuyer.com

Both of Corsair’s attractive 

Vengeance Pro Series memory 

kits are competitively priced. At the 16GB end, only the Kingston 

HyperX Beast is cheaper and the 8GB Vengeance kit is the joint 

cheapest on test. 

The best memory  
for Devil’s Canyon
How well does the  performance of Intel’s new CPUs scale as you increase  

the frequency, and which kits offer the best value? Antony Leather finds out

In addition, the heatsink clip is available in a variety of colours, 

allowing you to match your memory to your motherboard or case.

Corsair Dominator Platinum 
2,400MHz DDR3
Model number CMD16GX3M2A2400C10

16GB, £196 inc VAT 

SUPPLIER www.ebuyer.com

8GB, £130 inc VAT 

SUPPLIER www.overclockers.co.uk

As well as offering slightly 

tighter memory timings 

than the Vengeance Pro 

Series, the Corsair’s 

Dominator Platinum RAM 

is also compatible with Corsair’s Link monitoring kit, and you can 

swap out the illuminated light bar with optional acrylic inserts too, 

such as the ones we used in our recent Dream PC feature (see 

Issue 129, p90). The downside is that it’s much more expensive – 

the 8GB kit is more expensive than many 16GB kits on test, and the 

performance difference from the tighter timings is insignificant. 

However, it’s certainly the best-looking memory available, making it 

ideal for modders.

Kingston HyperX Genesis 
2,400MHz DDR3 
Model number HX24C11BRK2/16-OC

16GB, £130 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.overclockers.co.uk

8GB, £68 inc VAT 

SUPPLIER www.overclockers.co.uk

The HyperX Genesis kits are 

not only value-conscious, but 

their short heatsinks mean 

they’re also your best bet  if you need standard-height DIMMs to fit 

under a large cooler. Weirdly, the 16GB kit costs more than the 16GB 

HyperX Beast kit at the moment, despite sporting identical timings. 

The latter is your best bet if you have space for its large heatsinks, but 

M2A2400C11A

ory

s.co.uk
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MEMORY FREQUENCY RESULTS
MEMORY FREQUENCY 1,600MHz 1,866MHz 2,133MHz 2,400MHz 2,933MHz

GIMP IMAGE EDITING

Core i5-4690K (4.8GHz)  2,497  2,515  2,550  2,562  2,592 

Pentium G3258 (4.8GHz)  2,469  2,479  2,498  2,504  2,497 

HANDBRAKE H.264 VIDEO ENCODING

Core i5-4690K (4.8GHz)  4,202  4,223  4,254  4,279  4,310 

Pentium G3258 (4.8GHz)  2,775  2,777  2,799  2,810  2,813 

MULTI�TASKING

Core i5-4690K (4.8GHz)  1,707  1,848  1,997  2,067  2,093 

Pentium G3258 (4.8GHz)  1,380  1,474  1,551  1,675  1,784 

OVERALL

Core i5-4690K (4.8GHz)  2,802  2,862  2,933  2,969  2,998 

Pentium G3258 (4.8GHz)  2,208  2,243  2,282  2,329  2,364 

UNIGINE VALLEY

Core i5-4690K (4.8GHz)  4,301  4,399  4,410  4,436  4,435 

Pentium G3258 (4.8GHz)  4,030  4,204  4,258  4,294  4,380 

THE ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM �MINIMUM / AVERAGE�

Core i5-4690K (4.8GHz) 105fps / 151fps 106fps / 154fps 108fps / 155fps 110fps / 155fps 112fps / 156fps

Pentium G3258 (4.8GHz) 73fps / 127fps 73fps / 131fps 73fps / 134fps 74fps / 134fps 74fps / 135fps

CRYSIS 3 �MINIMUM / AVERAGE�

Core i5-4690K (4.8GHz) 50fps / 60fps 51fps / 61fps 51fps / 61fps 51fps / 61fps 51fps / 61fps

Pentium G3258 (4.8GHz) 47fps / 57fps 47fps / 58fps 47fps / 58fps 48fps / 62fps 49fps / 64fps

CINEBENCH R15

Core i5-4690K (4.8GHz) 716 717 720 721 729

Pentium G3258 (4.8GHz) 343 347 354 354 353

the Genesis are great-performing memory modules if you’re using 

a large air cooler.

Kingston HyperX Beast 
2,400MHz DDR3 
Model number KHX24C11T3K2/16X 

16GB, £121 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.dabs.com

8GB, £75 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.ebuyer.com

As the cheapest 16GB kit on 

test, the HyperX Beast is a steal at £121. However, the large heatsinks 

could potentially mean the smaller HyperX Genesis kit is a better 

option for you if you’re using a large air cooler. The 8GB kit, however, 

currently costs £11 more than the cheapest 2,400MHz set on test, 

making it largely redundant at the moment.

G.Skill TridentX 2,400MHz 
DDR3
Model number B0080FFZ8E

16GB, £145 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.aria.co.uk

8GB, £64 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.ebuyer.com

G.Skill’s 16GB kit is quite pricey, but its 8GB kit is bang on the money at 

£64 – the same price as Corsair’s Vengeance Pro Series. Both offer 

the same performance for the same price, so your choice here is really 

down to which aesthetic qualities you prefer.

Corsair Vengeance Pro 
2,933MHz DDR3 
Model number CMY8GX3M2A2933C12R

8GB, £294 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www,scan.co.uk

While we saw modest 

(at best) performance 

gains when moving from 

2,400MHz to 2,933MHz, this 

kit costs a fortune. It’s worth 

considering if you’re into 

competitive benchmarking, 

and want to break memory benchmark records, especially as the 

Vengeance Pro 2,933MHz kit also includes a bolt-on fan. However, 

anyone else will be better off saving a large chunk of money and 

opting for a 2,400MHz kit.

/TEST KIT

Common components: Asus Maximus VII Hero motherboard, Corsair 

H80i CPU cooler, 240GB OCZ Vector 150 SSD, Nvidia GeForce GTX 680 

2GB graphics card, Corsair Pro Series Gold HX750 PSU, Windows 7 64-bit

ELITE 
NEW ENTRY

P70
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T  
o overclock one of Intel’s new 

Devil’s Canyon CPUs, you’ll need 

a motherboard with a Z97 or Z87 

chipset motherboard; then just follow our 

guide, depending on which unlocked CPU 

you’ve bought. In these guides, we’ve used 

safe overclocks, which are a few hundred 

megahertz lower than the maximums we 

achieved in our reviews, but these settings 

should be attainable on any CPU, as long as 

you have a half-decent air cooler.

Intel Core i5-4690K  
and Core i7-4790K
As both the new K-series CPUs overclocked 

to 4.8GHz with similar voltages, we’ve 

amalgamated the process of overclocking 

them into one single guide, which shows you 

how to overclock each of them to a more 

modest speed of 4.6GHz. You can, of course, 

also apply our review settings, but bear in 

mind that they were achieved using an all- 

in-one liquid cooler, so they might not be 

attainable with a more modest air cooler.

Your first job is to check your current 

core temperatures when under load. Go to 

www.alcpu.com/CoreTemp and download 

the latest version of CoreTemp, and you’ll 

also need a copy of Prime95 from http://

tinyurl.com/prime95test, which will put your 

CPU under stress to test load temperatures, 

as well as CPU-Z from www.cpuid.com, 

which gives you a real-time readout of the 

CPU frequency.

1  Your CPU temperatures should be under 

65°C at load using the Prime95 smallfft test. If 

it’s above this temperature, you’ll need a 

better CPU cooler. Our Core i5-4690K’s 

maximum  temperature at stock speed is 

50°C using a Corsair H80i, so we have plenty 

of headroom.

2   Head into your motherboard’s BIOS or 

EFI, which is usually achieved by tapping the 

Del key when you start your PC. You then 

need to locate the overclocking section. On 

our Maximus VII Hero motherboard, it’s called 

the Extreme Tweaker section.

3  Find the core ratio or multiplier control – 

you may have to enable manual overclocking 

to be able to change this setting on some 

motherboards. We’ve highlighted this 

setting above, where you can see it’s set to 

Auto by default.

4  Type 46 into the core ratio setting. This is 

the new multiplier, which uses the 100MHz 

base clock as a reference, increasing the CPU 

core speed to 4.6GHz. Select ‘Sync All Cores’ 

if you have the option, or you may end up only 

overclocking one of the four available cores.

5  Find the voltage control. In our EFI, it’s 

just under the frequency controls we just 

tweaked. Specifically, you want the CPU core 

voltage, which was again set to Auto on our 

board by default. Change this setting to 1.28V. 

Overclocking  
Devil’s Canyon

1

2
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In our testing, this was enough for a stable 

4.6GHz clock on both CPUs.

6  As Haswell CPUs scale well with faster 

RAM, we’re using 2,400MHz RAM. Make 

sure the DRAM frequency is set accordingly 

using the drop-down list. Check that the 

voltage and timings are correct too – you 

can find these settings on the DIMMs.

7  Finally, disable the CPU C-States, which 

can sometimes cause stability issues when 

overclocking. This setting is usually located 

under CPU Power Management – a section 

that’s under the Advanced tab in our Asus 

board’s EFI.

8  Now it’s time to save your settings. 

You can usually save your settings by 

pressing F10, making sure to select save 

and exit if necessary. On modern Asus ROG 

motherboards, you’re also told what settings 

you’ve changed, which can be handy.

9  Head back into Windows to see if your 

overclock has worked. Load up Prime95, 

Core Temp and CPU-Z. Your overclock may 

not appear in CPU-Z until your CPU is under 

load, but check your temperatures when 

your PC is idle first – ours were still low, at 

around 30°C. 

After that, run the smallfft test in Prime95. 

To test stability and temperatures, you’ll need 

to run this test for two hours, followed up by a 

run of our Media Benchmarks suite. Our CPU 

temperature maxed out at 71°C with an 

ambient room temperature of  24°C. If yours 

goes over 90°C, lower the overclock and 

voltage. Likewise, if you encounter stability 

issues, lower the CPU multiplier by one notch 

and try again.

9

3

6

4

7

5

8
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Intel Pentium G3258
Our maximum overclock using a Corsair H80i with the Pentium 

G3258 was 4.8GHz, with plenty of cooling room to spare. However, 

to make sure you’ll be able to give your own CPU a decent overclock 

without any issues, we’ve relentlessly tested the settings in this guide 

to make sure they’re 100 per cent stable, so they and should be doable 

on any retail chip. In fact, even our Intel reference cooler managed to 

keep the Pentium G3258 under 90°C using these settings. To start, 

install Core Temp, Prime95 and CPU-Z using the links earlier in this 

article, and check your temperatures.

5  As you can see, our CPU topped out at 66°C. Now run Prime95 for an hour, plus several other CPU-intensive benchmarks, to make sure your 

overclock is stable. Of course, if you have plenty of cooling headroom, you can also push it higher – our maximum was 4.8GHz using 1.37V. 

1  Head into your motherboard’s BIOS/EFI system by hitting the Del 

key as soon as you see a display on the screen, and locate the 

overclocking section. On Asus ROG motherboards, it’s usually called 

the Extreme Tweaker section, but it should be fairly easy to find.

2  The Pentium G3258’s mass appeal is its unlocked multiplier, so 

you’ll need to find this setting (it’s called core ratio on our board), and 

set it to 46. With the 100MHz base clock, this multiplier will give us our 

desired 4.6GHz clock speed.

3  As with the Core i5 and Core i7, you need to make sure your 

memory speed is set correctly. You can usually find the settings in the 

standard overclocking section, although sometimes memory settings 

are located in a sub-section.

4  Put 1.26V into the vcore or CPU voltage section – you may need 

to enable full manual mode, and switch between offset and manual 

voltage adjustment first. The Pentium needed just 1.26V to pass our 

stress tests at 4.6GHz, so it will run cool at these settings too. 
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A  
s the ongoing effort to reduce the cost 

of NAND and SSDs continues, 

manufacturers continue to seek ways 

of increasing die density to get more from their 

silicon, and in the past year, both Samsung and 

Crucial have released drives that use 128Gb NAND 

dies – the SSD 840 Evo and MX100 respectively, 

both of which have an excellent cost per gigabyte.

However, we’re approaching the limits of this 

method as, at the sub-20nm level cell-to-cell 

electron interference is a major issue, and one that 

requires time, effort and money to combat with 

advanced error correction algorithms that ensure 

data integrity. Eventually, the development cost 

will outweigh the savings associated with a die 

shrink. Performance and endurance also typically 

suffer with each die shrink or as 

you cram more capacity into one die.

All the major players in NAND 

production are, of course, aware of 

this issue, but Samsung is the first 

to counter it, with the SSD 850 Pro. 

Available in capacities between 128GB 

and 1TB (a first for the Pro range), it’s 

the first SSD to use the company’s 

32-layer 3D Vertical NAND.

This 3D V-NAND has been in 

development for some time; it’s based on the charge trap 

flash technology that Samsung first announced in 2006, 

whereby data is stored in an insulating layer, rather than 

a standard conductive one with floating gate transistors. 

Furthermore, as the name suggests, the new flash 

design allows Samsung to stack cells on top of each other. 

Adding this Z-axis reduces the need to keep shrinking the 

X- and Y-axes within a NAND die, and allows density to 

increase within comparable die sizes. Samsung believes 

1Tb (128GB) dies will be possible by 2017 through additional 

layers alone, without shrinking die size. 

Performance, endurance and power 

consumption are all improved in the new design 

too. With less cell-to-cell interference, less 

complicated error-checking algorithms are 

needed and that leads to faster programming 

times and improved performance. Endurance 

is also improved. In fact, Samsung tells us it 

has doubled, and as such, the SSD 850 Pro’s 

warranty is a massive ten years. As with the SSD 

840 Pro (which only has a five-year warranty), 

this is based on a maximum of a 40GB/day 

workload, so you’re covered for 150TB of total 

host writes – much higher than any other 

consumer drive on the market.

Samsung SSD 850 Pro 256GB /Approx £145 inc VAT

The world’s first SSD based on 3D Vertical NAND

SUPPLIER TBC

/SPECIFICATIONS

Interface SATA 6Gbps

Nominal capacity 256GB

Formatted capacity 
238.47GB

Controller Samsung MEX

Cache 512MB Samsung 
LPDDR2

Memory Samsung 32 layer 
3D V-NAND

Warranty Ten years (max 
150TB written)

S O L I D  STAT E  D R I V E

Meanwhile, the SSD 840 Pro’s MDX controller has been 

upgraded to the MEX model that the SSD 840 Evo also 

uses. However, the firmware will be radically different for 

these two drives, as they’re optimised for two very different 

NAND structures. The cache remains at 512MB, but has 

been changed to LPDDR2 memory, which should lower 

power consumption.

The SSD 850 Pro’s feature set has been modernised too. 

Standard AES 256-bit encryption is joined by compliance 

with the TGC Opal 2.0 and IEEE 1667 encryption standards 

for more advanced hardware level encryption. There’s also 

support for the ultra low-power DEVSLP function.

Then there’s RAPID Mode, which uses system memory 

as an I/O cache to speed up drive performance. It’s 

supported through the usual Magician software, which 

remains excellent in its intuitive nature and feature set. 

RAPID has been upgraded with new algorithms and the 

ability to use up to 4GB of memory rather than 1GB as 

before, although it’s still capped to use no more than 25 per 

cent of your total system memory.

Performance
The 850 Pro achieved a massive 551MB/sec sequential 

read speed in CrystalDiskMark, and its write speeds in 

excess of 500MB/sec make it one of the fastest drives 

around in this regard too. Random performance at single 

and high queue depths is also impressive, typically showing 

small improvements on the already fast SSD 840 PRO. 

The Crucial M550 and OCZ Vector 150 both have a slight 

advantage with write speeds at a single queue depth, and 

OCZ maintains this edge with QD32 and QD64 writes, but 

the difference isn’t of any concern. Moving to our real-world 

tests, we initially saw a dip from the 840 Pro’s speed in the 

The new design 

allows Samsung to 

stack cells on top 

of each other
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PCMark 7 Starting Applications 

workload, although the difference 

is only 5MB/sec, and the 850 Pro 

is more significantly ahead of 

other SSDs. For example, it’s 

almost 30MB/sec quicker than 

the Vector 150. Moving to the 

gaming run, it improves on the 

previous best score from the 840 

Pro, extending Samsung’s lead 

here further. The dominance 

continues in Bootracer, where the 

850 Pro records the fastest average Windows 7 boot time 

we’ve seen.

Our Iometer workloads are designed to simulate 

professional heavy use scenarios, such as workstations 

and databases. Although each workload is only run for five 

minutes, that contains thousands of simultaneous random 

read and write operations every second, and only drives 

with robust controller/firmware combinations can maintain 

high performance. 

The SSD 840 Pro had a little difficulty here when it came 

to performance consistency, which is an important issue for 

the target audience. Happily, this has very clearly been 

addressed in the 850 Pro, and we see an overall average 

improvement of 35 per cent in this test, with some of the 

individual tests showing gains of over 50 per cent. The 

average IOPS score puts it neck and neck with the OCZ 

Vector 150, the current leader in 

this respect, and the Samsung 

also beat the OCZ drive in three of 

the four workloads.

Conclusion
Pricing at the time of writing is 

based on the US MSRP of $199.99 

with tax added, which puts the 

SSD 850 Pro 256GB’s price at 

around £10 more than the 840 

Pro 256GB, which is what you’d 

expect from a new launch. Comparatively, the Crucial 

MX100 256GB is now available for less than £80, although 

it won’t be as fast. For most home users, enthusiasts and 

even heavy gamers, drives such as the Crucial MX100 and 

Samsung 840 Evo should be your choice.

However, the SSD 840 Pro carries significant advantages 

for users whose workloads give storage systems a serious 

hammering. First and foremost, it’s a very fast SSD, and in all 

areas of performance, it sits at or right next to the top of the 

charts every time. 

Beyond that, the generous warranty and enhanced 

reliability of the new 3D V-NAND, as well as the much 

improved performance consistency, means this drive is 

quite simply unmatched at the moment. It carries a 

premium, but that’s the price of owning the best SSD. 

MATTHEW LAMBERT
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VERDICT

Another win for Samsung’s SSD line-

up. The 3D V-NAND is advantageous in 

every respect, forming the basis of an 

outstanding professional product.

OVERALL SCORE

87%

SPEED 

49/50
BANG/BUCK 

24/30

£/GB 

14/20
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A  
lienware has built gaming laptops since 1996, and 

its latest model is locked and loaded with Nvidia 

GeForce GTX 880M graphics and a Core 

i7-4700MQ processor. Of course, the GTX 880M is the star 

of the show. It’s based on the GK104 core that debuted in the 

desktop GTX 680, and it includes 8GB of 5GHz GDDR5 

memory – twice as much as the original 

card. Elsewhere, the GTX 880M has 

1,536 stream processors clocked to a 

minimum of 954MHz. 

Meanwhile, the Core i7-4700MQ 

is no slouch thanks to its four Hyper-

Threaded cores, 2.4GHz clock speed 

and 3.4GHz Turbo Boost peak, but it’s still 300MHz behind 

the MSI GT70 2PC Dominator’s Core i7-4800MQ (see Issue 

129, p26). The rest of the Alienware’s 

specification impresses too. There’s 

8GB of RAM, a 1TB hard disk, support 

for 802.11ac Wi-Fi and a DVD drive. 

There’s also an 80GB mSATA SSD, so 

you get solid state storage for your OS 

and software, although the MSI has the 

upper hand here with its 128GB SSD. 

The high-end hardware is all 

crammed inside the familiar Alienware 

chassis. It’s an anodised aluminium shell with a matt black 

finish, and there are jutting, angled areas, vents and plenty of 

bright lights – Alienware’s calling card. There’s a ring of light 

around the base, illuminated logos, a backlit 

keyboard and a glowing touchpad. Meanwhile, 

the AlienFX app is used to change the colour of 

every light, and it has slick pre-installed themes. 

Lights can be customised with glowing effects, 

and can even be set to change according to 

which applications are being used.

The Alienware isn’t subtle, but it looks good, 

and it’s also practical. There are four USB 3 

connectors, HDMI and mini-DisplayPort outputs, 

a trio of audio jacks, an SD card slot and Gigabit 

Ethernet. The interior is similarly versatile, with 

every component easily accessible, and most 

screws numbered in removal order. There’s a 

hard disk bay free too, but the MSI wins for 

upgrade room – the GT70 has a pair of memory 

slots and a mini-PCI-E connector vacant.

Build quality is exceptional too but, as with 

most gaming laptops, the Alienware isn’t light. 

This machine tips the scales at 4.1kg, and it’s 

48mm thick – a little heavier than the MSI, and 

11mm thinner. As such, the Alienware will be fine 

when you’re moving it around, but you’ll want a 

sturdy backpack to handle its weight. 

Alienware 17 /£1,804 inc VAT

8GB of graphics memory? That’s more than your average desktop

SUPPLIER: www.dell.co.uk

/SPECIFICATIONS

CPU 2.4GHz Intel Core 
i7-4700MQ

Memory 8GB 1,600MHz 
DDR3

Graphics Nvidia GeForce 
GTX 880M 8GB GDDR5

Sound On-board

Screen 17.3in 1,920 x 1,080 
non-touch

Storage 80GB mSATA Lite-
On SSD; 1TB hard disk

Weight 4.1kg

Ports 4 x USB 3, HDMI, mini-
DisplayPort, 3 x audio jacks

Dimensions 414 x 300 x 
48mm (W x D x H)

Extras Dual-band 802.11ac 
Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 4.0

Operating system Windows 
8.1 64-bit

Warranty One year return 
to base

G A M I N G  L A P TO P

That superb build quality means the keyboard’s base is 

strong too; there’s no hint of weakness even during frantic 

gaming. Alienware has opted for a traditional desktop-style 

keyboard rather than the Scrabble-tile style used by the MSI, 

and it’s better for typing as a result. Each key hammers down 

with a good balance between the lightness and speed 

required for rapid gaming, and the consistency and weight 

of the best keyboards. The layout is good too, with large 

buttons and a numeric keypad. The touchpad is a tad 

disappointing though. Despite the huge wrist-rest, the pad 

is small, and we often hit its edges during gameplay. It’s a 

disappointment, as the surface is smooth and the buttons 

are effective. However, we recommend using a proper 

mouse for gaming wherever possible anyway.

As usual, most aspects of the Alienware’s specification 

can be tweaked, and pre-made models are also available. 

A cheaper version costs £1,299 and has a GTX 860M GPU, 

a single 500GB hard disk and a 1,600 x 900 screen. The 

mid-range £1,549 model includes an AMD Radeon R9 

M290X card, and the top specification unleashes a Core 

i7-4910MQ, 16GB of RAM and a 256GB SSD for £2,599. 

Performance
The GTX 880M proved its worth in our games benchmarks. 

In Battlefield 4, the Alienware’s 36fps minimum was 5fps 

quicker than the MSI, and in BioShock Infinite, the Alienware 

hit a 52fps minimum – 8fps quicker than the MSI. More 

importantly, though, in the demanding Crysis 3 test, the 

Alienware hit a just-playable 27fps that was bolstered by a 

43fps average, while the MSI only managed an unplayable 

minimum of 23fps in this test. Basically, there isn’t a current 

game that this laptop can’t play at its native resolution. 

The Alienware also clocked up a fantastic overall result of 

1,998 in our Media Benchmarks, although the MSI’s slightly 

quicker CPU gave it a slight edge in these tests. 

As you would expect, the Alienware also pumps out 

plenty of noise, but its consistent growl wasn’t as loud as 

that of the MSI. The Alienware is cooler too – its CPU and 

GPU peaked at 79°C and 82°C respectively, while both of the 

The GTX 880M 

has 1,536 stream 

processors clocked 

at 954MHz
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GT70’s key parts topped out at 90°C. Sensibly, the 

Alienware’s heat is also pumped from the rear of the 

system, and the chassis doesn’t get hot.

We then ran a standard battery test with web browsing, 

video chat and word processing tools, and the Alienware 

lasted a little over four hours – almost an hour longer than 

the MSI. In our high-performance gaming test with the 

screen at 100 per cent brightness, though, the Alienware ran 

for just 65 minutes – just one minute more than the MSI.

Meanwhile, the 1,920 x 1,080 screen has a matt finish, 

but quality is mixed. Its 343cd/m2 brightness is great, but the 

759:1 contrast ratio is beaten by the MSI’s 1,154:1; the GT70 

has deeper blacks and a little more high-end colour 

vibrancy. The Alienware fights back with great colour 

temperature, though, with an 89.7 per cent sRGB gamut 

coverage level and an average delta E of 7.03. The latter 

figure isn’t brilliant, but it’s also better than the MSI’s result.

The Alienware 17 is also fitted with surprisingly loud 

speakers, but the huge volume is the only good point – the 

mid-range is flat, the high end tinny and the bass 

underwhelming. The MSI has much better audio, but that’s 

a moot point if you play games with a headset anyway.

Conclusion
The 17 is typical Alienware: loud, brash and good-looking, 

and it has the bite to match its bark too, thanks to the GPU, 

which makes every current game playable at the laptop’s 

native resolution. It isn’t perfect, of course. The chassis is 

thick and heavy, the speakers aren’t great, battery life when 

gaming is poor and the touchpad needs to be bigger too. 

Also, while the Alienware 17 is a solid, well-built and 

fast gaming laptop, the MSI GT70 is nearly as fast and 

significantly cheaper. If you’re looking for uncompromising 

portable gaming performance then the Alienware 17,  with its 

GTX 880M GPU, is the machine to buy, but the MSI GT70 

2PC Dominator is still well worth considering if you can’t 

afford the Alienware’s asking price.

MIKE JENNINGS
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VERDICT

Plays all current games at top 

settings, and offers fantastic 

build quality and design, but it 

isn’t cheap.

OVERALL SCORE

90%

SPEED 

23/25
HARDWARE 

24/25

DESIGN 

24/25
VALUE 

19/25

HOW WE TEST
PAGE 38
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E  
xternally, the new 2014 

revision of Razer’s 

BlackWidow Ultimate 

keyboard is identical to the 2013 model 

it replaces. It’s well made, and it sports 

the now seemingly standard soft-

touch finish that feels nice, but attracts 

greasy fingerprints. However, to see 

what’s really new with the 2014 version 

of Razer’s top-of-the-range keyboard, 

you have to dig a little deeper – right beneath the key caps 

to be exact.

Two models of the BlackWidow are available; the 

vanilla version, which uses switches with an audible, tactile 

actuation point, and the Stealth (which 

we’re looking at here), which uses 

linear, silent switches. Get inside the 

Stealth, and you’ll find that the Cherry 

MX switches we’re used to seeing are 

absent, with Razer-branded models 

used instead; Razer Green switches on 

the standard Ultimate keyboard, and 

Razer Orange switches on the Stealth. 

This is an interesting move, and it’s the 

product of cooperation between Razer 

and Chinese switch manufacturer 

Kaihua Electronics.

Naturally, Razer extols the virtues 

of the new switches, claiming they’ve 

been developed for gaming first and 

typing second – a trait that purportedly 

gives them the edge over competing 

mechanical gaming keyboards, which 

were primarily designed for typists, 

and only later adopted by gamers.

Evidence of this focus is a little thin on the ground, 

however – the only difference between an Razer Orange 

switch and an MX Brown switch is a 0.1mm shallower 

actuation point (1.9mm for the Razer Orange, 2mm for the 

Cherry MX Brown). The distinction is more pronounced 

between the Razer Green and Cherry MX Blue switches 

(1.9mm on the Razer compared to 2.2mm on the 

Cherry), but even so, can such small differences 

be noticed?

Razer claims that they can be detected, but we 

found it tricky to do so while blind-testing it with 

various members of the team in the lab. The 

main difference people noticed was the slightly 

softer, less abrupt feel of the Orange switches 

compared to the Brown switches when they 

bottomed out, which some preferred. We 

struggled to tell the difference when gaming too, 

Razer BlackWidow Ultimate Stealth /£124 inc VAT

A mechanical gaming keyboard without Cherry MX switches

SUPPLIER www.scan.co.uk /MODEL NUMBER RZ03-00386100-R3W1

/SPECIFICATIONS

Connection Wired, USB

Cable 1.5m, braided

Material Plastic

Switch type Razer Orange

Backlighting Green, per key

USB ports 1 x USB 2

Extras Audio headset jacks

M E C H A N I C A L  K E Y B OA R D

which is the true acid test. Key presses certainly feel quick 

and direct, but they feel quick and direct when using a 

Cherry MX keyboard too – you’ll be hard pushed to tell the 

difference when you’re playing.

Of course, the fact that Razer’s switches are very similar 

to Cherry’s benchmark models isn’t bad – in fact, it’s a 

ringing endorsement. As the Stealth moniker suggests, the 

switches are quiet inasmuch as they don’t have an actuation 

click, but they also make a similar noise to Cherry switches 

in that don’t have an actuation click when they bottom out. 

However, at £124 for the Ultimate Stealth, the keyboard 

has few other standout features to justify its price. Dedicated 

media controls are missing, for example, (instead, they’re 

alternative functions of the F keys) and while there are 

macro keys, there are only five of them. The backlighting is 

good and bright, however, and the green support board on 

which the switches sit looks good too, but these are features 

we’ve seen on much cheaper keyboards. 

CONCLUSION
Fundamentally, the Razer BlackWidow Ultimate Stealth 

works fine, and the Razer-branded switches have proved 

themselves to be up to the task of taking on Cherry 

switches. However, its main issue is its feature set and price. 

For those in need of macro keys, the Corsair K95 (see Issue 

123, p64) offers more features for a similar price, while the 

Corsair Vengeance K70 (see Issue 125, p34) delivers better 

value for money for everyone else.

PAUL GOODHEAD

VERDICT

Razer’s new switches are as good 

as Cherry’s, but this keyboard still 

lacks the features needed to 

justify its high price.

OVERALL SCORE

76
DESIGN 

32/40
VALUE 

16/25
FEATURES 

28/35

HOW WE TEST
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Backlighting is good 

and bright, and the 

green support board 

looks good too
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How we test
Thorough testing and research is the key to evaluating whether a product  

is worth buying, and deciding whether or not there’s a better alternative

TESTS: We use the Custom PC Media Benchmarks, Cinebench R11.5 and a variety of games. We also test the resultant power draw of the 

test PC with the CPU installed. These tests reveal a broad range of performance characteristics for the CPU, from image editing to gaming 

and video encoding to 3D rendering. We run all the tests with the CPU at stock speed and again when overclocked to its highest frequency.
*Please note: We test AMD FM2+ APUs using the on-board graphics, not the Nvidia GeForce GTX 780 3GB

We judge CPUs on whether they offer sufficient speed for the price. Part of a CPU’s speed score comes from how 

overclockable it is. Every type of CPU is tested in the same PC, so all results are directly comparable.

Graphics cards are mainly evaluated on how fast they are for their price. However, we also consider the efficacy and 

quietness of the cooler. Every graphics card is tested in the same PC, so all results are directly comparable.

The graphics card  

we’re reviewing

4.2GHz Intel Core  

i5-3570K

AMD FM2+ 

APU

Intel  

LGA1150 

CPU

Nvidia GeForce 

GTX 780 3GB

Gigabyte G1 Sniper 

A88X

Asus Maximus VII 

Ranger

256GB Plextor 

M5 Pro

16GB Corsair 

Vengeance Pro Silver 

1,600MHz DDR3 

Windows 7  

64-bit

8GB Corsair Dominator 

2,400MHz DDR3

Asus Maximus V  

Extreme  

Windows 7  

64-bit

Intel  

LGA2011 

CPU

Asus  

X79-Deluxe 

16GB Corsair 

Vengeance Pro 

1,866MHz DDR3 

AMD FM2+

INTEL LGA2011

COMMON 
COMPONENTS

INTEL LGA1150

+ +

+

+ + + +

+ +

= SCORES

       PROCESSORS

       GRAPHICS CARDS

+ + + +
8GB G.Skill RipjawsX 

1,600MHz DDR3  

(CPU testing)

16GB Corsair Dominator 

Platinum 2,133MHz DDR3 

(GPU testing)

250GB 

Samsung SSD 

840 EVO

240GB 

OCZ Vector 

150

+ +
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The 
Awards

EXTREME 

ULTRA

Some products are 

gloriously over the 

top. These items of 

excellent overkill 

earn our Extreme 

Ultra award.

PREMIUM 

GRADE

Premium Grade 

products are 

utterly desirable – 

we’d eat nothing 

but beans until we 

could afford them.

PROFESSIONAL

Products worthy of 

the Professional 

award make  you  

and your business 

appear even more 

awesome.

APPROVED

Approved products 

are those that do a 

great job for the 

money; they’re the 

canny purchase for 

a great PC.

CUSTOM KIT

For those gadgets 

and gizmos that 

really impress us, 

or that we can’t 

live without, 

there’s the Custom 

Kit award.

TESTS: We use the Custom PC Media Benchmarks and several games, and also test the speeds of 

the board’s SATA ports. We try to overclock every motherboard we review by testing for a maximum 

QPI, base cloCck or HTT as well as overclocking the CPU to its maximum air-cooled level. We run our 

tests at stock speed and with the CPU overclocked.

*Please note: We test AMD FM2+ motherboards using the on-board graphics, not the Nvidia GeForce GTX 780 3GB

2.66GHz Intel Core 2 

Duo E6750

2GB of Corsair  

1,066MHz DDR2

250GB Samsung 

SpinPoint P120S

Asus P5K Deluxe WiFi-AP

TESTS: By using the fast PC detailed on the left, we can be sure that any limitations are due to the 

graphics card on test. We test the four games (above) at their maximum detail settings, in their highest 

DirectX mode, at several resolutions. High-end cards should be able to sustain playable frame rates at 

2,560 x 1,440, while 1,920 x 1,080 is more important for mid-range cards;  we also now test at 5,760 x 

1,080 for three-screen setups, and  3,840 x 2,160 for 4K monitors. We also try to overclock every 

graphics card we test to assess the performance impact.

Motherboards are evaluated on everything from layout and features to overclockability 

and value for money. Every motherboard is tested with the same components, so all 

results are directly comparable.

Intel 

Core 

i7-4770K

Intel Core 

i7-4960X

Motherboard 

on test

Motherboard  

on test

16GB  Corsair 

Vengeance Pro 

1,600MHz DDR3 

16GB Corsair Vengeance 

Pro 1,866MHz

AMD 

A10-7850K

Motherboard 

on test

16GB Corsair 

Vengeance Pro Silver

2,133MHz DDR3

Nvidia GeForce 

GTX 780 3GB*

Windows 7  

64-bit

INTEL LGA1150

INTEL LGA2011

AMD FM2+

COMMON COMPONENTS

+

+

+

+ + +

+

+

Our benchmark suite 

simulates how people 

really use PCs, and a 

higher score is better.  

You can download the 

suite from www.tinyurl.

com/benchies

= 1,000

       MOTHERBOARDS

       CUSTOM PC MEDIA BENCHMARKS

240GB 

OCZ Vector 

150

+ + +
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Custom Kit
Paul Goodhead checks out the latest gadgets, gizmos and geek toys

U S B  C A B L E

 Nomad ChargeCard / £20 inc VAT

GREEN CARD RED CARD

 Nomad ChargeKey / £20 inc VAT

HOLD CHARGE

Like so many startups these days, Nomad came to prominence on a 

crowd-funding site, raising $334,000 via a pair of fund-raising rounds 

for its clever charging cables. Both are available with Apple’s Lightning 

connector, as well as the micro USB versions featured here. 

The ChargeCard is designed to fit into a wallet’s credit card pocket, 

ready to be deployed if you’re short of a charging cable. While it’s 

noticeably thicker than a bank card, its design is tidy and elegant. 

Using it, however, is slightly awkward, as the full-sized USB connector 

sprouts out of the centre of the card, meaning it takes some contorting 

to get it connected, and it won’t lie flat once it’s plugged in either. 

Its stablemate, the ChargeKey, is an altogether more successful 

product. Made to slip onto a key ring, it’s little more than a miniature 

ruggedised cable, but it works well. Its central section is flexible 

enough to be accommodating, but it’s also strapped up in thick rubber, 

meaning it doesn’t feel fragile or cheap.

Both cables retail for £20, which is ambitious given that neither is 

quite as convenient to use on a desktop PC as a full-sized cable (you’ll 

find your phone dangling from the front of your PC if you use your 

standard front-mounted USB ports, for example). Still, the ChargeKey 

certainly does the job in an emergency, which is the purpose of its 

design, as long as you can stomach the cost.

SUPPLIER www.amazon.co.uk

W I � F I  R E P E AT E R

Startech Wireless Range 
Extender / £44 inc VAT

The refreshingly, simply named Wireless Range Extender from Startech 

is a bit of a portly beast as far as extenders go; we’ve seen smaller, more 

discreet units (with more features to boot) from both Asus and Devolo 

previously. However, it has price and simplicity on its side; at £44 it isn’t 

too pricey, and it proved exceedingly easy to set up via the online 

configuration tool too.

Compatible with 802.11n, g and b Wi-Fi networks, performance proved 

to be good, with a negligible drop-off in transfer speeds when using the 

extender when compared with a direct router connection. It might not 

have any fancy bells and whistles, but the Startech Wireless Range 

Extender offers an affordable and easy way to extend a network – just 

make sure you have a conveniently placed mains socket to power it.

STAR TREK V STAR TREK II

SUPPLIER www.startech.com
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Seen something worthy of appearing in Custom Kit? Send your suggestions to   paul_goodhead@dennis.co.uk 

S P E A K E R  SYST E M 

 Orbitsound M9 Bamboo / £400 inc VAT

Unpacking the M9 left us in a quandary – handmade from bamboo, its build 

quality is outstanding, but could a speaker the size of a house brick live up to 

Orbitsound’s claims of ‘room filling audio’, even if it does come with a fancy 

wireless subwoofer?

In a word, yes; the M9 is a great piece of design. Audio is rich, detailed and 

well balanced, and the M9’s clever spatial audio technology, which uses the 

side-firing speakers to reduce dead spots, works wonders – sound fills the 

room beautifully, making films feel visceral and involving.

Such excellence costs (of course), but the asking price is backed up with real 

substance. There’s also a cheaper, black version available, if the bamboo finish 

isn’t to your taste.  

BAMBOOZLE BAMBOO

SUPPLIER www.johnlewis.com

C A R D  G A M E 

 Cards Against Humanity /  

£20 inc VAT

If you’re not a fan of smutty 

or offensive humour, it’s 

probably best to give Cards 

Against Humanity a wide 

berth. At first glance, the 

game sounds rather 

docile. The aim is to 

answer a question or 

complete a sentence 

using the cards in your 

hand. These cards are 

anything but tame, 

however, ranging from the 

disgusting through to nasty, 

and on to the downright offensive.

With good friends around you and a few drinks on hand, the game can 

be outrageously good fun, and some of the combinations you can cook 

up are genuinely disgraceful. Games can occasionally stutter if nobody 

has any funny cards, but these moments are soon forgotten when the 

next cracker comes out. Even better, you can download the game for 

free online, should you find £20 too steep an asking price.

OFFENSIVE FUNNY

SUPPLIER www.cardsagainsthumanity.com

M E D I A  ST R E A M E R

 Google  
 Chromecast / £30 inc VAT

The highest compliment we can pay Google’s Chromecast is 

that using it genuinely feels like getting a glimpse of the future. 

Simply plug the thumb-sized gadget into a TV’s HDMI port, 

power it from a USB port or wall plug and you’re away. You can 

then ‘cast’ media from your iOS, Android or Windows device 

straight to your TV.

It’s gloriously intuitive to use, and you can continue using your 

device while your media is playing on the TV, as the Chromecast 

takes over streaming duties once it’s activated. It isn’t quite 

perfect though. It could support more services (4oD and Sky are 

notable absentees), and using the ‘tab cast’ feature in Google’s 

Chrome browser isn’t as smooth an experience as you would 

expect, but these flaws are easy to overlook when you can so 

easily fling media around your home like a boss.

NETSCAPE CHROME

SUPPLIER www.amazon.com



The chill factor
L A B S  T E ST

We round up 13 of the latest air coolers to find the best ones for Intel and AMD CPUs

S  
tock CPU coolers might do the job, but they’re comparatively 

poor at cooling and noisy. Even in less demanding systems, 

a third-party cooler should be considered an essential. 

Invest in a decent one, and it will serve you well for years. Make the 

wrong choice, however, and you’ll get intrusive noise levels, hot-

running components and diminished overclocking potential. And 

that’s if you manage to get through the installation without hurling it 

against a wall in a fit of rage.

Of course, more people are moving to all-in-one liquid coolers, but 

not everyone needs to fork out for a closed loop, so for this test, we 

decided to focus on air coolers. Traditional heatsinks and fans are still 

very popular with enthusiasts; they’re typically cheaper than liquid 

coolers, and you don’t need to worry about pump noise, leakage or 

performance degradation over time either. 

The current standard design of a CPU air cooler involves a 

baseplate, copper heatpipes and aluminium fins. However, they 

come in a dizzying variety of shapes and sizes, with different sizes 

and quantities of bundled fans, alternative mounting mechanisms 

and a vast number of proprietary cooling technologies that all purport 

to improve cooling efficiency. As such, it isn’t easy to know which one 

to choose. It’s also important to consider the socket your system 

uses – a cooler that works well with Intel CPUs may not do so well on 

AMD ones, and vice versa. 

As a result, we’ve tested our 13 coolers on three of today’s most 

popular sockets, covering budget, mid-range and high-end systems: 

FM2+, LGA1150 and LGA2011. With coolers here ranging from £24 to 

£78, you’re sure to find a cooler that suits your budget.

MATTHEW LAMBERT AND MIKE JENNINGS
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T  
esting 13 CPU coolers on three 

processor sockets is a time-

consuming process, but one that’s 

necessary to achieve reliable and accurate 

thermal results. Our LGA1155 test system 

has now been retired in favour of an 

LGA1150 rig that uses Intel’s brand-new 

Core-i7 4790K Devil’s Canyon CPU, 

alongside a Gigabyte Z97X-UD5H 

motherboard. We’ve also used 4GB of low-

profile 1,600MHz Crucial Ballistix memory, 

a 240GB Intel SSD 730 and an AMD Radeon 

HD 5770 1GB graphics card, although these 

components will have minimal impact on a 

CPU’s thermal performance.

We’ve overclocked the chip to 4.4GHz (44 

x 100MHz), using a core voltage of 1.275V to 

keep it stable, which enables us to test 

coolers in the way we expect an enthusiast 

to use them – on top of overclocked CPUs. 

This overclock is lower than what we 

managed in our review (see p19), but it’s still 

enough to show the differences between 

coolers. Naturally, if you’re upgrading to 

Intel’s latest a CPUs and gunning for higher 

overclocks, you’ll want to focus your 

attention on the very best performers on 

this socket.

Meanwhile, our LGA2011 system 

uses an Intel Core i7-3960X Extreme 

Edition fitted into an Asus P9X79 Pro 

motherboard. We’ve overclocked the 

CPU to 4.2GHz (37 x 113.5MHz) using 

a vcore of 1.275V. Alongside the CPU 

is 16GB (4 x 4GB) of 1,600MHz G.Skill 

Ripjaws memory, a 128GB Samsung 

SSD 830 and another AMD Radeon 

HD 5770 1GB. We’re planning to 

update our LGA2011 thermal test 

rig once Intel’s X99 chipset and 

Haswell-E processors are launched.

Finally, we’re pleased to announce 

that as of now, we’ll be starting to test 

coolers on an AMD platform once 

again, as the thermal irregularities we 

experienced before aren’t present in 

the latest APUs. Specifically, our FM2+ 

system uses an A10-7850K paired with 

an Asus A88X-Pro motherboard. In this 

instance, we rely on the on-board graphics, 

as that’s one of an APU’s top selling points, 

and again we use 4GB of low-profile 

1,600MHz Crucial Ballistix memory and a 

240GB Intel SSD 730. The CPU cores are 

How we test
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All of our  

thermal test rigs  

are housed in a  

Corsair Carbide 500R

overclocked to 4.4GHz using a core voltage 

of 1.425V, so this budget processor will still 

pump out plenty of heat.

All three test systems are housed in 

Corsair Carbide 500R cases. These have 

been stripped of their hard drive mounting 

cages, with cables routed to optimise 

airflow. The included rear 120mm fan runs 

at full speed, while the pair of 120mm front 

intake fans run at their lowest fan speed. Of 

course, the airflow in individual systems will 

vary, but we feel this setup simulates a fairly 

typical ATX build.

Most coolers support PWM fan control, 

but there’s no set PWM standard; only what 

one manufacturer classes as a ‘quiet’ or 

‘balanced’ setting, for example. As such, we 

test all coolers with their fans running at full 

speed to create a level playing field, but we 

also test with low-voltage adaptor cables if 

they’re supplied.

All our thermal test systems run Windows 

7 64-bit, and we use CoreTemp to measure 

Intel CPU temperatures and HWMonitor for 

AMD APU temperatures. We also use 

CPU-Z to monitor CPU frequency, and if the 

CPU throttles due to reaching its thermal 

limit, the result is classed as a fail. To test, 

maximum load is placed on all available 

cores using Prime95’s smallfft test, which 

places minimum load on system memory. 

The thermal results are taken from the 

hottest core in Intel systems, and from 

the maximum package temperature for 

the AMD one, with the ambient room 

temperature at the time of testing deducted 

from this value to create the delta T 

used for our results.

We dabbled in loading the CPU 

and GPU cores together on the 

FM2+ rig using Prime95 and 

Unigine Valley, but we found that 

the system kept downclocking 

the CPU to give the GPU cores 

more power, which messed with 

our results, as temperatures kept 

yo-yoing. We also found that the 

temperature didn’t get any hotter 

this way, so Prime95 by itself can 

still be considered a strenuous 

enough task.

The end scores for the coolers 

are then calculated according to 

performance against other 

coolers on the same socket, the 

design (ease of installation, 

noise, build quality and so on) 

and the price.

Our new FM2+ thermal test rig features an AMD 

A10-7850K APU, overclocked to 4.4GHz with a 

1.425V vcore

We’ve updated our LGA115x test rig to an LGA1150 

system, using Intel’s latest Core i7-4790K CPU, 

overclocked to 4.4GHz with a 1.275V vcore
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L A B S  T E ST  /  CPU COOLERS

A  
kasa’s entry in this month’s Labs 

isn’t the most striking cooler on test 

in terms of design, but it’s one of the 

cheapest – at just £24, it’s one of the most 

affordable heatsink in this Labs; an honour it 

shares with the venerable Gelid Tranquillo 

Rev.2 and the SilverStone Argon AR01.

Socket support is broad, encompassing 

every Intel and AMD format from the past 

few years, but the rest of the Nero’s feature 

set isn’t exactly overflowing. 

There’s support for two 120mm fans, but 

mounts are only included for one, and there’s 

no manual fan control. The spinner is rated to 

run between 500 and 1,500rpm, putting it in 

the middle of the pack in this test – several 

other coolers in this Labs go to 2,000rpm and 

beyond. The glossy black plastic used for the 

fan looks good, at least, and the cable is 

smartly braided too.

Many of the Nero’s other attributes fall into 

the middle of this month’s league tables 

though. The noise level of 24.6dBA is 

equalled or beaten by four other contenders, 

and while the 609g weight won’t hurt your 

motherboard, the 420g SilverStone Argon is 

significantly lighter.

The Nero has four copper heatpipes and 

a single stack of aluminium fins, and it has its 

Intel mounting bracket already attached. The 

pre-installed Intel bracket is easy to use: the 

spring-loaded screws are already attached to 

the bracket, and the backplate has nuts 

attached out of the box. 

Attaching the Nero to an LGA2011 

motherboard is a little more time-consuming, 

as that socket has its own mounting plates, 

but the process is still simple enough. 

Akasa hasn’t made installation quite as 

easy for AMD owners though. The Nero uses 

standard mounting clips, but they’re attached 

using a single bar that slots into small grooves 

on top of the cooling blocks. It’s a flimsy 

mechanism that’s fiddly to line up and too 

easy to fit off-centre.

The budget bites in a couple of other 

areas too. There aren’t any adhesive pads on 

Akasa Nero 3 /£24 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.cclonline.com

the backplate, 

which makes 

installation 

trickier than some 

other coolers, and 

Akasa only includes 

a cheap plastic 

sachet of thermal 

compound as well.

The Nero’s thermal 

results weren’t 

exactly inspiring 

either. When attached 

to our LGA1150 rig, 

the Akasa hit a delta T 

of 67°C – second 

from bottom in this 

test, being only 1°C 

cooler than the Gelid Tranquillo 

Rev.2, and several places behind the 

SilverStone Argon. 

Cooling barely improved in the LGA2011 

test either, where the Nero’s delta T of 60°C 

was third from bottom, being only 1°C cooler 

than the Raijintek – the only heatsink that 

was hotter than the Akasa without throttling 

the processor.

Despite the flimsy, awkward mounting 

mechanism, though, the Nero’s best 

performance came in the FM2+ test. The 

Nero’s delta T of 65°C is comparable to its 

results in our Intel-based benchmarks, but it’s 

better than five other coolers – including both 

Be Quiet! models, and the £30 Scythe and 

£40 Raijintek products. Once again, though, 

the SilverStone was better in our FM2+ rig.

Conclusion
None of the Akasa’s results is particularly 

sparking, but it didn’t hit dangerous heat levels 

in any of our tests, and the CPU didn’t throttle 

– it may sit towards the bottom of our results 

tables, but it wasn’t far behind some much 

more expensive hardware either. 

The Akasa’s worth varies depending on 

what sort of system you’re building. If you’re 

putting together an Intel-based rig, then there 

are better coolers available in its price bracket, 

but it’s a decent cooler for FM2+ machines. 

Sadly for the Akasa, though, the stunning 

SilverStone Argon AR01 is better on both Intel 

and AMD platforms, while offering superior 

cooling and design for the same price. 

MIKE JENNINGS

VERDICT

A decent AMD cooler for the price, but it’s 

beaten by superior budget rivals.

OVERALL SCORE

81%

OVERALL SCORE

73%

OVERALL SCORE

74%

COOLING

31/40
COOLING

23/40
COOLING

24/40
DESIGN 

24/30
DESIGN 

26/30
DESIGN 

26/30
VALUE 

26/30
VALUE 

24/30
VALUE 

24/30

LGA1150 SCORE LGA2011 SCORE FM2+ SCORE
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B  
oth the Be Quiet! coolers in this Labs 

are distinctive and good-looking, 

made from brooding black metal, 

and fitted with dark, glossy fans. If you want 

an air cooler to show off through the window 

of your case, then both fit the bill.

The standard Dark Rock 3 uses one 135mm 

fan, and its 976g weight makes it one of the 

biggest coolers on test. The Pro version goes 

one step further, using 120mm and 135mm 

fans, and it weighs a monster 1,197g, making it 

the largest heatsink on test. That bodes well 

for efficient operation, but both coolers 

interfere with memory slots, with the Pro 

model being the worst in this respect. On the 

plus side, both coolers are also controlled by 

PWM and have smart, black, braided cables, 

and the Dark Rock 3 is rated for a noise output 

of 21.1dBA – an excellent figure. The Pro 

version’s 26.1dBA figure isn’t bad either, 

especially for a high-end cooler.

Attaching the Dark Rock 3 to our LGA1150 

test rig was time-consuming, but not difficult. 

Screws need to be threaded through the 

Be Quiet! Dark Rock 3 /£49 inc VAT

Be Quiet! Dark Rock Pro 3 /£63 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.scan.co.uk

backplate, clips need to be added and 

then nuts and screws have to be attached 

to mounting arms, which have to be attached 

to the cooler. The situation with FM2+ was 

simpler, with fewer components required.

The standard Dark Rock was trickier to fit in 

our LGA2011 motherboard. The screws used 

for this socket need to be locked down with a 

wrench, which meant we had to remove the 

motherboard. The installation mechanisms 

for the Pro version were similar, so we 

experienced the same frustrations.

The Dark Rock Pro 3 was the better cooler 

in our LGA1150 test, but its delta T of 58°C 

didn’t stand out – the Noctua costs an extra 

£15, but it’s 7 °C cooler. Meanwhile, the 

standard Dark Rock 3 hit a mediocre 60°C. 

Neither cooler could move out of the mid-

table section in the LGA2011 results either. The 

pricier Dark Rock 3 hit a top temperature of 

51°C, which is 2°C cooler than the standard 

version, but a long way back from this month’s 

best coolers, all of which cost similar money. 

Both coolers disappointed in our FM2+ rig 

too. Despite the Pro’s higher price, its delta T 

of 65°C equalled the result from the standard 

cooler, and both those temperatures were a 

long way short of this test’s best products. On 

the plus side, both these coolers proved to be 

the quietest products in the Labs, with the 

single-fanned Dark Rock 3 proving a little 

quieter than its double-fanned stablemate.

Conclusion
The Dark Rock 3 is good looking, quiet, and 

not too tricky to install on LGA1150 and FM2+ 

platforms, even if LGA2011 installation is a 

hassle, and its thermal performance was 

merely average across the board. 

Comparatively, though, the Raijintek Ereboss 

is more effective at cooling, and much 

cheaper. In short, the Dark Rock 3 is the cooler 

to buy if low noise operation is a bigger priority 

than cooling.

Meanwhile, the Pro version is one of the 

most expensive coolers on test, but its mid-

table thermal results and time-consuming 

installation process make the price hard to 

justify. If you want to spend a significant chunk 

of money on an air cooler, the Noctua NH-D15 

is a much better cooler for an extra £15.

MIKE JENNINGS
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DARK ROCK PRO 3  / VERDICT

Mediocre performance for its comparatively 

high price make mean you can get better 

value for money elsewhere.

DARK ROCK 3  / VERDICT

Good-looking, quiet and effective, 

particularly on Intel platforms. Buy this 

cooler if low noise is your priority.

DARK ROCK PRO 3 / LGA1150 SCORE DARK ROCK PRO 3 / LGA2011 SCORE DARK ROCK PRO 3 / FM2+ SCORE

DARK ROCK 3 / LGA1150 SCORE DARK ROCK 3 / LGA2011 SCORE DARK ROCK 3 / FM2+ SCORE

Dark Rock 3

Dark Rock Pro 3
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D  
eepcool’s Gamer Storm Lucifer 

recently impressed us in our 

standalone reviews 

section a few months ago (see 

Issue 128, p24), and it sets out 

its stall with a bright blue fan, 

sizeable dimensions and a 

weight above 1kg – one of only a 

handful of coolers in this Labs to 

break that barrier.

Despite the copious amounts of 

metal used in its construction, the 

Lucifer makes a statement with its 

£29 price, making it one of the 

most affordable heatsinks in the 

Labs. Those chunky dimensions 

might mean the Lucifer 

struggles to fit inside smaller 

cases though. When installed, it 

hung over two of the memory slots 

in our test system, so it’s worth considering 

low-profile memory if you plan on filling all 

your RAM slots when using this cooler.

The Lucifer uses a similar mounting 

mechanism for attaching to LGA1150 and 

FM2+ sockets. There are plenty of bits to put 

together, including a metal backplate, but 

they’re easy to fit and the process didn’t take 

too long. The LGA2011 mechanism is similarly 

Deepcool Gamer Storm Lucifer /£29 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.overclockers.co.uk

simple, and with fewer pieces – a couple of 

mounts screw directly into the socket and 

then a metal bar slots into place across the 

bottom of the cooler.

Installation wasn’t without small hassles 

though. One of the screws used to attach the 

fan to the socket mounts has to be installed 

through the cooler, which requires a long, thin, 

magnetic screwdriver, a steady hand and 

plenty of patience. The fan clips to the cooler 

using a conventional method, but it’s fiddly to 

install, especially if you can’t remove the top 

panel from your case.

The Lucifer’s fan is PWM-controlled with 

a smart braided cable, and the rest of its 

specification is entirely normal, with a 

middling top noise level of 31.1dBA and top 

fan speed of 1,400rpm.

The Lucifer got off to a reasonable start in 

our LGA1150 test rig, where its delta T of 56°C 

was enough for a spot in the top half of our 

results table. It’s also far closer to the table-

topping delta T of 51°C from by the 

Noctua NH-D15 than the 67°C 

result from the Gelid Tranquillo 

Rev.2. Performance was similarly 

impressive in our LGA2011 rig, 

with a stunning delta T of 49°C – 

the third best in the Labs, being 

only 4°C hotter than the 

Thermalright SilverArrow. 

The Lucifer maintained its 

bronze medal position when we 

attached it to our AMD rig too. In 

the FM2+ test, it topped out with a 

delta T of 61°C. That’s significantly 

higher than its top temperatures 

in either of the Intel benchmarks, 

but it’s still the third best on test, 

and just 4°C warmer than the 

Noctua NH-D15. This cooler isn’t 

designed to be quiet, though, and we could 

easily hear its fan when it was running at its 

top speed. It isn’t significantly more audible 

than many of its rivals, but it isn’t the cooler to 

choose for low-noise builds.

Conclusion
Despite its price, this affordable cooler 

punches above its weight, with excellent 

LGA2011 and FM2+ performance, even if the 

small niggles during installation removed 

some of the sheen. If you’re building an Intel 

LGA1150 system, the Raijintek Ereboss is a 

better option, thanks to superior cooling and 

a similar price. This is a surprisingly capable 

cooler for LGA2011 machines, though, as well 

as budget FM2+ PCs where cooling is a 

priority – so much so, in fact, that it takes 

home an award for its  cut-price LGA2011 and 

FM2+ cooling performance.

MIKE JENNINGS

VERDICT

An excellent budget cooler, especially on 

AMD FM2+ systems, although its installation 

process is fiddly.
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G  
elid’s Tranquillo blew us away when 

we first reviewed it a few years ago 

(see Issue 100, p86), with its 

stunning performance for such a low 

price, to the point where it still 

remained on our Elite list until this 

month. However, the cooler 

industry has transformed 

massively since then, and 

the Tranquillo now faces 

stiff competition from a 

host of newer models. It 

still stands out from the 

crowd in one key area, 

though, and that’s its price 

– at £24, the Gelid joins 

the Akasa Nero 3 and 

SilverStone Argon AR01 

in having the cheapest 

price in this Labs test.

As the ‘Rev.2’ in the 

name indicates, this is 

the second revision of 

the Tranquillo since its 

original launch, but little 

has changed from the 

original model that 

debuted four years ago, 

other than the new model’s heatsink 

having a slightly thinner stack of fins. 

There’s a copper base and a quartet of 

heatpipes, and the contact plate has its 

own aluminium heatsink for extra heat 

dissipation. 

The no-frills design only supports (and 

includes) a single 120mm fan, and it isn’t 

compatible with Intel’s LGA2011 socket as 

standard either – if you want to use the 

Tranquillo Rev.2 on an LGA2011 motherboard, 

you’ll need to buy a separate kit. Interestingly, 

the Tranquillo Rev.2 is also the only cooler in 

this Labs that doesn’t support LGA2011.

Attaching the Gelid Tranquillo Rev.2 to 

our LGA1150 test rig involved attaching a 

backplate and then securing four spring-

loaded screws, and the whole process wasn’t 

too tricky. It can all be done in your case 

Gelid Tranquillo Rev.2 /£24 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.quietpc.com

without removing the motherboard too, 

although we recommend removing as many 

panels as possible first. 

Meanwhile, when installing the Tranquillo 

Rev.2 in AMD machines, it can be mounted 

front-to-back or top-to-bottom, as its 

mounting arms can be attached in either 

orientation. While the front-to-back 

orientation will work better than a top-to-

bottom installation with a standard case’s 

airflow system, it’s trickier to install the 

Tranquillo in a front-to-back setup, as the 

cooler blocks access to some of the screws.

Sadly, however, the Tranquillo’s age 

showed in our benchmarks. In our LGA1150 

test rig, the Tranquillo Rev.2’s delta T of 67°C 

was the worst in this Labs test, being a distant 

8°C behind the identically priced SilverStone 

Argon AR01. We skipped the LGA2011 test, 

as the Tranquillo Rev.2 doesn’t 

support this socket out of the box. 

Disappointingly, the news wasn’t 

much better when we switched to 

our AMD test rig either, where the 

Tranquillo was at the bottom of 

our results table again. Its delta T 

of 72°C was 9°C hotter than the 

SilverStone Argon AR01, which 

has emerged as a serious 

budget rival. On the plus side, 

the supplied PWM-controlled 

and quiet fan ensured that the 

Tranquillo was barely audible 

during our tests, but it isn’t 

the only cooler to perform 

quietly – the Akasa Nero 3 

also costs £24, and is in fact 

a little quieter than the 

Tranquillo Rev.2.

Conclusion
The Gelid Tranquillo Rev.2 is the 

cheapest cooler in this test, but it’s no longer 

unique in this area – the Akasa Nero 3 and 

SilverStone Argon AR01 are both just as 

affordable. The Akasa is slightly better when 

it comes to cooling, and it’s a little quieter, but 

the SilverStone is miles ahead when it comes 

to cooling ability. 

The Tranquillo Rev.2 was a great cooler in 

its day, and don’t worry if you bought one for 

an FM2+ rig recently – it can still handle the 

heat from an overclocked APU; it’s just that 

other coolers manage this feat much more 

effectively now. If you’re searching for a 

budget cooler, the Akasa Nero 3 is a better bet 

for quiet operation, and the SilverStone Argon 

AR01 is our bargain-basement favourite for 

cooling ability. 

MIKE JENNINGS

VERDICT

A great cooler in its day, but it’s now 

overshadowed by other identically  

priced coolers that offer superior  

cooling ability.
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A  
t an eye-watering cost of £78, the 

Noctua NH-D15 is the most 

expensive cooler in this 

Labs test. 

It’s also very tall at 165mm, 

and very broad and deep too, 

comprising six heatpipes that 

funnel up through two separate 

fin towers. 

Two 140mm fans are supplied, 

both with braided PWM cables 

and rubberised corners to 

hinder vibrations. One goes 

between the two towers while 

another is attached to the 

front, and there’s room on the 

back for another, as well as the 

requisite clips for installing it. Noctua 

also provides two 7V fan cables for limiting 

fan speeds, as well as a Y-cable in case you 

only have one CPU fan header. 

Despite the cooler’s size, the SecuFirm2 

mounting system makes fitting the NH-D15 

straightforward – except for the SilverStone 

Argon AR01, the NH-D15 is the easiest cooler 

to install. On Intel sockets, it can be installed in 

whichever orientation you like, while for AMD 

sockets it can only offer front-to-back airflow.

With the mounting struts attached, you 

then need to lower the cooler into place. 

What’s great is that the crossbar is already 

attached and won’t fall off, and the two 

spring-loaded screws are also fixed in 

Noctua NH-D15 /£78 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.quietpc.com

position, so you don’t need to worry about 

dropping them or struggling to line them up. 

They’re also easy to access between the 

two fin towers. The final piece of the puzzle 

is the fan installation, and while both fans 

are fitted with clips, they’re very securely 

attached and clip onto the cooler very easily; 

there’s no stretching or pinging out of place. 

SilverStone’s rubber fan mounts are still 

better, but the Noctua’s clips are about as 

good as fan clips get, and gave us no hassle.

In our LGA1150 system, the NH-D15 has 

the joint best result of 51°C, along with 

Thermalright’s SilverArrow IB-E Extreme, but 

the Noctua model is the much quieter of the 

two. That isn’t to say it’s silent – at full speed, 

the fans are easily audible, especially as 

there’s two of them, but the Thermalright 

cooler is much noisier in comparison. 

Thankfully, switching to the 7V cables 

dramatically reduces the noise output, and 

the temperature only increases by 1°C as a 

result – a very worthy trade-off. 

On the LGA2011 system, we see another 

strong result, although the additional airflow 

on Thermalright’s cooler gives it a slight edge, 

but not one that’s worth the extra 

noise. The 7V cables here result in 

a 2°C warmer CPU, although this 

still leaves the Noctua in joint third 

place with 49°C – not bad given 

that it’s very quiet at this speed.

Finally, the Noctua has a clear 

lead over the AMD system, 

beating every other cooler by at 

least 4°C. Once again, running the 

fans at 7V only increases the 

temperature by 1°C, so there’s 

little reason not to take 

advantage of this cable, 

whichever socket you’re using.

Conclusion
The Noctua NH-D15 delivers in almost 

every area. Even so, at £78, it’s very 

expensive, and for AMD FM2+ users, it isn’t 

necessary to spend this much money. Sure, it 

will keep your overclocked APU tamed 

quietly, but so will many other coolers, and 

since we run our test chip as fast as it will go, 

spending more money is unnecessary, 

especially for a budget platform.

For Intel platforms, the story is different, 

and the cooling power of the NH-D15 will let 

you achieve higher overclocks with minimal 

noise. Of course, you could also opt for an all-

in-one liquid cooler – at this price, there are 

some very good ones to be had. 

However, from what we’ve seen in this 

test, Noctua’s cooler is on a par with, or better 

than, all but the very best all-in-one liquid-

coolers, all of which cost significantly more 

than £78, and you don’t need to worry about 

pump noise or performance degradation 

over time with the Noctua either. 

MATTHEW LAMBERT

VERDICT

An outstanding cooler in every way and a 

worthy winner, but there’s no need to fork 

out this much money to cool an APU. 
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T  
his is the most distinctive-looking 

heatsink that’s arrived for this 

month’s Labs test. While it isn’t 

uncommon for coolers to divide their 

aluminium heatsink fins between two vertical 

towers, this Prolimatech model includes 

both horizontal and vertical heatsinks – a 

configuration that the company reckons is just 

as adept at cooling VRM heatsinks and 

memory modules as processors. 

That isn’t the only feature that makes this 

cooler stand out though. It’s also exclusively 

distributed in the UK by www.overclockers.

co.uk, and its standard configuration doesn’t 

include any fans. Thankfully, Overclockers 

sells several bundles that include different 

types of fan: our Dual Boosted Static UPS 

PWM Edition includes two 140mm fans 

designed to reduce vibrations and noise, and 

the Genesis is also sold in bundles containing 

slim fans, colourful fans and large spinners 

intended to produce near-silent cooling, so 

you should be able to find a bundle that suits 

your system’s exact requirements.

Our Dual Boosted Static UPS PWM Edition 

bundle costs £75 inc VAT, and other bundles 

range in price from £72 to £84 – all figures 

that put the Genesis in the top tier of this 

month’s coolers. For that money, you get a 

broad specification though: support for a third 

fan, PWM speed control, two Prolimatech 

Static Boosters and a Y-cable that’s used for 

splitting fan connections.

The sheer size of the Genesis, and the tiny 

O-rings supplied, mean that installation gets 

off to an awkward start. The installation 

process also requires the use of screws, 

a mounting bracket and nuts. When it’s 

attached, it’s very secure, but be wary if you 

own tall RAM modules – there’s a reasonable 

amount of clearance between the horizontal 

heatsink and the motherboard, but large 

memory heatsinks may interfere with it.

It took a little while to get the monster 

Genesis fitted to our test rigs but, once it was 

Prolimatech Genesis (OcUK Dual Boosted  
Static UPS PWM Edition) /£75 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.overclockers.co.uk

attached, it cooled well. In our LGA1150 test 

system, the Genesis hit a top delta T of 55°C – 

just 4°C short of the table-topping Noctua, 

and much better than most of the coolers in 

the this Labs test.

The Genesis fell to fifth place in our 

LGA2011 thermal results table, but that’s still 

a respectable result. Its 50°C delta T was only 

5°C warmer than the victor, and 21°C cooler 

than this month’s poorest LGA2011 performer.

The Genesis’ good form continued when 

we attached it to our AMD FM2+  test rig. 

When tasked with cooling a heavily 

overclocked FM2+ chip, the Genesis topped 

out with a delta T of 61°C – a result shared 

with two other coolers, and one that’s good 

enough to put it in joint third place. It’s 

reasonably quiet too – while you’ll be able 

to hear this cooler, its noise isn’t distracting 

or irritating. 

Conclusion
The Genesis deploys its unusual design to 

impressive effect, but it doesn’t do enough to 

justify its high price. In this price league, it 

comes up against the Labs-winning Noctua, 

which is better at cooling across the board and 

has a better design, but it’s also hampered by 

more affordable coolers. 

On LGA1150, there’s the £30 Raijintek 

Ereboss, which is a similarly efficient cooler 

and almost as good when it comes to design, 

while the Deepcool Gamer Storm Lucifer is 

better on AMD platforms, offering similar 

cooling and noise, but for half the price. 

There’s no doubt that the Genesis is a great 

cooler, especially for LGA1150 systems, but it’s 

just too expensive in this competitive arena.

MIKE JENNINGS

VERDICT

A good cooler, but it’s just far too expensive 

when compared to cheaper, better rivals.
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W 
hile the Ereboss costs just £30, 

its monstrous heatsink 

offers an enormous 

amount of metal. Its 140mm 

width is matched by a depth of 

111mm, with only 13mm of that 

coming from the fan, as the 

Ereboss includes a slimline 

Aeolus red and white 140mm 

fan, which helps to save some 

space. The copper baseplate is 

finished with nickel plating, and 

it transfers heat to the single 

aluminium alloy fin stack via six 

copper heatpipes, which are of 

equal width and spread.

Interestingly, the 

aforementioned slimline 

140mm  fan has 120mm mounting 

holes. Its cable is also braided and 

terminates in a PWM connection, so fan 

control won’t be an issue for most folks. The 

cooler is able to accommodate two such fans, 

and Raijintek provides the necessary mounts 

to do so as well. 

On sockets excluding LGA2011, mounting 

requires the use of the universal backplate, 

although sadly, it’s made from plastic rather 

than metal. The first step is to construct the 

mounting area with the AMD or Intel struts, 

noting that the positioning of the AMD struts 

means you can only install it in a top-to-

bottom configuration. The size of the cooler 

Raijintek Ereboss /£30 inc VAT
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and the extended height of the fan means 

that there’s a little memory conflict on each 

socket too, so you may end up resting the fan 

on your RAM if you’re using taller sticks.

A crossbar is used to secure the cooler to 

the struts. Holes through the fin stack give you 

access to the necessary screwholes – a long, 

magnetic Philips screwdriver is a must, 

although one isn’t supplied. It’s a frustrating 

installation process too – despite the locking 

mechanism on the crossbar, it’s easy to 

dislodge it from the baseplate when trying to 

line up all the parts. It’s possible to install the 

Ereboss without removing your motherboard, 

but we recommend doing it outside your case. 

Installing the fan is also a fiddly process – the 

rubber mounts are okay, but nowhere near as 

good as those of the SilverStone, and trying to 

lock the lower mounts in place is an especially 

trying process. 

In our LGA1150 system, the Ereboss 

achieved a solid result of 55°C, which is on a 

par with the Scythe Mugen Max and 

Prolimatech Genesis, both of which are 

more expensive. It’s only beaten in 

this test by the Noctua and 

Thermalright SilverArrow, 

which both cost more than 

twice as much. Unfortunately, 

though, cooling ability isn’t so 

good in LGA2011 and FM2+ 

systems, where the Ereboss 

has the second worst results of 

61°C and 69°C respectively.

It isn’t the quietest cooler on 

test either, but noise from the 

fan is difficult to pick out and 

certainly not intrusive. 

However, to worsen the 

situation for AMD users, the 

fan rattles when mounted to an 

FM2+ socket, making a very annoying 

sound. It seems to be caused by the 

fan essentially hanging from the cooler 

(airflow moves from bottom to top in this 

configuration) with the mounts not holding it 

firmly enough in place.

Conclusion
Like the SilverStone Argon AR01, the Ereboss 

is a solid option for LGA1150 users seeking to 

keep an overclocked CPU cool without 

breaking the bank. Its performance for £30 is 

excellent, being better than the SilverStone in 

this respect, while generating less noise too. It 

costs £6 more, but the main downside is its 

size, which makes installation tricky and may 

mean interference with your memory. Both 

coolers are easy to recommend for this 

socket. However, there are certainly better 

options out there for users of LGA2011 and 

FM2+ sockets.

MATTHEW LAMBERT

VERDICT

A cost-effective LGA1150 cooler, as long as 

size isn’t an issue for you, but it isn’t well 

suited to FM2+ or LGA2011 systems.
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S  
cythe’s Mugen Max 

comes in at £40, 

which puts it in an 

interesting position: it’s 

enough of a premium when 

compared to budget coolers to 

make many buyers think twice, 

but it’s also much cheaper than 

some of this Labs’ high-end 

efforts. It’s a hefty piece of 

hardware too, weighing 720g 

before a fan is attached, and 

its 145mm width and 161mm 

height make it one of the 

broadest and tallest coolers 

in this test too. 

Meanwhile, its fin stacks 

are almost divided into four 

separate parts, each skewered 

by a trio of heatpipes – there 

are six overall, and they split into 

two groups on either side of the 

contact plate. A single 140mm fan is attached 

to the front of the fan and there are clips for a 

second, although it isn’t included. Elsewhere, 

the specification is standard: a top-rated fan 

speed of 1,300rpm with PWM speed control.

Sadly, however, the high price doesn’t buy 

you easy installation. The cooler is off-centre, 

so most of the aluminium hangs at the back 

Scythe Mugen Max /£40 inc VAT
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of the contact plate. This means no 

interference with your memory, but it also 

means the back of the heatsink overhangs 

one of the screwholes, making it awkward to 

access, especially if you can’t remove your 

case’s top panel. 

Scythe has tried to solve this problem by 

creating a hole that can be used to lower the 

screw while it’s magnetically attached to a 

screwdriver but, irritatingly, the screw doesn’t 

actually fit inside it. We had to position the 

screw by hand and lower the screwdriver, 

which meant reaching right down to the 

baseplate – a huge annoyance, especially if 

you have big hands. In the end, we had to 

remove the motherboard when installing it in 

both our LGA1150 and LGA2011 machines, and 

barely managed to install it in our AMD rig 

without removing the board too. 

In our LGA1150 rig, the Scythe hit a delta T 

of 55°C, which is a good result, but it still sits in 

the middle of our results 

table. The situation was no 

better on our LGA2011 rig, 

where the Scythe delivered 

a delta T of 56°C, which was 

disappointingly only 5°C cooler 

than the Raijintek Ereboss at the 

bottom of the table, and 11°C off 

the best results on test.

The Scythe Mugen Max also 

delivered disappointing cooling 

in our AMD FM2+ rig, where 

it returned a delta T of 67°C, 

putting it towards the 

bottom of our results graphs. 

Comparatively, this result is 10°C 

warmer than the top cooler, 

and only 5°C cooler than the 

aging Gelid Tranquillo 

Rev.2, which propped up our 

results table.

Sadly, it isn’t particularly quiet 

compared to other coolers on test either. In 

fact, the Mugen Max was one of the loudest 

coolers in this Labs test. Its noise output 

wasn’t irritatingly loud, but there are many 

other options on test that are quieter, 

including the Deepcool Gamer Storm 

Lucifer and the Be Quiet! Dark Rock 3. 

Conclusion
The Mugen Max is a decent LGA1150 

cooler, but it’s hampered by an irritating 

installation procedure, and its performance 

on LGA2011 and FM2+ CPUs is disappointing 

for a £40 cooler. If you’re building an LGA1150 

rig, the Raijintek Ereboss offers similar 

cooling for £10 less, while the £29 Deepcool 

Gamer Storm Lucifer is a much better buy for 

FM2+ systems.

MIKE JENNINGS

VERDICT

Decent LGA1150 cooling, but it’s hampered 

by a terrible installation procedure and 

mediocre cooling results elsewhere.

OVERALL SCORE

73%

OVERALL SCORE

74%

OVERALL SCORE

82%

COOLING

30/40
COOLING

27/40
COOLING

35/40
DESIGN 

24/30
DESIGN 

23/30
DESIGN 

23/30
VALUE 

19/30
VALUE 

24/30
VALUE 

24/30

LGA1150 SCORE LGA2011 SCORE FM2+ SCORE
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A  
t £24, the Argon AR01 

is the joint cheapest 

cooler on test, along 

with the Akasa Nero 3 and Gelid 

Tranquillo Rev.2. Like the other 

two, it features a basic single 

tower design and ships with one 

120mm fan, which sports a fresh 

blue and white colour scheme. 

The AR01 has just three copper 

heatpipes, which make direct 

contact with the CPU, and the 

heatpipes emerge from the 

baseplate on both sides and 

pass up into the dense stack of 

aluminium fins. 

It measures 159mm tall, 

making it an easy fit for the vast 

majority of ATX cases. The Gelid 

and Zalman coolers are a little 

shorter, but the AR01 is both the 

narrowest and shallowest on 

test. At just 75mm deep, with 25mm 

of that from the fan, memory clearance isn’t 

a concern either. Meanwhile, with a weight of 

just 420g (excluding the fan), the strain on 

your motherboard is also minimal. 

The single 120mm fan is finished with a 

high-quality braided cable, and it’s also  

PWM-controlled. There’s a second set of fan 

mounts too, enabling you to install a second 

standard 120mm fan for a 

push-pull configuration 

should you wish.

Regardless of socket, 

the AR01 has the best 

installation process on 

test. For LGA2011, the 

standoffs screw directly 

into the motherboard, 

while on other sockets, 

you simply align the 

backplate before 

screwing the standoffs 

directly into it. You then 

fasten the Intel or AMD mounting 

struts, to which the cooler is 

SilverStone Argon AR01 /£24 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.scan.co.uk

secured via a crossbar over the baseplate. 

Unlike a number of other coolers’ crossbars, 

this crossbar actually stays in place as you 

move the cooler into position too. What’s 

more, the slimline tower 

design means that 

accessing the screws is 

easy too, so you’ll have 

no issue upgrading to 

this cooler without 

removing your 

motherboard. For all 

sockets, airflow moves 

from front to back too.

Better yet are the 

rubber fan mounts, 

which are again the best 

of any on test. They plug 

into the fan mounts, then simply 

fold into the cooler, slotting 

between the fins. This system is 

simple, secure and minimises 

vibrations, and it takes seconds to 

set up, as opposed to minutes of 

fumbling in frustration with a set 

of fan clips.

The first thing to note from the 

results is the AR01’s inability to 

cool overclocked LGA2011 CPUs 

effectively, as it failed our test, 

with the CPU beginning to throttle 

– the only time this happened in 

this test. We noticed that the 

AR01’s small baseplate didn’t 

fully cover the large heatspreader 

on our CPU, so it’s likely that a lot 

of heat built up there.

On the plus side, results on 

LGA1150 and FM2+ are much 

better, with delta T results of 

59°C and 63°C respectively. 

These aren’t the best on test, but 

they’re better than almost every 

other budget model by some margin. At full 

speed, you can definitely hear the fan, but it 

isn’t quite what we’d call loud either. The 

Gamer Storm Lucifer is a touch cooler and 

quieter on both sockets and costs only £5 

more, but it’s harder to install and has some 

memory conflict issues too. 

Conclusion
While the AR01 won’t cope with LGA2011, 

it’s a great little cooler for LGA1150 and 

FM2+ users. In our AMD test rig, it’s the joint 

cheapest cooler on test, yet it’s easily able to 

tame the 4.4GHz overclock with more than 

enough room for you to lower fan speeds to 

inaudible levels. If you’re in the market for a 

sub-£25 cooler, this is the one to buy.

MATTHEW LAMBERT

VERDICT

A fantastic, well-rounded cooler for LGA1150 

and FM2+ users on a budget, but LGA2011 

users need to steer clear.

OVERALL SCORE

88%

OVERALL SCORE

56%

OVERALL SCORE

86%

COOLING

33/40
COOLING

11/40
COOLING

31/40
DESIGN 

27/30
DESIGN 

26/30
DESIGN 

27/30
VALUE 

28/30
VALUE 

19/30
VALUE 

28/30

LGA1150 SCORE LGA2011 SCORE FM2+ SCORE
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T  
he two Thermalright coolers in this 

Labs test fall into different price 

segments, but they both have 

one design feature in common; they’re two 

of the largest heatsinks in this Labs test. Both 

measure more than 160mm tall, and both 

also measure more than 140mm wide. The 

Macho is the lighter of the two, at 870g, but 

that still puts it into the top half of this month’s 

heatsinks, while the Silver Arrow’s hefty 

1.09kg body makes it one of the heaviest 

coolers on test this month.

The Macho has a single 140mm fan with 

anti-vibration pads, six copper heatpipes 

and an off-centre design to avoid memory 

conflicts. However, tall modules still may not 

fit when this heatsink is attached to LGA2011 

systems, and you may well need to use low-

profile DIMMs on AMD machines too.

Installation on Intel machines is a lengthy 

and fiddly process. There’s a crossplate to 

lock the cooler to the motherboard, but the 

connection between the two components 

isn’t as secure as we’d like. We had to dangle 

a screw through the centre of the heatsink to 

screw it into place, which is irritating, even if a 

magnetic screwdriver is supplied. Meanwhile, 

the pricier Silver Arrow uses two 120mm fans 

with room for a third, and has an extra two 

heatpipes. A Y-connector is included in the 

box too, although it needs a Molex connector 

to function.

The Silver Arrow can be installed in either 

top-to-bottom or front-to-back positions, 

thanks to the versatility of the mounting 

systems included, but again, the installation 

process is fiddly, no matter how it’s fitted, as 

the crossbar doesn’t lock securely to the 

baseplate, and we had to reach between the 

towers too. Fitting the fans is no less awkward, 

and there’s potential for RAM interference on 

LGA2011 and FM2+ systems too.

The difference between the Macho and 

the pricier Silver Arrow was evident in our 

LGA1150 tests, where the Silver Arrow’s delta 

T of 51°C equalled the Noctua as the best 

result in the Labs, but the Macho languished 

with 59°C – only better than four other coolers 

on test. That pattern was repeated in our 

LGA2011 rig, where the Silver Arrow led the 

way with a 45°C delta T that was 2°C cooler 

than the nearest rival, but the Macho sat in the 

bottom half of the table with a delta T of 53°C.

The gap closed in our FM2+ system, where 

both coolers sat in the middle of our graphs. 

The Silver Arrow’s 61°C delta T was 3°C cooler 

than the Macho, but 4°C warmer than the 

graph-topping Noctua. In terms of noise, the 

single-fanned Macho proved quiet in our tests 

– you won’t notice it when your PC is under a 

desk. However, the two fans on the Silver 

Arrow were much louder, making it one of the 

noisiest coolers on test.

Conclusion
The Macho is a reasonable cooler with a 

decent price, the SilverStone is cheaper and 

better at cooling on LGA1150, while the 

Deepcool Gamer Storm Lucifer is better for 

LGA2011 and FM2+ systems. Meanwhile, 

the Silver Arrow’s LGA1150 performance is 

amazing, but the installation process is 

inexcusably poor for a cooler at this price, and 

it’s noisy too. We advise paying the extra cash 

for the Noctua, which offers similar cooling, 

while being quieter and much easier to fit. 

MIKE JENNINGS

Thermalright Macho Rev. A  /£36 inc VAT

Thermalright Silver Arrow IB-E Extreme/£64 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.scan.co.uk

OVERALL SCORE

76%

OVERALL SCORE

76%

OVERALL SCORE

66%

OVERALL SCORE

78%

OVERALL SCORE

77%

OVERALL SCORE

77%

COOLING

39/40
COOLING

39/40
COOLING

35/40

COOLING

31/40
COOLING

30/40
COOLING

32/40

DESIGN

18/40
DESIGN

18/40
DESIGN

18/40

DESIGN

24/40
DESIGN

24/40
DESIGN

24/40

VALUE

19/40
VALUE

19/40
VALUE

13/40

VALUE

23/40
VALUE

23/40
VALUE

21/40

SILVER ARROW / VERDICT

Amazing cooling on Intel platforms, but let 

down by its fiddly installation process and 

comparatively noisy operation. 

MACHO REV. A / VERDICT

A brawny beast, but it suffers from a fiddly 

installation process, and there are cheaper 

coolers that offer better cooling.

SILVER ARROW  / LGA1150 SCORE SILVER ARROW  / LGA2011 SCORE SILVER ARROW  / FM2+ SCORE

MACHO REV. A  / LGA1150 SCORE MACHO REV. A  / LGA2011 SCORE MACHO REV. A / FM2+ SCORE

Macho Rev. A

Silver Arrow IB-E Extreme
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Z  
alman’s CNPS11X Performa 

is one of the most 

distinctive-looking 

coolers in this Labs test, even 

though it’s a standard, single-fan 

model. While most of the 

competition’s heatsinks are made 

from stacks of metal that have 

been machined into rectangular 

fins, Zalman’s latest effort has two 

slanted sides – a design that the 

company says minimises air 

resistance while improving airflow.

Interestingly, in addition to the 

unusual shape of the heatsink, 

there’s also a large hollow section 

behind the fan. As a result, the 

CNPS11X Performa weighs just 

450g, which at first looks like a 

benefit, as it means the cooler 

won’t put too much strain on your 

motherboard. However, the metal 

used in the heatsink feels thin and flimsy, 

which doesn’t make a particularly reassuring 

first impression.

One 120mm fan is included, but the 

triangular heatsink design means there’s no 

opportunity to add another fan. As with every 

other cooler on test this month, fan speed 

control is handled by PWM, but the CNPS11X 

Performa is one of few heatsinks that doesn’t 

add a little luxury with a braided cable – a 

feature that’s now included with other 

cheaper coolers now.

There are no surprises elsewhere. The top 

audio output of 26dBA is respectably low, but 

other fans produce less noise, and the top fan 

speed of 1,600rpm falls in the middle of the 

pack – quieter coolers spin at slower 

maximum speeds, and other models are 

much faster. Meanwhile, an Allen key is 

included in the box, along with a tiny sachet of 

thermal compound.

Sadly, installation is tricky on every platform 

we tested. Installation on Intel’s LGA1150 

socket requires a backplate, while no 

backplate is needed for LGA2011 installation, 

Zalman CNPS11X Performa /£28 inc VAT

SUPPLIER www.scan.co.uk

but we hit the same issue with both sockets: 

the cooler is attached using that Allen key 

rather than a screwdriver, meaning that we 

needed to remove the cooler’s fan to install it 

– it’s a fiddly and time-consuming process. 

The process for installing to AMD systems is 

even worse, where several of the required 

components didn’t line up properly, and we 

had to remove the motherboard to complete 

the awkward and lengthy installation process. 

We were hopeful that the Zalman 

CNPS11X Performa could recover 

from its inauspicious installation 

process in our benchmarks, but 

that wasn’t the case. The 

Zalman’s LGA1150 delta T of 60°C 

is the third warmest on test, being 

closer to the bottom of our results 

graphs than the top. The CNPS11X 

Performa’s LGA2011 delta T of 

58°C wasn’t much more inspiring 

either - while it handled the heat 

from our overclocked LGA2011 rig 

better than some of the other 

budget coolers on test, it was still 

fourth from the bottom of our 

graphs, and the £29 Deepcool 

Gamer Storm Lucifer managed a 

much more impressive 49°C in our 

LGA2011 test rig.

On the plus side, the Zalman’s 

FM2+ performance was relatively good, 

but its delta T of 64°C is still only mid-table.

Disappointingly, the CNPS11X Performa 

also proved consistently audible in our testing 

too – it isn’t the loudest cooler on test, but its 

noise is certainly noticeable.

Conclusion
Zalman’s CNPS11X Performa might have 

an interesting design, but it has a time-

consuming and needlessly fiddly installation 

process, while its cooling performance is 

average at best on every platform. 

On the plus side, its price isn’t bad but, 

even in this price bracket, there are far better 

options. The SilverStone Argon AR01 is a little 

cheaper and much better for LGA1150 or 

FM2+ systems, while the Deepcool Gamer 

Storm Lucifer is a much better budget buy for 

LGA2011 rigs. 

MIKE JENNINGS

VERDICT

A cheap price and interesting design, but 

installation is fiddly and cooling is mediocre.

OVERALL SCORE

72%

OVERALL SCORE

68%

OVERALL SCORE

73%

COOLING

32/40
COOLING

25/40
COOLING

30/40
DESIGN 

18/30
DESIGN 

20/30
DESIGN 

20/30
VALUE 

22/30
VALUE 

23/30
VALUE 

23/30

LGA1150 SCORE LGA2011 SCORE FM2+ SCORE
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W 
e’re always enthusiastic about new processors 

at Custom PC, especially when they’re squarely 

aimed at high-end builds and enthusiasts, and 

even more so when they have great code names such as 

Devil’s Canyon. That’s the name chosen for Intel’s latest 

releases, and that’s the hardware we’ve asked to be 

installed inside this month’s pair of machines. 

It’s easy to see why we want to see these chips inside 

PCs. The new thermal compound used inside the CPUs is 

designed to reduce heat when they’re overclocked, and they 

have extra capacitors designed to deliver smoother power 

delivery too. There’s also the small fact that the Core 

Dino PC  
Infernodon 4790K 

/£1,399 inc VAT

Yoyotech  
XDNA Power 

/£2,790 inc VAT

SUPPLIER: www.dinopc.co.uk SUPPLIER: www.yoyotech.co.uk

i7-4790K, which is used inside these two machines, is the 

first Intel chip to leave the factory clocked to 4GHz. 

The components
Yoyotech was first out of the gates this month, and its XDNA 

Power is stunning, and not because of its processor; it’s the 

rest of the interior that attracts immediate attention. The 

middle is dominated by two EKWB X3 250 reservoirs, and 

these cylindrical reservoirs are brimming with Sunset 

Yellow coolant from Mayhems. 

Each reservoir is connected to a 240mm EKWB 

CoolStream PE radiator – one mounted at the front and 

Devil’s Canyon PCs
Two PCs based on Intel’s new Devil’s Canyon processors stride  

into the Custom PC Lab, and with very different prices

V

http://www.yoyotech.co.uk
http://www.dinopc.co.uk
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DINO PC/SPECIFICATIONS

CPU 4GHz Intel Core i7-4790K overclocked 

to 4.5GHz

Motherboard Gigabyte GA-Z97X-SLI

Memory 2 x 8GB Corsair Vengeance Pro 

2,400MHz DDR3

Graphics EVGA GeForce GTX 780 SC ACX 

6GB GDDR5

Sound On-board

Storage 128GB Plextor M6e M.2 SSD, 1TB 

hybrid hard disk

Case NZXT H440

Cooling CPU: Corsair Hydro H100i,  

2 x 120mm Corsair fans; GPU: 2 x 90mm 

fans; front: 3 x 120mm fans; rear:  

1 x 120mm exhaust

PSU Corsair CS750M 750W

Ports Front: 2 x USB 3, 2 x USB 2, 2 x audio; 

rear: 4 x USB 3, 2 x USB 2, 1 x PS/2, Gigabit 

Ethernet, 6 x audio

Operating system Windows 8.1 64-bit 

Warranty Three years return to base labour, 

with first two years including parts

another in the roof – and alternating yellow and black tubes 

snake between waterblocks attached to the graphics card, 

processor and VRM coolers. The waterblocks come from 

EKWB too, and the liquid is pumped by two pumps.

It’s one of the best-looking water-cooling systems we’ve 

seen recently, and the rest of the Yoyotech system basks in 

similarly high-quality levels. Cable-routing is top-notch, 

with only a handful of cables visible before they’re stowed 

away behind the motherboard tray.

The yellow theme of the coolant carries on elsewhere. 

The MSI Z97 XPOWER AC motherboard has a black PCB 

that’s liberally decorated with yellow on its VRM and chipset 

coolers, and yellow LEDs are installed inside the board’s 

logos. Yoyotech has even spray-painted its logo on the 

mesh at the front of the machine – again, in yellow.

We’ve seen plenty of two-tone machines in the Custom 

PC lab of late, but few have been as striking or as well built 

as this machine. Meanwhile, the Corsair Graphite 760T is a 

stunning case, with dramatic design and great build quality, 

and it’s been augmented with a Scythe Kaze Master II fan 

controller that monitors four temperature points inside, as 

well as the speed of your fans.

Meanwhile, Dino PC swaps yellow for red in its 

Infernodon. Its NZXT H440 enclosure borders its matt-

black metal with red on almost every edge, and a large 

window on the side reveals LEDs inside the mesh at the top 

of the PC, a red light inside the Corsair waterblock on top of 

the processor and a bright red NZXT shroud that hides the 

PSU and its cables. The case isn’t as flashy as the Yoyotech’s 

Corsair Graphite, but it’s just as sturdy.

That distinctive plastic shroud divides the main body 

of the Dino PC from the Corsair PSU, and it helps to create 

a tidy PC. Many of the cables at the bottom of the 

motherboard dive behind the shroud, and others are 

hidden away behind the motherboard tray.

However, the H440 isn’t the largest of cases, and the 

shroud makes the interior feel smaller. It also doesn’t help 

that none of the hard disk bays is accessed in the traditional 

way – instead, they’re hidden behind a slab of metal. The 

Dino PC system has several free 3.5in bays, but they’re 

accessed from around the back, where drives slide into 

perpendicular steel bays, and there aren’t any free 5.25in 

bays either.

As we said earlier, both machines use a Core i7-4790K 

processor, and both firms have overclocked it to 4.5GHz, and 

accompanied it with 16GB of memory, but that’s where the 

similarities end. Yoyotech has opted for an AMD Radeon R9 

290X that’s been overclocked by MSI to 1,080MHz on the 

core. Dino PC has chosen an Nvidia GeForce GTX 780 that’s 

been built by EVGA and given 6GB of GDDR5 RAM, which is 

twice as much as the reference card.

The price gulf between the two machines is of course 

best illustrated by the difference in cooling systems, with the 

Yoyotech having a highly customised loop, while the Dino 

PC has a basic Corsair all-in-one cooler. However, there are 

other notable differences between the machines, including 

the motherboards.

The Yoyotech’s MSI board is dripping with high-end 

features: power and reset buttons, on-board overclocking, 

switches to toggle expansion slots and even a ‘slow mode’ 

that can downclock your CPU to solve instability caused by 

overclocking. There are also voltage checkpoints, a button 

to reset the BIOS to its standard settings and another button 

to automatically load the BIOS when you next boot. The I/O 

area is just as stacked, with eight USB 3 ports, two USB 2 

ports, a PS/2 port, S/PDIF and six audio jacks, alongside two 

aerials for the dual-band 802.11ac Wi-Fi. 

Comparatively, the Dino PC uses the Gigabyte Z97X-SLI. 

It’s a solid board that’s taken home a Custom PC Approved 

award in the past and, while it has none of the enthusiast 

features found on the Yoyotech, that absence will only be 

felt if you’re determined to tweak your PC. It has plenty of 

upgrade room too, with two memory slots, a 16x PCI-E slot, 

a 1x PCI-E slot and two PCI slots all free. Around the back, it 

has four USB 3 ports, two USB 2 connectors, a PS/2 port and 

1

A red NZXT shroud  hides 

the PSU and cables, with 

hardly a wire in sight

3

A dual-fan Corsair H100i 

liquid-cooler handles  

CPU-chiling duties

2

16GB of 2,400MHz Corsair 

Vengeance Pro DDR3 

memory is supplied

1

2

3

Dino PC Infernodon 4790K

ELITE 
NEW ENTRY

P70
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six audio jacks, but no S/PDIF and no wireless – Dino PC 

has added an 802.11n card inside the system, but it’s only 

single-band. 

The pricier Yoyotech system also has a traditional 256GB 

Samsung 840 Pro SSD, while data storage comes from a 

monster 4TB Seagate hard disk. Comparatively, Dino PC has 

been more innovative with its storage system – there’s a 

128GB Plextor M6e SSD that uses the modern M.2 interface, 

alongside a 1TB hard disk.

Performance
Both machines have the same processor overclocked to the 

same speed, but the more expensive Yoyotech system 

stormed ahead in our Media Benchmarks, possibly as a 

result of the superior motherboard. It achieved large leads 

in the video encoding and multi-tasking tests, and scored 

2,929 points overall – compared to the 2,797 from the Dino 

PC. Both are fantastic scores, though, and the Dino PC 

machine still has more than enough power to handle  

high-end computing. 

Interestingly, there wasn’t much between to two 

machines when it came to gaming at both 1,9280 x 1,080 

and 2,560 x 1,440 in terms of minimum frame rates. The 

only standout result was the Dino PC system’s average in 

BioShock: Infinite being 11fps ahead of the Yoyotech.

Neither system could reliably play games at 3,560 x 

2,160 either, although this isn’t surprising, given that they’re 

both single-GPU systems. Both machines recorded a sub-

25fps minimum in Crysis 3 at this resolution. 

In BioShock: Infinite, however, the Dino managed a 

reasonable minimum of 31fps, while the Yoyotech hit a still 

playable 28fps minimum.

Not surprisingly, the Yoyotech also proved to be the better 

overclocker of the two machines, helped by its cooling 

system and high-performance motherboard. We raised the 

CPU’s 4.5GHz speed to 4.8GHz with a vcore of 1.34V, but 

could only get the Dino PC’s chip to hit 4.7GHz with a voltage 

of 1.33V – it wouldn’t remain stable beyond that level. 

We then took the Yoyotech’s R9 290X graphics card, 

upped the power limit by 50 per cent, and added 11 per cent 

to the GPU and memory clocks to hit revised speeds of 

1,200MHz and 1,325MHz respectively. The Dino PC’s 

GTX 780 could only cope with 90MHz added to its 

two main clocks. 

The added CPU power saw the Yoyotech hit a revised 

Media Benchmarks score of 3,039. That’s still an 

improvement on the Dino PC, which scored 2,952 when 

overclocked, but that isn’t a huge performance difference. 

The Yoyotech’s graphics card proved a slightly better 

overclocker, but it didn’t help across most of our gaming 

tests, with no more games becoming playable as a result.

The more expensive Yoyotech system has a more 

complex cooling system, so it’s no surprise that it surpassed 

its rival in thermal tests. When running at standard speeds, 

its CPU delta T of 56°C was 8°C cooler than that of the Dino 

PC, and the water-cooled graphics card topped out at a 

fantastic 32°C GPU delta T– 17°C cooler than the Dino PC’s 

result. Neither system proved too hot, and neither PC’s 

temperature rose by dramatic amounts when overclocked, 

but the Yoyotech was consistently cooler. 

Both PCs weren’t too loud either. When clocked at 

their standard speeds and running no applications, the 

Dino PC was quieter at the front but louder at the side, 

and this pattern was repeated when the machines were 

stress-tested.

The Yoyotech’s effective cooling system also meant its 

noise output barely changed when overclocked, although 

YOYOTECH /SPECIFICATIONS

CPU 4GHz Intel Core i7-4790K overclocked 

to 4.5GHz

Motherboard MSI Z97-XPOWER AC

Memory 2 x 8GB Crucial Ballistix  

1,600MHz DDR3

Graphics MSI Radeon R9 290X Lightning 

4GB GDDR5

Sound On-board

Storage 256GB Samsung 840 Pro SSD, 4TB 

Seagate hard disk, Blu-ray writer

Case Corsair Graphite 760T

Cooling CPU: EKWB X3 250 reservoir, EKWB 

waterblock, EKWB CoolStream 240mm 

radiator, 2 x 120mm fans; GPU: EKWB X3  

250 reservoir, EKWB water block, EKWB 

CoolStream 240mm radiator, 2 x 120mm 

fans; rear: 1 x 120mm exhaust

PSU Seasonic SS-850-KM X-Series 850W

Ports Front: 2 x USB 3, 2 x USB 2, 2 x audio; 

rear: 8 x USB 3, 2 x USB 2, 1 x PS/2, 1 x optical 

S/PDIF, Gigabit Ethernet, 6 x audio

Operating system Windows 8.1 64-bit

Warranty Three years return to base labour, 

with first year including parts 

1

The cylindrical reservoirs 

are filled with Mayhems 

Sunset Yellow coolant

3

The MSI Radeon R9 270X 

card is also hooked up to 

the water-cooling loop

2

Each reservoir is connected to 

a 240mm EKWB CoolStream 

PE radiator

1

2

3

Yoyotech  XDNA Power The Yoyotech has one of the 

best-looking water-cooling 

systems we’ve seen recently
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the Dino PC didn’t make much extra noise either. In short, 

neither of these PCs are too loud, and their noise will be 

easily drowned out by speakers or a headset anyway. 

Dino PC has been more innovative with storage, though, 

and that’s obvious in benchmarks. Its Plextor M.2 drive hit 

an incredible sequential read pace of 678MB/sec and a 

middling write speed of 316MB/sec, with the former being 

the fastest result we’ve ever seen from a desktop SSD. 

Comparatively, the 256GB Samsung 840 Evo SSD in the 

Yoyotech machine handles sequential reads at 517.6MB/

sec, though it has a quicker sequential write speed of 

503.7MB/sec.

Warranty
The two systems in this month’s head to head include 

serious warranties. Both include three years return-to-base 

deals, with Yoyotech’s warranty including one year of full 

parts and labour coverage, with labour covered for the 

second and third years. We prefer Dino PC’s deal, though, 

where labour is still covered for the full three years, but parts 

are covered for two years rather than one.

Verdict
The Yoyotech machine is one of the most visually 

impressive desktops we’ve seen, and its impeccable, 

intricate build is matched in our benchmarks. Its application 

performance is stunning, and it has enough power to handle 

the most demanding games at their toughest quality levels 

on one screen, though not at 4K resolutions.

Yoyotech’s system is nearly perfect, with a stunning 

cooling system and a motherboard packed with features, 

but it’s also very expensive. For those with more 

conventional budgets, the Dino PC is an excellent alternative 

– it might not have the gorgeous custom touches, but it’s 

nearly as quick and its SSD has amazing read speeds. 

Depending on your budget and requirements, neither of 

these superb Devil’s Canyon machines will disappoint you.

MIKE JENNINGS

DINO PC INFERNODON 4790K YOYOTECH  XDNA POWER

SPEED 
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SPEED 
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22/25
HARDWARE 
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DESIGN 
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DESIGN 

25/25
VALUE  

24/25
VALUE  

18/25

OVERALL SCORE

90%

OVERALL SCORE

91%
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Elite
Our choice of the best hardware available

 Core components
The parts you’ll need to build either PC. This kit list gives you a solid PSU, a decent quality case and the OEM 

version of Windows 7 Home Premium.

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED
PRICE  

(inc VAT)

Xigmatek Midgard II www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 113, p74 £60

XFX Pro Series 550W Core Edition www.novatech.co.uk Issue 122, p50 £47

500GB Seagate Barracuda ST500DM002 www.scan.co.uk Issue 104, p72 £35

Lite-On IHAS124-04 www.cclonline.com Issue 99, p108 £12

Microsoft Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit OEM www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 75, p46 £74

Build a budget PC

1 2

4

3

5

1

2

3

4

5

http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.novatech.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.overclockers.co.uk


All-purpose PC
The parts you’ll need to add to the core components to build a general-purpose PC. This machine will handle 

general computing tasks with no trouble, and will also cope with basic gaming, although you’ll have to lower the 

detail settings. It features high-speed memory to boost the performance of the AMD APU’s graphics system. 

Gaming PC 
The parts you’ll need to build a budget machine capable of playing the latest games at maximum settings on a 

1080p monitor. The machine has a discrete graphics card, a highly overclockable dual-core CPU and high-speed 

memory. Meanwhile, the Z97 motherboard gives you headroom to upgrade to a faster CPU later.

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Gigabyte GA-F2A88XM-D3H www.dabs.com Issue 126, p22 £51

AMD A10-7850K www.scan.co.uk Issue 127, p17 £125

8GB Corsair Vengeance  

Pro Series 2,400MHz DDR3
www.ebuyer.com Issue 132, p22 £64

SilverStone Argon AR01 www.scan.co.uk Issue 132, p57 £24

TOTAL £492

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

ASRock Z97 Pro3 www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 130, p50 £77

Intel Pentium G3258 www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 132, p17 £53

AMD R9 270X 2GB www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p50 £125

Corsair Vengeance Pro  
Series 2,400MHz DDR3

www.ebuyer.com Issue 132, p22 £64

SilverStone Argon AR01 www.scan.co.uk Issue 132, p57 £24

TOTAL £571

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Crucial M500 240GB www.ebuyer.com Issue 128, p42 £85

 Recommended extra 
A solid state drive will make a huge difference to the responsiveness of Windows, as well as boot-up times.  

We strongly recommend adding one to any build.

UPDATE
D

UPDATE
D

UPDATE
D

UPDATE
D

http://www.dabs.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.ebuyer.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.ebuyer.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.ebuyer.com
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NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

NZXT Phantom 530 www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 127, p44 £98

Gigabyte Z97X-SLI www.cclonline.com Issue 130, p54 £90

Intel Core i5-4690K www.scan.co.uk Issue 132, p18 £179

Corsair Vengeance Pro  

Series 2,400MHz DDR3
www.ebuyer.com Issue 132, p22 £64

Corsair H75 www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p30 £61

Antec HCG-520M High Current Gamer 520W www.cclonline.com Issue 122, p43 £76

Seagate Barracuda 2TB ST2000DM001 www.scan.co.uk Issue 104, p75 £59

Lite-On IHAS124-04 www.cclonline.com Issue 99, p108 £12

Crucial MX100 512GB www.ebuyer.com Issue 131, p17 £152

Microsoft Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit OEM www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 75, p46 £74

TOTAL £865

Build a mid-range PC

Work PC
The parts you’ll need to build a solid quad-core PC with plenty of upgrade potential. This kit list gives you an all-in-one liquid 

cooler and a K-series Core i5 CPU, meaning you can overclock it and get some serious processing power. We’ve managed to 

get the Core i5-4690K Haswell CPU up to 4.8GHz, so it has some serious performance potential. Also included is a solid 

Antec PSU, a 512GB SSD and 8GB of high-speed memory. The core configuration assumes you won’t be doing any serious 

gaming, however, and it relies on Intel’s integrated graphics.

Gaming PC
The graphics card you’ll need to play current games at their maximum settings at 1080p and 2,560 x 1,440.

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

1,920 x 1,080  
AMD R9 270X 2GB

www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p50 £125

2,560 x 1,440  
Nvidia GeForce GTX 770 2GB

www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p55 £221

UPDATED

UPDATED

http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.ebuyer.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.ebuyer.com
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk


Build a performance PC

Work PC
The parts you’ll need to build a high-quality, fast PC that’s ideal for multi-threaded workloads. This kit list features a high-

quality, beautifully built case, and has a Core i7-4790K CPU. This processor’s support for Hyper-Threading effectively splits 

the resources of the CPU’s four physical cores into a further four virtual cores, meaning it can effectively handle eight threads 

at once. There’s also a solid 750W PSU, giving you plenty of headroom for overclocking and adding multiple graphics cards, 

and a Corsair H80i all-in-one liquid cooler.

*Note: Multiple graphics cards are required to run Crysis 3 smoothly at 5,760 x 1,080 and 3,840 x 2,160, and Battlefield 4 at 5,760 x 1,080. 

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Creative Sound Blaster Z www.scan.co.uk Issue 116, p42 £65

 Recommended extra 
A discrete sound card gives you higher-quality sound when playing back or recording music.

Gaming PC
The graphics card you’ll need to play current games at their maximum settings at 2,560 x 1,440 and beyond.

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

2,560 x 1,440  

Nvidia GeForce GTX 770 2GB
www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p55 £221

2,560 x 1,440, 5,760 x 1,080 and 3,840 x 2,160 

AMD Radeon R9 290 4GB
www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p58 £281

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

SilverStone Fortress FT02B-W USB 3.0 www.scan.co.uk Issue 85, p88 £174

Asus Maximus VII Ranger www.scan.co.uk Issue 131, p20 £126

Intel Core i7-4790K www.scan.co.uk Issue 132, p19 £263

Corsair Vengeance Pro Series 2,400MHz DDR3 www.ebuyer.com Issue 132, p22 £64

Corsair H80i www.scan.co.uk Issue 116, p64 £74

XFX Pro Black Edition 750W www.scan.co.uk Issue 122, p60 £95

Seagate Barracuda 2TB ST2000DM001 www.scan.co.uk Issue 104, p75 £59

Lite-On IHAS124-04 www.cclonline.com Issue 99, p108 £12

Samsung SSD 840 EVO 500GB www.scan.co.uk Issue 128, p52 £189

Microsoft Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit OEM www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 75, p46 £74

TOTAL £1,130

UPDATED

UPDATED
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E L I T E  /  THE BEST KIT

Build an LGA2011 workstation

Multi-threaded workstation
The parts you’ll need to build a PC with serious power in multi-threaded workstation software, such as 3D 

rendering apps and optimised distributed computing software. The kit list features a 6-core LGA2011 CPU, which 

will also be overclockable using the motherboard and cooler listed. Also supplied is 16GB of RAM, a whopping 

1TB of solid state storage and a 1.2KW PSU, which will give you loads of headroom for adding multiple GPUs. 

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Corsair Obsidian 750D www.cclonline.com Issue 123, p30 £122

Asus Rampage IV Extreme Black Edition www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 124, p42 £360

Intel Core i7-4930K www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 123, p51 £420

AMD R9 270X 2GB www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p50 £125

16GB Kingston HyperX Predator 1,866MHz 

KHX18C9T2K4/16X 
www.dabs.com Issue 123, p56 £137

Corsair Hydro H105 www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 128, p19 £90

Corsair Professional Series AX1200i www.scan.co.uk Issue 111, p40 £227

Samsung SSD 840 EVO 1TB www.scan.co.uk Issue 128, p52 £324

Seagate Barracuda 2TB ST2000DM0001 www.scan.co.uk Issue 104, p75 £59

Lite-On IHAS124-04 www.cclonline.com Issue 99, p108 £12

Microsoft Windows 7 Professional OEM www.scan.co.uk Issue 75, p46 £102

TOTAL £1,978

4K gaming PC   
This LGA2011 system has the advantage of being able to support multiple graphics cards with a decent number of 

PCI-E 3 lanes, unlike many LGA1150 motherboards. As such, it’s also an ideal platform for building a machine for 

high-resolution PC gaming, replacing the graphics card listed above with two or more high-spec cards.

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

2 x EVGA Superclocked ACX GeForce GTX 780 3GB www.scan.co.uk Issue 123, p54 £758

TOTAL £2,736

http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.dabs.com
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Build a mini PC

Core components
The parts you’ll need to build either PC. This kit list gives you a solid PSU, 8GB of RAM, an overclockable Haswell 

CPU, an all-in-one liquid cooler and Windows 7 Home Premium. Also included is a graphics card that can play 

current games at their maximum settings at 1080p, and a 512GB SSD.

Mini-ITX PC   
  The parts you’ll need to build a pint-sized powerhouse.

Micro-ATX PC
  The parts you’ll need to build a mini PC that doesn’t take up as much room as a full-sized desktop. 

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Corsair Obsidian 250D www.scan.co.uk Issue 127, p24 £69

MSI Z97I Gaming AC www.cclonline.com Issue 131, p18 £108

TOTAL £984

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Fractal Design Arc Mini R2 www.cclonline.com Issue 127, p46 £71

Asus Maximus VI Gene www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 121, p20 £150

TOTAL £1,028

NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Intel Core i5-4690K www.scan.co.uk Issue 132, p18 £179

Corsair Vengeance Pro Series 2,400MHz DDR3 www.ebuyer.com Issue 132, p22 £64

Corsair H75 www.scan.co.uk Issue 125, p30 £61

AMD R9 270X 2GB www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p50 £125

Crucial MX100 512GB www.ebuyer.com Issue 131, p17 £157

Seagate Barracuda 2TB ST2000DM001 www.scan.co.uk Issue 104, p75 £59

Lite-On IHAS124-04 www.cclonline.com Issue 99, p108 £12

Antec HCG-520M High Current Gamer 520W www.cclonline.com Issue 122, p43 £76

Microsoft Windows 7 Home Premium 64-bit OEM www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 75, p46 £74

See Issue 121, p92 for a full guide to building a mini-ITX PC with this case and motherboard   

UPDATED

UPDATED
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E L I T E  /  THE BEST KIT

Cases

Graphics cards

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Budget ATX Xigmatek Midgard II www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 113, p74 £60

Sub-£100  
ATX quiet

Fractal Design Define R4 www.scan.co.uk Issue 127, p42 £65

Sub-£100 ATX 

performance
NZXT Phantom 530 www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 103, p70 £98

Sub-£200 ATX SilverStone Fortress FT02B-W USB 3.0 www.scan.co.uk Issue 85, p88 £174

Water-cooling ATX SilverStone Temjin TJ07B-W www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 63, p87 £220

Mini-ITX tower Corsair Obsidian 250D www.scan.co.uk Issue 127, p24 £69

Mini-ITX cube Antec ISK600 www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 126, p28 £50

Micro-ATX Fractal Design Arc Mini R2 www.cclonline.com Issue 127, p46 £71

Water-cooling 
micro-ATX

Parvum Systems S2.0 www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 129, p22 £140

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

1,920 x 1,080 

gaming
AMD Radeon R9 270X 2GB www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p50 £125

2,560 x 1,440 

gaming
Nvidia GeForce GTX 770 2GB www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p55 £221

High-end gaming* AMD R9 290 4GB www.scan.co.uk Issue 126, p58 £281

4K gaming
2 x EVGA Superclocked ACX GeForce 

GTX 780 3GB
www.scan.co.uk Issue 123, p54 £758

* Handles all games at 2,560 x 1,440, and some at 4K and 5,760 x 1,080

http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk


Power supplies 

Networking

Storage

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Budget 550W
XFX Pro Series 550W  

Core Edition 
www.novatech.co.uk Issue 122, p50 £47

Mid-range 520W
Antec HCG-520M High  

Current Gamer 520W
www.cclonline.com Issue 122, p43 £76

High-end 760W
Corsair Professional Series 

AX760i
www.ebuyer.com Issue 122, p53 £135

High-end 1.2kW
Corsair Professional Series 

AX1200i
www.scan.co.uk Issue 111, p40 £227

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Router Asus RT-AC68U www.scan.co.uk Issue 128, p88 £163

Wi-Fi adaptor Asus PCE-AC68 www.scan.co.uk Issue 128, p88 £63

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Hard disk
Seagate Barracuda 2TB 

ST2000DM001
www.scan.co.uk Issue 104, p75 £59

250GB SSD
Samsung SSD 840  

EVO 250GB
www.cclonline.com Issue 128, p52 £96

512GB SSD
Crucial MX100  

512GB
www.ebuyer.com Issue 131, p17 £152

1TB SSD
Samsung SSD 840  

EVO 1TB
www.scan.co.uk Issue 128, p52 £324

NAS box
Synology  

DiskStation DS214 

www.dabs.com
Issue 131, p48 £220

http://www.novatech.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.ebuyer.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.ebuyer.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.dabs.com


ELITE  /  THE BEST KIT

Peripherals

Monitors

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Basic mechanical 

keyboard
Func KB-460 www.morecomputers.com Issue 126, p36 £68

Mechanical gaming 

keyboard
Corsair Vengeance K70 www.scan.co.uk Issue 125, p34 £105

Mechanical MMO 

keyboard
Corsair Vengeance K95 www.cclonline.com Issue 123, p64 £119

Gaming mouse Mionix Naos 8200 www.scan.co.uk Issue 125, p74 £60

Wireless gaming 
mouse

SteelSeries  

Sensei Wireless
www.ebuyer.com Issue 130, p26 £119

Flight stick
Saitek X-55  

Rhino H.O.T.A.S.

http://store.gameshark.

net
Issue 131, p29       £170

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

24in monitor Dell U2414H www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 129, p43 £192

27in  monitor
ViewSonic  

VP2772
www.cclonline.com Issue 129, p60    £584

29in monitor
Asus  

PB298Q
www.cclonline.com Issue 129, p52  £379

4K monitor
Asus  

PB287Q
www.overclockers.co.uk Issue131, p26 £599 

http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.cclonline.com
http://www.overclockers.co.uk
http://www.morecomputers.com
http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.cclonline.com
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http://www.ebuyer.comhttp://store.gameshark.net
http://www.ebuyer.comhttp://store.gameshark.net
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Systems

Audio

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

Dream PC Scan 3XS Bear www.scan.co.uk Issue 125, p58 £6,999

Devil’s Canyon 
gaming PC

YoyoTech 
XDNA Power

www.yoyotech.co.uk Issue 132, p66 £2,790

4K gaming PC
Overclockers UK  
Infinity Vesuvius

www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 131, p62 £4,118

Mini-ITX 
gaming PC

Scan 3XS  

Z87 Nanu 250D
www.scan.co.uk Issue 129, p62 £1,849

Gaming laptop
MSI GT70 

2PC Dominator
www.overclockers.co.uk Issue 129, p26 £1,299

Sub-£1,000 
gaming PC

PC Specialist  

Vanquish DS Red
www.pcspecialist.co.uk Issue 130, p62 £999

TYPE NAME SUPPLIER FEATURED PRICE  
(inc VAT)

PCI-E sound card Creative Sound Blaster Z www.scan.co.uk Issue 116, p42 £65

USB sound card Asus Xonar Essence One www.amazon.co.uk Issue 118, p44 £330

2.1 speakers Corsair SP2500 www.scan.co.uk Issue118, p75 £167

Headset HyperX Cloud www.ebuyer.com Issue 130, p32 £70

UPDATE
D
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THE PROBLEM WITH 
GAME ADDICTION

Publishers need to stop marketing games based on how they  

encourage compulsive behaviour, says Rick Lane

R I C K  L A N E  /  INVERSE LOOK

A
ddiction is terrible. That might seem like an obvious 
statement, but when people talk casually about their 
addiction to caffeine, or use throwaway lines in 

conversation about being ‘hopelessly addicted to Game of 
Thrones’, it can be easy to take the damage of addiction for 
granted. There is, of course, a big difference between a physical 
dependency on a drug, and a compulsive behavioural habit such 
as obsessively playing a game, but sometimes such a habit has 
the capacity to negatively affect your life in a similar way.

These days, many substances with addictive qualities are 
either prohibited, or required to carry warnings. Cigarette 
packages tell us ‘smoking kills’, bottles of 
alcohol tell us to ‘drink responsibly’. Even the 
sugar-filled chocolate bar I’ve just munched 
with my dinner states on the packet to ‘be 
treatwise’, a caution that I admit I all too 
frequently ignore. 

Conversely, many computer games 
encourage compulsive behaviour, and even 
use it as a marketing tool, to the point where it’s common for 
developers to boast about the ease with which a player can slip 
into an addictive cycle when playing their games. Worryingly, 
it’s equally common for players to praise a game based on its 
‘addictiveness’, or how many hours they’ve spent playing it.

The immediate temptation when responding to this issue is 
to say that the use of the term ‘addiction’ here is a misappropriation, 
and that’s true. When Skyrim first came out, it absorbed almost 
all of my free time for about a month. But I wasn’t addicted to it; 
I know, because after around a month I dropped it overnight and 
haven’t been back since. However, in the same way that slot 

machines are designed in a specific way to keep people stuck to 
them, spending more and more money, many games are 
specifically engineered to keep people playing them obsessively.

In 2005, a Korean man named Seungseob Lee walked into an 
Internet cafe and played StarCraft almost continuously for 50 
hours until he suffered cardiac arrest and died. In the six months 
prior to this episode, his ‘addiction’ to Starcraft had cost Lee his 
job and his relationship with his girlfriend. Also, in March this 
year, the Local Government Association accused the likes of 
Swizzels Matlow, Chewits and Weetos of deliberately creating 
addictive ‘advergames’ on their sites as a method of selling their 

products for children, and called for those 
games to come with appropriate warnings. 

These are both extreme examples,  
of course, and the vast majority of gamers 
manage to play addictive games without 
starving themselves, but that doesn’t  
mean game addiction isn’t a real issue. 
Unfortunately, however, much of the 

research into the subject is also compromised by a poor 
understanding of games, and studies that are funded by bodies 
with an interest in a particular conclusion.

Whatever your definition of ‘addiction’ is,  it’s clear that many 
games encourage compulsive behaviour, which can have  
a negative effect on happiness, health and relationships. We 
need to stop talking about addiction as a positive feature of 
games, and identify which games we play because they offer us 
a compelling experience, and the games we play because they 
draw us into a cycle of cheap feedback loops, which cynically 
encourage repetitive behaviour by metering out rewards.   

Rick Lane is Custom PC’s games editor.    @Rick_Lane

We need to identify which 

games draw us into a cycle 

of cheap feedback loops

O P I N I O N
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/ VERDICT

Watch Dogs 

doesn’t understand 

hacking, but its 

surprisingly limited 

open world, 

cluttered story and 

inconsistencies 

are more 

damaging to the 

overall experience.

Watch Dogs /£39.99 inc VAT

DEVELOPER Ubisoft Montreal / PUBLISHER Ubisoft  

WEBSITE http://watchdogs.ubi.com

OVERALL SCORE

60

84

G A M E S  /  REVIEW

E  
ver wondered what it’s like to be a computer 

hacker? Having the ability to type out lines of 

cleverly invasive code as if you were writing an 

email to a friend. The audacity of breaking into the White 

House’s servers and Photoshopping a moustache onto 

Barack Obama’s face. The years of solitary confinement 

you’ll receive when the NSA breaks down your door after 

you accidentally overslept and missed your flight to Russia.

Frankly, being a hacker doesn’t seem very appealing. So 

it’s probably just as well that Watch Dogs, the game that 

casts you as vigilante Aiden Pearce, has about as much in 

common with computer hacking as microwaving a burger 

has in common with cooking a nutritious meal. Neither is it 

a game about timekeeping canines. Instead, Watch Dogs is 

an open-city sandbox in the vein of Grand Theft Auto and 

Saints Row, only smaller, less entertaining and 

monumentally unintelligent.

Yet Watch Dogs isn’t entirely without merit, and 

that merit comes in the form of the not-really-hacking 

‘hacking’ mechanic and the emergent 

entertainment it’s capable of producing. While 

wandering or driving around the city, pressing Q 

enables Pearce to hack anything from a set of 

traffic lights to a city bridge. Trains, tyre-spikes 

and underground steam pipes can all be 

turned to your advantage, often with 

spectacularly destructive results.

Watch Dogs combines these abilities 

with its intricately detailed cityscape to 

create some wickedly entertaining chase 

sequences. Amid the wide array of side 

activities are random jobs that involve 

witnessing a suspect in the act of committing 

a crime, and then chasing them through 

alleyways to catch them. Meanwhile, there are 

various vehicle-based missions that involve taking out 

other hackers and evading the police, using a mixture of 

hacking, driving, running and good old-fashioned cover-

shooting to get the job done. 

When all of Watch Dogs’ systems come together, it’s as 

thrilling as any top-flight open-world game. The problem is 

that its systems don’t always come together in such a way. 

Nowhere is this more obvious than in the story. Pearce’s 

vigilantism is driven by the accidental death of his niece, 

caused by an intimidation stunt gone awry – the product of 

an organisation that’s afraid Pearce might stumble on 

some of its dirtier secrets. The plot starts out fairly 

well. We meet Pearce’s sister and nephew, and 

there’s a clear conflict between the latter’s desire for 

vengeance and the former’s desire for Pearce to let go 

of the past. Then Pearce’s sister gets kidnapped by 

an old hacker acquaintance of Pearce, and then the 

plot starts going downhill. 

What begins as an intriguing tale that pits a 

group of rogue hackers against an unscrupulous 

networking company gets stretched further 

and further until you’ve completely lost track of 

what Pearce is actually trying to find, and the 

identity of the main antagonist. Even more 

pointless characters are added, and Pearce 

becomes increasingly dislikeable as he starts 
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seeing any action as justifiable as long as it gets him closer 

to the ever-evasive truth.

It isn’t just the characters who leave a bad taste in the 

mouth either. There’s a particularly nasty mission around 

the halfway stage that sees you infiltrate a sex-trafficking 

ring, where semi-naked women are paraded around like 

cattle at a meat market in front of a crowd of despicable 

perverts. It has nothing to do with the central storyline, aside 

from highlighting your enemies’ evil tendencies, and has 

the distinct whiff of titillation masquerading as outrage. It’s 

infuriating, because in terms of individual scenes, the game 

is largely well written. It’s much like a modern Doctor Who 

story – the jokes and character exchanges are entertaining 

enough, but step back and it quickly becomes apparent that 

the overarching narrative is absolute codswallop.

In terms of play, Watch Dogs has the opposite problem. 

Look at the city map and there appears to be an abundance 

of content, but investigate closer and much of it is repetitive 

and poorly linked together. The central missions all follow 

the same format of infiltrating various types of secure 

location, before hacking something to get information and 

then finding your way back out. You can stealthily hack the 

phones and communications units of guards to distract 

them, or noisily shoot your way through them and remotely 

trigger environmental hazards to thin the ranks of the 

enemy. The systems all work fine, with snappy, weighty 

combat and tense cover-based sneaking. But aside from 

occasionally bolting a car chase onto the end, these 

missions rarely deviate from this format.

Side missions are similarly plentiful, ranging from taking 

out criminal convoys to scouring the city to ‘investigating’ 

crimes (which means turning up and taking a few pictures), 

and even playing psychedelic augmented reality games. 

Yet much of these side missions suffer are entirely arbitrary, 

failing to lend a sense of progression that feeds back into 

either your character development or the story. This is a 

step backwards from some of Ubisoft’s other recent open-

world games, where all the content had a logical reason 

behind it, and a motivation for you to explore it.

One final, PC-specific issue is that the keyboard and 

mouse controls are phenomenally bad. To switch 

from one shotgun to another type of shotgun 

requires you to hold down the Tab k , move the 

mouse like a console analogue stick to navigate a 

radial menu that puts equipment slots in between 

the weapon slots (just in case it wasn’t easy 

enough to select the wrong item anyway) and 

then press the arrow keys to switch between 

shotguns. You’ll also need to hold down the 

Control key to enable the ‘slow time’ ability, or 

you’ll be shot to bits while rummaging in your coat 

for a different weapon. You’re almost certainly 

better off using a joypad, but there’s no reason for 

the keyboard controls to tangle your fingers in this 

way – it’s slapdash design.

Perhaps this issue is indicative of the 

overarching problem with Watch Dogs. It’s 

clearly had an awful lot of money thrown at it, 

and a huge effort has gone into replicating the 

city of Chicago in digital form. But in terms of 

storytelling and game design, there isn’t 

much care apparent. It’s been 

stuffed like a Christmas turk  

full of filler and then pummelled 

into shape. The result may be 

well presented, with the ability 

to impress you with witty one-

liners, but beneath that  

exterior is an inconsistent 

game that lacks confidence 

in its ideas.

RICK LANE
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all be turned to your advantage



/ VERDICT

Great storytelling, 

characters and 

mechanics, but the 

predictable way 

they’re combined 

means Transistor 

isn’t as satisfying as 

it should be.

Transistor /£14.99 inc VAT

DEVELOPER Supergiant Games / PUBLISHER Supergiant Games / WEBSITE http://supergiantgames.com/index.php/transistor

OVERALL SCORE

70%

86

G A M E S  /  REVIEW

T  
he best games often reconcile the painter’s brush 

and the mathematician’s calculator, creating a 

cohesive experience between the sculpted 

artifice of story and the random nature of play. These 

games are, sadly, few and far between, and Transistor is the 

perfect example of why this is the case. We can’t think of 

another game where the independent artistic and systemic 

halves are brilliantly designed, and yet where their coming 

together feels so jarring.

Transistor casts you as Red, a superstar singer in a 

computerised city called CloudBank, which is under attack 

from a powerful destructive force called the Process. Red is 

drawn into investigating the Process after an attempt 

on her life goes awry. Her beautiful voice is stolen and a 

close friend is killed, his personality becoming absorbed 

into the assassin’s weapon, the eponymous Transistor.

The story is straightforward, hanging most of its 

narrative on the relationship between the voiceless Red 

and the bodiless, yet chatty, Transistor. It’s an approach 

that works superbly, made successful mostly by the 

delivery. The Transistor acts as half-character, half-

narrator, drip-feeding you information as he talks to 

Red while they explore Cloudbank. The writing is 

tightly edited, giving you the minimum of  information 

necessary to comprehend events. However, if you’d 

like to know more, there are various points of interest 

dotted around the world, including computer terminals 

that enable Red to express her own thoughts in writing.

When Red and the Transistor aren’t chatting, they’re 

fighting the Process’ minions. Transistor’s combat takes the 

form of a Diablo-style, action RPG, adding a few twists to 

the proceedings. 

You can pause the action and plan a series of moves, 

which is then executed at a much faster rate than simply 

spamming the attack button. This maximises the 

effectiveness of your abilities, but it’s followed by a  

cool-down time of several seconds where none of your 

powers will function, meaning it must be used carefully.

Transistor also lets you create custom powers from a 

pool of different effects. Each power can be used as an 

active ability, as an upgrade to another ability, or as a passive 

effect on your character. For example, you could combine a 

standard sword attack with the ability to temporarily turn 

foes into friends. 

The combat system is as ingenious as the story and art 

are beautiful. However, this is all Transistor has to it, and 

it metes out story and combat in such a predictably 

formatted fashion that, if it wasn’t for that central character 

relationship, it would quickly become very tedious indeed. 

The action climaxes a good hour before the end too, which 

is a shame because that’s around the same time that the 

combat system has enough components to really get 

interesting. The good news, though, is that Transistor’s 

storytelling rescues it from disaster, and it’s still a fine 

example of a character-driven game. 

RICK LANE

http://supergiantgames.com/index.php/transistor


/ VERDICT

A really interesting 

idea for a horror 

game, and 

sometimes it 

works, but the rest 

of the game is 

lacking in terms of 

thought and pace.

Among the Sleep /£14.99 inc VAT

DEVELOPER Krillbite Studio / PUBLISHER Krillbite Studio / WEBSITE www.krillbite.com/ats

OVERALL SCORE

50%
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T  
his toddler-based terror adopts the format of 

Frictional’s first-person horror classic Amnesia: 

The Dark Descent. It starts in an environment 

that’s recognisably normal, and gradually becomes more 

eerie and unhinged. It even sports the same physics-based 

manipulation of objects such as doors and drawers that 

was pioneered in Frictional’s games. 

The only difference that developer Krillbite brings to the 

table is the toddler. Without much in the way of competition, 

Among the Sleep is undoubtedly the best toddler simulator 

in gaming, and Krillbite has clearly put a lot of effort into 

recreating the first-person experiences of a severely 

underdeveloped human. Watching your stubby body 

moving about underneath you, as it waddles around 

and clambers over objects, is a strangely hypnotic 

experience. Unfortunately, though, the rest of the 

game feels similarly underdeveloped.

It starts off promisingly. After an exciting day spent 

celebrating your second birthday, you’re dragged 

unceremoniously out of bed in the middle of the night 

by an unseen force, and embark upon a pint-sized 

quest to find your mother, who will protect you from 

this invisible horror. Accompanying you throughout 

your journey is your teddy bear, named Teddy, who 

acts as a sidekick and also contextualises the story’s 

strange events. Furthermore, his gentle reassurances 

and light-projecting ability (activated when you hug him to 

your chest) arguably make him the game’s best feature.

The cosy environment of your home has a far more 

ominous feel at night. Furniture looms forebodingly out of 

the shadows, and household appliances emit strange and 

unnatural noises. Unfortunately, Among the Sleep quickly 

departs reality for a range of spooky dreamscapes, which 

feel less imaginative and compelling than the domestic 

landscape of the first chapter. 

The game also has the same attention span as its two-

year-old protagonist, rushing from location to location, only 

occasionally stopping to throw in some very rudimentary 

platforming or object collection puzzles as cursory 

obstacles. Even the unmasking of the horror’s true nature at 

the end is oversimplified, being another good idea with 

which Among the Sleep fails to do anything significant. 

Perhaps the biggest question regarding Among the Sleep 

prior to release was whether the horror would have any 

teeth given the focus on the child. The good news is that it 

does indeed have teeth, and in such a way that it manages 

to be pretty darned scary without being crass or 

exploitative. Sadly, though, any real threat takes a long time 

to appear, and the game is exceptionally brief too, clocking 

in at around two hours, with only 20 minutes in which it’s 

elevated above a slightly creepy crawling simulator.

 RICK LANE

http://www.krillbite.com/ats


/ VERDICT

An interesting 

premise, but its bad 

writing, obvious 

puzzle solutions 

and tedious side 

quests, along with 

some ridiculous 

concepts, mean it’s 

best left alone.

Murdered: Soul  
Suspect /£39.99 inc VAT

DEVELOPER Airtight Games /PUBLISHER Square Enix /WEBSITE http://murdered.com

OVERALL SCORE

25

G A M E S  /  REVIEW

M  
urdered: Soul Suspect casts you as the ghost of 

a detective who is trying to solve his own murder. 

It eschews combat in favour of a story-driven 

experience, which combines an open world with a novel 

investigation mechanic that involves you putting the pieces 

of the puzzle together yourself. Conceptually, it’s one of 

the most intriguing games we’ve seen in a long time. 

Unfortunately, it’s also an unmitigated disaster.

Soul Suspect gets so much wrong that we could 

probably fill the entire games section picking over its 

corpse. The central issue with this spectral sleuth ‘em 

up is that it wants to tell a hard-nosed detective story, 

but then provides a script that’s downright comedic 

rather than compelling. Its plot turns are obvious, and 

detective Ronan O’Connor appears far more Clouseau 

than Columbo as he bumbles around, whispering 

shocked revelations that you’d already deduced the 

moment he entered the room.

Expertly weaved into the painfully obvious writing 

are catastrophically bad one-liners. When asked why 

he can’t float over a particular obstacle, O’Connor 

exclaims ‘I’m a ghost, not a plane!’ and while searching 

for a particular spirit in a cemetery, he wisely intones 

that he ‘might as well be looking for a needle 

in a haystack … of needles’. In fact, the writing 

is so amusingly terrible that it goes beyond 

hurting the game and becomes the only 

facet that makes it worth playing, albeit 

for all the wrong reasons.

Unfortunately, no amount of 

unintentional hilarity can save Soul 

Suspect from its monotonous systems. 

nitially the investigation mechanic has 

promise, as you use a combination of old-

fashioned detective work and your newly 

acquired supernatural abilities, such as possession 

and the ability to walk through walls, to locate 

clues around the township of Salem. 

You must then connect the most relevant 

clues to draw a conclusion and progress 

through the story. Sadly, Soul Suspect 

demonstrates the same lack of subtlety in its 

approach to puzzles and concealing clues. 

Sometimes it doesn’t require you to conclude 

investigations at all, instead asking you to 

hoover up all the clues in a particular area 

before launching into the next cutscene.

And this is when the game is at its most 

interesting. Outside of the story investigations, 

Soul Suspect only offers a small number of side 

cases, and these have even more transparent 

solutions, as well as tedious stealth sections 

where you dispatch prowling demons by 

sneaking up on them and then playing through a clumsy 

quick-time-event (QTE). There’s also an abundance of 

superfluous collectible items.

At every turn, Soul Suspect can’t figure out how to 

transform its interesting ideas into a quality game. Put it this 

way – Ronan O’Connor can walk through walls, but he can’t 

walk through the ‘ghost walls’ that impede his exploration at 

almost every stage. If at this point you’re still somehow 

thinking of purchasing Soul Suspect, just remember ‘ghost 

walls’. Good grief.

RICK LANE

quests, along with 

some ridiculous 

concepts, mean it’s 

best left alone.
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F  rontier Developments’ 
Cobra engine has been in 
continuous development 

since 1988, making it certainly one of, 
if not the, oldest game engines that 
still sees iterations today. It’s also 
been used for a startling array of 
games. Since the release of Frontier’s 
earliest games, the Elite sequels 
Frontier: Elite II and Frontier: First 
Encounters, it’s been the 
powerhouse behind simulation 
games such as RollerCoaster Tycoon 
3 and Zoo Tycoon and the side-
scrolling platformer Lostwinds. It 
was even used in Kinectimals, one of 
the flagship games for Microsoft’s 
Kinect device.

‘It’s gone into battle a lot of times,’ 
says David Braben, founder of 
Frontier Developments and 
co-creator of Elite. ‘We’ve shipped a 
lot of games on it; it’s mature and we 
have mature tools that plug into it. 
It’s efficient and fast, it works very 
well to deliver games and I suppose 
people here are familiar with it. It 
offers all of those benefits together – 
you can get those sorts of features in 
proprietary engines out there, but 
not all at the same time.’

Given that Frontier’s next game 
involves rendering an entire galaxy, 
it’s just as well that Frontier has an 
engine with such broad experience 
under its belt. To give you an idea of 
what Frontier is planning, Elite 
Dangerous is set in a procedurally 
generated galaxy of 400 billion star 
systems, each of which can be 
explored by players sharing the 
same vast universe. And by 
‘explored’, we mean you can fly 
around each moon of each planet 
orbiting each star in the galaxy. 

Elite connoisseurs among you 
might point out that Elite II, released 

in 1993, had 100 billion star systems, 
and therefore Dangerous isn’t quite 
the huge leap it might seem. 
However, Dangerous is presenting 
its universe with the style and 
fidelity of a big-budget FPS. Frontier 
doesn’t merely want you to explore 
the galaxy, it wants you to be 
immersed in it. Spaceship cockpits 
are rendered in exquisite detail, with 
game menus used for navigation 
and ship management built into the 
cockpit and activated by turning 
your head if you’re using a VR 

system. Combat, meanwhile, is fast, 
frenetic and spectacular, like taking 
part in a Star Wars dogfight.

‘We’re trying to make sure the 
gameplay delivers in the order in 
which it’s useful to deliver it,’ Braben 
explains. ‘There’s a lot we’ll be doing 
down the line that we don’t want to 
do from the start, because there are 
all sorts of gameplay ramifications. 
We’ve said right from the start that 
we’re focused on delivering a great 
experience of the game, and we’re 
doing everything that’s part of that 
with the cockpits, exteriors of other 
ships, docking and so on.’

Elite’s cockpits and combat 
systems epitomise the kind of game 
Frontier intends to make, being 
immense yet exquisitely detailed. 
But these aspects aren’t so much 
driven by technology as design. By a 
similar token, Cobra might provide 
crisp visuals and pretty effects, but 
its most important and subtler roles 
are in the background.

One of the most important 
features of Cobra in Elite Dangerous 

Cobra
One of gaming’s greatest legacies, Elite, is coming back.  

Rick Lane looks at the technology powering its stunning return

R I C K  L A N E  /  THE ENGINE ROOM

G A M E S  /  ANALYSIS

Combat has all 

the flash of a Star 

Wars dogfight, but 

success requires 

tactics and flight-

skill, as well 

as firepower

On Elite’s galaxy map you can see the locally available area, the 

star-packed galactic core and the galaxy as a whole
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is level-of-detail phasing. Elite’s solar 
systems are rendered to scale and 
simulated realistically, meaning 
planets orbit their stars in real time 
at realistic distances. In one system, 
a planet can go from not being 
visible at all, to filling your entire 
cockpit screen. To achieve this level 
of scaling requires lots of different 
renders of objects with increasing 
amounts of detail. ‘If it’s at a distance, 
it might render as a billboard, then 
render as a 3D object, then a much 
more detailed 3D object, then it will 
break into thousands [of objects], 
which in turn break into thousands 
more,’ says Braben.

This effect is particularly 
impressive when flying towards a 
ringed planet; when you get close 
enough, you can see specks that  
turn out to be individual asteroids 
orbiting the planet, and even fly 
through that asteroid field, although 
currently, the transition between 
seeing the asteroids and flying 
through them is a little jarring. 

Frontier is now working on 
making the difference between 
moving towards an asteroid field 
and flying into the asteroid field less 
stark. Even more excitingly, Frontier 
has created algorithms for creating 
procedurally generated clouds, 
which will ultimately be used to let 
you fly through the atmospheres of 
gas giants.

Another important underlying 
component of Cobra specific to Elite 
Dangerous is networking. 
Technically, Elite is an MMO, but it’s 
larger and more unpredictable than 
many traditional MMOs. ‘We’re 
doing some novel things with the 
way networking works,’ says Braben. 
‘As you may have noticed, there’s no 
lobby – it’s seamless and instant. It’s 
a mix of server-based and peer-to-
peer networking, so a lot of the fast 
transactions go peer-to-peer, but 
they’re moderated by the server and 
I think that’s working pretty well.’ 

One particularly important  
aspect of the networking system 
concerns trading in Elite. Prices of 
goods will fluctuate across the 
galaxy, depending on how players 
affect supply and demand. 

So, if a player buys all the available 
goods at one station, the server will 
respond by increasing demand at 

that station and therefore inflating 
the buying price. Cobra’s final vital 
hidden mechanism is the AI. 
Although players share the same 
universe, Frontier doesn’t want them 
to be forced into conflict with one 
another. In addition, much of the 
galaxy will initially be unexplored, 
so Frontier needs to populate those 
areas with features to attract players, 
and that means developing AI. 

Frontier has coded various levels 
of pilot AI, ensuring there are 

challenges for both new and veteran 
players. ‘It’s quite possible to write 
AI that’s absolutely unbeatable,’ 
Braben says. ‘The AI only gets to 
think now and again – it doesn’t 
think continuously. 

“We have different ratings of AI; 
the lower levels of AI don’t use power 
distribution, boost and things like 
that. We assume that AI pilots are 
like beginner players, so they just fly 
the ship; they don’t know half the 
fancy controls.’

Around 30 years ago, Elite 
redefined what was possible in 
computer games, cramming 
hundreds of star systems into an 
amount of memory so small it  
makes your smartphone look like a 
super-computer. Frontier obviously 
can’t make the same revolution 
happen twice, but thanks to Cobra’s 
technological trickery, Elite 
Dangerous is  shaping up to be 
impressively epic.   

Like the rest of 

the galaxy, Elite’s 

vast asteroid fields 

are procedurally 

generated

Elite’s space-station docks 

are a little like airports that 

have been rolled into a tube

Ship thrusters are 

deliberately exaggerated, 

so players can tell how ships 

are manoeuvring at a glance
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O P I N I O N

how your data may be used. They’re 
also worried about copyright rules 
coming in through TTIP, forcing 
 ISPs to implement ‘voluntary’ 
enforcement measures against  
their customers, leading to cut-offs 
and censorship.

These kinds of copyright measures 
are toxic, and the EU negotiators 
know it. They watched the ACTA 
treaty – supposedly on counterfeit 
goods – die as a result of massive 
Internet opposition and protests in 
many European capital cities. 
Copyright measures may be kept  
out of TTIP, but the USA is pushing to 
include ACTA-like measures into it, so 
we really don’t know at this stage. 

For data protection and privacy 
laws, both the EU and US negotiators 
are in favour of measures that are 
making many people feel very 
nervous. The most controversial idea 
is Investor State Dispute Settlement 
(ISDS). Put simply, ISDS effectively 
allows companies to enforce the 
trade agreement against individual 
states, and force them to amend or 
remove laws that they think restrict 
their ability to trade or use their 
investments. 

The argument is that ISDS makes  
it easier for companies to trust that 
making investments will be safe.  
But we’re talking about Europe  
and the USA here – not lawless 

I  spent three days in 
Washington this month 
listening to consumer 

groups from the USA and Europe pick 
apart a treaty – the Transatlantic 
Trade and Investment Partnership,  
or TTIP, which they think is likely to 
water down all kinds of regulation, 
and even threaten our countries’ 
ability to legislate.

The consumer groups stopped 
short of saying they opposed the 
treaty, though, partly because it’s 
being negotiated in secret, so  
nobody knows exactly what’s in it. 

Unfortunately, the first time we’ll 
really know what TTIP says may be 
the point that the EU member states 
and the US vote whether to sign up. 

By then, of course, it will be far  
too late. I couldn’t help wondering 
whether the efforts of consumer 
groups to be reasonable and objective 
were less likely to be effective than 
the environmental, trade union  
and health groups, who are saying  
no to the treaty and campaigning to 
kill it outright.

Digital groups, including La 
Quadrature du Net, are worried by 
the potential objective of removing 
obstacles to ‘data flows’, and calls 
from industry to make it impossible 
for companies to object to your 
personal data moving to the USA, 
where there is little legal restraint on 

backwaters where companies are 
likely to be nationalised after the next 
domestic uprising. 

ISDS is already functioning in a 
number of countries, and it’s caused 
some surprising results. One of the 
standout cases is a dispute between 
cigarette manufacturer Philip Morris 
and the Australian government. 
Philip Morris structured its 
international companies so it could 
use the ISDS mechanism in a treaty 
with Hong Kong, and then claimed 
that the Australian plain packaging 
laws deprived the company of the 
value of its investment. 

This may be true, but you could also 
argue that it’s a perfectly reasonable 
sacrifice to make in pursuit of lower 
rates of lung cancer. 

How does this apply to digital 
issues, or personal information? 
Simply put, it’s a complete abrogation 
of democratic norms. It places a 
company with a dispute at the same 
level as a state. No longer does a  
state or the EU have the ability to 
determine key digital laws, including 
data protection, e-privacy, 
e-commerce, copyright or patents.  
If you can make an argument that 
these laws are being applied in a way 
that restrains your trade, you can sue 
the government.

Part of the problem is that ISDS 
tribunals aren’t properly set up to 

J I M  K I L LO C K  /  DIGITAL RIGHTS

The TTIPping point
By treating US and EU law as equivalent, the transatlantic trade and investment 

partnership treaty could have a big impact on digital rights, warns Jim Killock
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instance) have a copy of their data 
about you. 

These arrangements are weak 
because nobody polices them; there 
are no checks on US companies. But 
toughening up ‘safe harbour’ could be 
very difficult if US and EU law are 
meant to be ‘equivalent’. And moving 
data from one company to another 
would also be difficult to prevent, as it 
would be a restraint on trade, making 
it very difficult to enforce higher 
protections for EU citizens.

US citizens rely on contracts to 
enforce any control over their data. 
It’s assumed that companies own the 
data they create, not individuals. So 
anything goes, in essence. 

While US companies think this  
is great for innovation, many 
customers feel vulnerable to all kinds 
of unpredictable changes. 

Consent tends to be very weak,  
and sensitive privacy problems are 
solved more often than not with ‘opt 
outs’ where the EU might insist for 
specific consent.

Think about Facebook’s recent 
experiments on people to influence 
their mood (see p10). It might seem 
deeply unethical, even frightening. 
But let’s say, for example, that the 
research is legal in the USA, but not in 
the EU, even though Facebook covers 
both areas. In such an example, 

people in the EU might wouldn’t have 
legally consented to this kind of 
secret manipulation; could that then 
be regarded as a restraint on trade?

Facebook and Google have 
consistently behaved with less regard 
for user privacy in the USA. Facebook 
in particular has eroded default 
privacy settings, and only rolled them 
back after adverse customer reaction. 
Sometimes, as with Google’s merging 
of different data policies, EU data 
protection authorities have ruled its 
actions illegal. Would such reversals 
be sustainable under TTIP?

The aim of the treaty is to make 
cross-border trade easier, and make 
legal regimes appear to be equivalent. 
Sometimes this may not work, but 
another effect will be to push the EU 
into making laws that are less likely 
to conflict with US practice. We see 
this already with changes to the  
new EU data protection laws being 
suggested by the Commission and 
member states that ease ‘data flows’.  
I think the idea is to make the new 
laws, which were meant to be 
tougher, ready for TTIP.

Probably the biggest worry is how 
data gets reused and resold. Once 
data is out of your hands in the USA, 
you have little or no say over what 
happens. In the EU, rules are tougher: 
you can only use data for specific, 
agreed business purposes. New uses 
require new consent. As long as the 
data is about you, you retain some 
control over how it’s used, but that 
doesn’t apply in the USA, where your 
contract is your only defence.

Nobody can claim that EU data 
privacy is without problems. For a 
start, our laws and agreements with 
the USA did nothing to prevent the 
NSA and GCHQ from hoovering up 
whatever data they liked. 

But they have at least created the 
expectation that we have some 
rights, where the USA has more or 
less the opposite notion, favouring 
business over the consumer. 

As profiling and reuse of our 
personal information determines 
more and more of our transactions, it 
seems a bad time to negotiate our 
rights away. 

Jim Killock is executive director of campaign organisation The Open Rights Group (www.openrightsgroup.org)   @jimkillock

deal with issues that are matters of 
public interest, which is key in digital 
issues. They’re usually small 
meetings of maybe three lawyers 
serving as judges, meeting in 
anonymous hotels. The lawyers will 
likely be experts in international 
trade law, not human rights or other 
constitutional questions. In fact,  
they may well have a background  
in working for the companies that 
would be launching the challenges. 
But most importantly, trade treaties 
aren’t meant to assess questions such 
as human rights, privacy or the right 
to govern; they’re for assessing 
narrow, commercial law.

In each case, EU and US laws would 
be assumed to be equivalent, so lower 
standards in the USA can’t be applied 
as a barrier to trade. Any claim by a 
country that different standards can 
be maintained opens up the 
possibility of financial compensation 
to affected companies.

This is particularly concerning 
when you think about how it might 
weaken EU data protection law. 
Making the regimes equivalent could 
undermine the one way we have to 
enforce higher data protection 
standards today – the already weak 
‘safe harbour’ arrangements, where 
US companies promise to behave by 
European standards, and let you (for 

http://www.openrightsgroup.org
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Real-time photorealistic graphics may 
only be a few years away. But how 
exactly do we get there, and what 

happens when we do? 
Rick Lane investigates

THE 
ROAD TO 

PHOTOREALISM

E
ver since video game programmers 
became capable of rendering real-
time images in 3D space, photorealism 
has been considered by some to be 
the Holy Grail of computer graphics. 

It’s the goal that’s driven almost every 
advancement in visual technology for the 
past 20 years, if not longer. Like that overused 
metaphor, it’s always had something of a 
mythical quality to it – a fantastical objective 
where the importance lies not so much in 
achieving it, but in the advancements that 
are made along the way.

Yet unlike Arthur and his knights scouring 
the medieval land for their sacred relic,  
it’s becoming increasingly likely that the 
games industry might actually reach this 
lofty aspiration. 

Real-time graphics these days are 
incredibly advanced, to the point where it’s 
become something of a critical faux pas to 
discuss how good a game looks because of 
course it’s going to look good. What’s more, 
in terms of how close we’ve come to that line 
in the sand, in the summer of last year, Epic 
Games’ Tim Sweeney stated photorealism 
could happen in as little as ten years, and as 
you’ll see in due course, this may be a 
conservative estimate.

So what are the remaining obstacles on 
the road to photorealism? Is it simply a case 
of more power equals better-looking games, 
or is there more to the process than meets 
the eye? Moreover, is it even a road we want 
to go down, when there are so many other 
artistic styles and graphical techniques that 
modern games can embrace? 

Photorealism in racing games
But let’s first examine where we stand 
today. One of the most enlightening games 
in current development is Project CARS, a 
racing game by Slightly Mad Studios. Project 
CARS is the latest in a gaming genre that’s 
long been used by mainstream game 

publishers showing off their latest console 
or latest graphics tech. Slightly Mad’s 
creative director, Andy Tudor, explained to 
us why racing games are so often a focal 
point when pushing toward photorealism.

‘Computers have always been great at 
hard surfaces – glass, metal, reflections and 
so on. So, since cars are (relatively) inanimate 
objects, they make ideal candidates for 
photoreal computer graphics. Then you 
combine those cars with a racing game that 
also has lots of technical and mathematical 
elements, such as physics,  forces and 
engineering – computers just love that stuff. 
So again, they [racing games] make ideal 
candidates for replicating realism.’

Computers are great at hard surfaces – glass, metal, reflections 

and so on, so cars make ideal candidates for photoreal 

computer graphics, says Slightly Mad Studios’ Andy Tudor
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Historically, racing games developed 
realistic-looking cars by cramming large 
numbers of polygons into every car model. 
This is why in many racing games from past 
years, the cars look fantastic, while the track 
appears sparse and the crowds in the stands 
seem to be made out of cardboard. This 
approach still plays a part in modern racing 
games, but with Project CARS, the focus is 
more on attention to detail, both on the 
visible surface and underneath the hood.

‘Nowadays we talk about material types, 
reflections, refractions and abnormalities 
at the sub-surface level; what the object is 
physically made from, and therefore how it 
should react when broken or damaged,’ 
Tudor explains. ‘We also go inside the cars 
now and underneath their hoods, so a lot 
more minute detail is needed. In Project 
CARS, for example, every screw that holds 
each bit of exposed mechanics is modelled 
and the cockpit of every car can be explored.’

This technique is commonly known as 
‘physically based rendering’, whereby a 
realistic look is achieved by sourcing 
material data from the real world in 
meticulous detail and recreating it in-game, 
often through scanning photographs of 
material types and basing in-game objects 

and locations on real-world objects and 
locations. The equation is simple: the greater 
your attention to detail, the more realistic 
your game will look. ‘Our environment 
artists visit the tracks and take thousands 
of points of reference for each location, then 
recreate them digitally as they were in real 
life using all the tools available to them,’ 
says Tudor.

But the above is only half the battle. The 
most detailed surfaces will still look flat and 
dull if they’re illuminated in the wrong way. 
Lighting is a crucial aspect to photorealism. 
Our ability to see anything at all is a 
consequence of our brains’ ability to 
interpret light bouncing off objects. Hence, 
Project CARS extrapolates its environmental 
simulation from what surfaces look like to 
how they’re lit. 

‘If it’s a bright but overcast day, and you’re 
parked next to a line of trees, you would 
expect the car to be more brightly lit on the 

side away from the trees,’ Tudor points 
out. ‘We accomplish this effect by using two 
complete convolutions of the environment 
map that’s used for the vehicle – one sharp 
one for specular lighting and one maximally 
blurred one for ambient lighting.’

In addition, Project CARS’ MADNESS 
engine simulates the position of the sun and 
moon over the course of a 24-hour cycle for 
each of its tracks relative to their location. ‘If 
you’ve ever been to a racetrack and watched 
the sun skimming the hills as you look down 
a straight, it’s a beautiful sight that sticks in 
your memory. If, when you play the game, 
the sun is in the wrong place, that memory 
is jarred, so we believe it’s important to make 
sure it’s accurate.’ Tudor adds that CARS’ 
day/night cycle is so accurate that their 
racing-driver consultants use the game to 
practise on the virtual tracks, so they know 
at which points on the track the sun’s glare 
will obscure their vision.

In Project CARS, every screw that holds each bit of exposed 

mechanics is modelled and the cockpit of every car can be explored
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This may make photorealism sound like 
a simple process: import some realistic-
looking surfaces, shine the sun on them, job 
done. But simulating light is an incredibly 
complex job. Alongside the direct light from 
the sun, you also have to simulate the 
indirect light of the sky and the ambient 
light of the surrounding area. 

Then you need to simulate how each type 
of light is bouncing, refracting or reflecting 
off other surfaces in the area, alongside 
whether it’s daytime, nighttime, dawn or 
dusk, whether it’s an overcast day, whether 
it’s raining, whether there are any electric 
lights adding to the mix and so on and so 
forth. ‘Thankfully, we have a dedicated art 
team who is willing to spend hours and 
hours tweaking and adjusting every little 
value until they’re happy with the results,’ 
Tudor jokes.

Right now, Project CARS demonstrates 
more or less the closest we can get to a 
photorealistic look in a real-time scenario 
(CGI in films is obviously far more powerful, 

but the film industry uses pre-rendered 
frames, rather than real-time rendering). It 
achieves this photo realism through intense 
attention to detail in a series of controlled 
environments. To go any further requires 
more powerful hardware, although perhaps 
not as powerful as you might think.

‘I think Tim [Sweeney] is being a little 
cautious with his estimate of ten years, or 
maybe he’s looking at a broader perspective 
than I necessarily would,’ says Richard 
Huddy, gaming scientist at AMD. ‘I believe 
that perhaps we’ll get the first real-time 
graphics that are photorealistic as soon as 
six years from now, but that will be working 
with a constrained set of circumstances. 
That means scenes (or whole games) that 
take place in fairly simple and constrained 
environments, such as office buildings, 
dungeons or even jungles.’

CPU and GPU requirements
A limited number of photorealistic games 
might be available in just over half a decade, 
but to get to this stage would still require 
some evolution of current hardware. In 

particular, photorealism would require 
more powerful GPUs capable of performing 
several tasks. The first is rasterisation of 
micro-polygons, which are the size of (or 
smaller than) a single pixel, enabling far 
greater detail in a computer-generated 
image. ‘The technical requirements for this 
are in place, but to do the job well, the GPU 
will need considerably more horsepower 
and more bandwidth,’ Huddy says.

The other major graphical technique that 
would hugely benefit games is ray-tracing, 
which performs the complex and difficult 
job of simulating the way light bounces off 
objects in one fell swoop. It achieves this feat 
by tracing the path that light takes through 
the pixels in an image. Ray-tracing is very 
accurate and produces highly convincing 
images, but computationally, it’s expensive, 
and with the exception of a few tech demos, 
it’s currently only used in pre-rendered 
scenarios, such as films. 

Huddy, however, is optimistic about 
seeing ray-tracing in real time. ‘GPUs aren’t 
strong enough at this [ray-tracing] at 
present,’ he says, ‘but we’re getting better, 

Project CARS’ MADNESS engine simulates the position of the sun and moon over the 

course of a 24-hour cycle for each of its tracks relative to their location in the world

Rain in Project CARS – you need to 

simulate how each type of light is 

bouncing, refracting or reflecting 

off other surfaces in the area, and 

that changes if it’s raining

IN PROJECT CARS, EVERY
SCREW THAT HOLDS EACH
BIT OF EXPOSED
MECHANICS IS MODELLED
AND THE COCKPIT OF
EVERY CAR CAN
BE EXPLORED
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and lower latency and more bandwidth 
remain the single biggest help I can see. 
Incoherent memory accesses remain a 
problem, and they’re going to shift the 
bottleneck towards memory latency.’

By comparison, the CPU’s requirements 
to achieve photorealism are much more 
straightforward. In terms of individual 
cores, CPUs are rapidly 
approaching the maximum 
number of supportable 
transistors, limiting their 
single-core potential. 

As a consequence, the 
projected path is simple. ‘More 
cores should do the trick 
nicely,’ Huddy says. ‘The trick 
is to have enough CPU cores to 
provide sufficient horsepower 
for marshalling the power of 
the GPU.’

To that end, AMD is working with other 
members of the heterogeneous system 
architecture (HSA) foundation on a new 
type of system architecture, which the 
members believe will be a considerable 
boon to the photorealism prospect. 

‘With our HSA-enabled architectures, our 
CPUs treat the GPU as a peer, not as a 
subservient partner,’ Huddy explains. ‘With 
the CPU and GPU both able to consume and 
create work for each other, a far more 
efficient machine emerges.’

Other visual styles
So, at both a software engine and hardware 
level, we can roughly predict the route for 
photorealism. There is one last point worth 
considering on these topics, however. 
Although the concept of photorealism is a 
useful yardstick with which to measure the 
progress of computer graphics technology, 
in terms of developing a game, it’s ultimately 
just one visual approach. As graphics have 
improved, they have also diversified, with 
many different artistic styles being explored 
over the years. A good example is cel-
shading, used in games such as Borderlands 
and The Walking Dead. Cel-shading 

provides a look that’s visually very pleasing 
without being remotely realistic.

AMD is aware of the many graphical 
styles used by developers, and consequently 
wants to ensure that the drive for 
photorealism doesn’t come at the cost of 
flexibility. ‘One thing you’ll notice about 
some films is that they take a very artistic 
interpretation of reality. Films such as 300, 
Sin City and The Matrix all benefit from 
playing with reality and breaking the 
normal rules of rendering,’ Huddy 
says. ‘Game designers are just like movie 
directors and producers in that they have 
much more in mind than just reality.’

Regardless, in the past ten years, 
photorealism has gone from being a fantasy 
to an inevitability. At least, as mentioned by 
Huddy, in contrived circumstances. In fact, 
it might be said that the biggest problem 
photorealistic games face isn’t so much the 
hardware and software capabilities, but the 
human factor, and the difficult task of 
merging the demands of photorealism with 
the freedom we so frequently experience in 
modern games.

The real-time factor makes photorealism 
in games a far trickier prospect than in the 
film industry. Films can produce extremely 
high quality CG frame renders because the 
images are iterated over the course of hours, 
days and sometimes even weeks. 

Games, on the other hand, target a 
minimum render of 30fps in order to be 
enjoyable, and this isn’t the only issue that 
comes with real-time rendering. It isn’t 
always possible to predict what the player 
will do in the game, and therefore how the 
game will look in that particular instance. 
As graphics edge closer to photorealism, the 
easier it becomes to break the illusion, which 
in turn makes aesthetic demands on other 
parts of the game. 

A good example is the animation of game 
characters and other aspects of game 
environments. Jonathan Cooper is a game 
animator who has worked on multiple high-
profile titles, including Mass Effect, 
Assassin’s Creed and the Uncharted series. 
From an animation perspective, he sees  
the prospect of photorealism as rather  
more problematic. ‘I believe that years ago, 
the game animation community realised it 
was something of a false god,’ Cooper says. 
‘It’s a lot easier to make a convincing 
performance using a character with 
exaggerated features when you can 
concentrate solely on acting, instead of 
worrying about details such as the perfect 

WE’LL GET THE FIRST 
REAL�TIME GRAPHICS 

THAT ARE 
PHOTOREALISTIC AS 
SOON AS SIX YEARS 

FROM NOW

Cel-shading, used in games such as 

Borderlands, provides a visually pleasing 

look without being remotely realistic

We spend a lot of time trying to avoid sudden 

changes in momentum or unnatural weight-

shifts, says John Cooper, an animator on the 

Assassin’s Creed series
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movement of skin and muscle across 
a skull, or the most accurate rendering 
of wetness in the eye.’

Realism isn’t just  
about graphics
The problems that animators face are 
largely unrelated to technology. 
Motion-capture equipment has been 
capable of recording realistic 
animation for a long time, to the 
point where the main technological 
innovations Cooper predicts concern 
making the motion-capture process 
more comfortable for actors. ‘The 
results we’re getting are so good that 
we no longer fight with it [the 
technology] to get it working on our 
characters. This frees us up to use all 
our animator know-how on the 
creative side – improving posing, 
exaggerating actions and timing, 
among other tricks that make up for 
the real actors’ limitations.’

Even when those limitations rear 
their heads, there are workarounds. 
Good old-fashioned keyframing – 
manually drawing animations frame 
by frame, can be used to build 
animations that are impossible for 
an actor to perform. Meanwhile, 
physics-driven animation, in which 
characters’ bodies are moved in real 
time via dynamically calculated 
application of forces, rather than 
recorded animations, is becoming 
increasingly common, although it still isn’t 
ready to be used for ‘realistic’ characters. ‘For 
now, we use physics as a tool to supplement 
animation, such as on cloth or flowing hair, 
and most recently, to provide extra weight 
on characters as they make quick changes 
in momentum,’ Cooper says.

Part of the problem is that good animation 
in games isn’t simply about how it looks, but 
also how it feels beneath the fingers, 
ensuring characters have enough virtual 
‘weight’ to them, while also ensuring the 
controls are responsive. This is particularly 
the case in ‘realistic-looking’ games such as 
the Assassin’s Creed titles. ‘We spend a lot of 
time trying to avoid sudden changes in 
momentum or unnatural weight -shifts, 
while at the same time balancing that with 
the controls,’ Cooper says. ‘We can’t resort to 
having crazy high jumps or incredibly 
reactive locomotion with characters 
turning on a dime, or performing crazy fast 
combos during combat.’

The other significant issue is the simple 
fact that a game’s interactive nature makes 

it very difficult for animators to cover every 
option for how a character in a game such 
as Assassin’s Creed will move around the 
game world, increasing the likelihood of a 
break in the illusion of photorealism. This 
isn’t to say that animators don’t try, of 
course. One trick animators use is 
parametric blending, where several 
animations are recorded for one action and 
blended in playback, depending on what 
exactly the player is doing. Cooper is also 
excited by the potential of ‘motion graphs’, 
an animation technology we’ll be seeing  
in the future.

‘Whereas in the past a game character 
had a collection of short animation cycles 
that were created to loop or hit 
predetermined poses, in the future, large 
banks of non-looping motion capture will 
be curated and maintained by the animator, 
with the player input affecting which 
sections are played back on the fly,’  
says Cooper. ‘This not only makes characters 
more responsive, as they can interrupt 
animations at any point during a move,  
but the visual quality is also unmatched, as 

we’re no longer seeing noticeable 
loops or popping between precreated 
animations.’

Realistic dragons
On top of all of the above is the fact 
that games regularly feature 
creatures that aren’t realistic at all, 
such as dragons and aliens. How do 
you photorealistically animate 
something that isn’t real? ‘This is the 
most fun part of our job!’ Cooper 
exclaims. ‘Animators can really let 
loose their imaginations on non-
existent creatures and such. The trick 
is to always find a real-world 
equivalent on which to base it and 
use as reference – from jellyfish to 
bats to microscopic bacteria.’ 

Cooper also points out that the lack 
of a real-life equivalent can make the 
job of making it seem realistic easier, 
as it avoids the ‘uncanny valley’ 
effect, which makes an avatar that 
looks almost but not quite human 
appear off-putting. ‘The same facial 
animations played on Mass Effect’s 
blue-skinned Asari characters looked 
instantly more “believable” than on 
their human counterparts,’ he says.

Cooper believes we won’t see 
realistically animated characters in 
games for 10-20 years. ‘A while back,  
I attended a lecture on the creation of 
the tiger Richard Parker from Life of 

Pi, and it would take around 30 hours to 
render just one frame, whereas in games we 
target 30-60fps,’ he points out.

Furthermore, alongside animation, there 
are other aspects of games that will play a 
part in a photorealistic effect, such as AI. 
Your feeling of immersion in a photorealistic 
game will quickly be broken if the AI doesn’t 
act in a convincing manner. What’s more, 
photorealism could also affect your 
emotions in a different way when playing 
games. A first-person shooter might become 
difficult to swallow if the soldiers you’re 
shooting look and act authentically when 
you blow their innards out of their back.

The technology to make real-time 
photorealism possible is may well be closer 
than you might have anticipated, but 
making a photorealistic style work in a 
game requires more than graphics. Every 
other part of the game must follow suit to 
prevent players from being put off by a 
game that jars in and out of realism. Real-
time photorealistic graphics could well be 
on the scene by 2020, but photorealistic 
games may still be a way off.  

The same facial animations on Mass Effect’s 

blue-skinned Asari characters looked instantly 

more ‘believable’ than on their human 

counterparts, says Cooper
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The free-to-play model might be easily exploited by unscrupulous publishers 

pushing terrible games, but some developers have used the model to create 

brilliant multiplayer shooters. Rick Lane shares his four favourite examples

� �  
SHOOTERS

Loadout
WEBSITE www.loadout.com

01
Loadout’s speciality is variety. It sports an extensive 

weapon customisation system that lets players build their 

own guns. With four basic weapon types – beam, launcher, 

rifle and pulse – Loadout allows players to choose from a vast array 

of additional parts to create their very own personal death-spitter. 

You might add a scattergun barrel to your rifle to create a shotgun, 

or a cloaking device to your sniper rifle, enabling you to get behind 

the enemy.

The result is a completely ridiculous shooter, but Loadout is 

thankfully smartly balanced. There are no customisation options 

that give a significant advantage over the rest, and should a player 

build a weapon that seems overpowered in a match, there are tools 

at your disposal to create a weapon that counters it. In addition, 

Loadout embraces its own absurdity, with brightly coloured 

aesthetics alongside complex animations and over-the-top cartoon 

violence, enabling your character to shrug off missing limbs and 

even a missing head. 

Of all the F2P games covered here, Loadout is arguably the most 

generous. All its weapons or upgrades can be unlocked with XP. 

You only need to pay for cosmetic items such as character clothing, 

although the fact that all these items are trapped behind a paywall 

means there’s a certain amount of homogeneity to Loadout’s player 

avatars. There were also reports of unreliable servers up release, 

but these appear to have been fixed by now.

Tribes: Ascend
WEBSITE www.hirezstudios.com/tribesascend

02
Despite falling into the same sub-genre as Planetside 2, 

Tribes Ascend is a small and fast animal when compared 

with Sony’s huge, slow moving beast.

A spiritual successor to Starsiege: Tribes – an early tournament-

style, multiplayer FPS – Tribes: Ascend mixes old-fashioned 

shooting with acrobatics and phenomenal speeds. Each player is 

equipped with a jetpack that enables them to lift off the ground for 

a limited time, and ‘ski’, down slopes, building up the required 

momentum to cover vast distances in as little time as possible. 

Tribes includes multiple game modes, but it’s really about Capture 

the Flag, using the terrain to blast through the opposing team’s 

defences and make off with their flag before they know what’s 

happened. 

It takes a little while to get used to Tribes’ use of verticality and 

momentum, which makes it incredibly twitchy, but it’s also one of the 

most satisfying games in which to score a kill. Few experiences beat 

landing a shot from your ‘thumper’ grenade launcher on the head of 

an opponent, while flying through the air backwards at over 100mph.

Hi-Rez studios ceased supporting Tribes some time ago, meaning 

the game will receive no further updates. However, it still has a solid 

core community of players behind it, so finding a match shouldn’t be 

difficult. It also provides rewards slightly quicker than Planetside 

and, if you want, you can purchase all the content in one fell swoop 

as if it were a standard game too.

http://www.loadout.com
http://www.hirezstudios.com/tribesascend
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MechWarrior Online
WEBSITE https://mwomercs.com/

04
MechWarrior Online marks another impressive return for a 

classic PC gaming series under a free-to-play flag. Piranha 

Games’ shooter sees you decking out a hulking, leggy tank 

with all manner of weaponry, from lasers and missiles to gauss 

rifles, before commencing battle with other multi-storey gun racks 

in a variety of expansive environments.

MechWarrior is about maximising damage output and minimising 

damage taken. The mechs are slow-moving and durable, with many 

different areas that can be damaged during a fight. In some ways, it’s 

more like a first-person beat ’em up than a shooter, as you slam a 

volley of missiles into an opponent’s metal chest before they take 

out one of your arms with a well-placed gauss rifle shot. 

MechWarrior is tactical too. Managing your mech’s heat output 

and ammo detonations is crucial to success. Meanwhile, targeting 

specific areas of an opponent’s mech, such as their weapon housing 

systems, will cause additional damage when they explode. As such, 

being able to recognise an opponent’s build at a glance can give you 

an important advantage during combat. 

While MechWarrior’s gunplay might resemble an enormous 

game of Rock ‘Em Sock ‘Em Robots, its free-to-play model is more 

traditional. Like Tribes and Loadout, MechWarrior’s game is a cycle 

of playing matches, earning points and upgrading your mechs. 

Unlike those games, however, investing in MechWarrior is rather 

more expensive, and it’s more of a grind to unlock equipment 

without forking out cash too.  

Planetside 2
WEBSITE www.planetside2.com

03
Without question, Planetside 2 is the 

best free-to-play FPS, and possibly the 

best free-to-play game ever. It’s an 

astonishing creation, with thousands of players 

coming together to fight battles that take place 

across whole continents. 

The action is entirely player-

generated, with no window dressing. 

Every bullet, tank, aircraft and artillery 

shell has been flung into the fray by 

another individual sitting on the far 

side of the Internet. Frontlines shift 

dynamically across icy plains, verdant 

forests and parched deserts, as 

different factions wrestle for control of 

the many bases scattered across the 

planet Auraxis. It’s a game you can 

enjoy without even participating in the 

combat; just spawn as a sniper, hike to 

the nearest hilltop and watch the mayhem from a distance.

PS2’s emphasis on scale doesn’t come at the cost of tactility 

though. As a shooter, it has much in common with the Battlefield 

series in terms of its hefty feel, meaty weaponry and the 

combination of infantry and vehicular combat. The big difference, 

of course, is the sci-fi setting. PS2 is far more colourful than its 

Earthbound counterpart, combining 

old-fashioned bullets with bright red 

lasers and purple plasma shells. 

If Planetside 2 has a downside, it’s 

that it takes a while to earn enough 

points to upgrade your equipment. 

Fortunately, the starting equipment 

is powerful enough to give you a 

fighting chance against even the most 

advanced players, and the game 

allows you to fight in any area and pilot any vehicle from the 

beginning. The base game has sufficient variety to keep you 

occupied long past the point where PS2 justifies a little loving from 

your wallet. What’s more, Sony is committed to supporting PS2 in 

the long term, with a development roadmap stretching into the next 

couple of years.

http://www.planetside2.com
https://mwomercs.com/
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Hobby tech
The latest tips, tricks and news in the world of computer hobbyism,  

from Raspberry Pi, Arduino and Android to retro computing

R  
egular readers will remember when 

I built a DIY ‘fax machine’ in Issue 122, 

using a thermal printer and an 

Arduino. It was a fun project, but a little 

redundant in the days of Twitter. Not wanting 

the little printer to go to waste, I’ve now built a 

ticker tape powered by a Raspberry Pi that 

helps me to organise myself. It’s based on the 

IoT Printer Kit from www.adafruit.com. As I 

already had a Pi and printer, I opted for a DIY 

approach, which you can also replicate.

Kit list
  Raspberry Pi Model B – £28.07 

 http://tinyurl.com/cpcraspi

  Thermal printer – £37.50

 http://tinyurl.com/oomloutprinter

  5V 2A power supply – £8.66 

 http://tinyurl.com/5v2apsu

  LED – £3.50 for 50

 http://tinyurl.com/50leds

  Push-button switch – £3.50 for five

 http:// tinyurl.com/fiveswitches

  Female jumper wires and pins – £4 for 40 

http://tinyurl.com/40wires

  Optional 2.1mm female jack to screw 

terminal adaptor – £1.50

 http://tinyurl.com/screwadapter

1   Protect the Pi
The thermal printer communicates with the Pi 

using a TTL serial connection, although there’s 

a slight catch: the Pi uses 3.3V logic, while the 

printer uses 5V. It isn’t a deal-breaker – a 3.3V 

signal is enough to register as high on 5V logic 

too, but it does mean the Pi will pop something 

if you allow the printer to talk to it at 5V. 

To protect the Pi, find the 3-pin cable 

bundled with the printer and remove the 

green wire. This is used for the printer to send 

error messages, but this project doesn’t need 

this particular feature.

2   Build the circuit
With the printer protected, it’s time to build the 

circuit, which is similar to the circuit in Issue 

122. Make sure the Pi is switched off and 

unplugged before connecting anything to its 

GPIO header, and count the pins carefully to 

avoid misconnections. If you bought the 

2.1mm jack-to-screw terminal adaptor, it 

makes connecting the power supply easier; 

T U TO R I A L : 

Raspberry Pi Internet of Things printer

C U STO M I SAT I O N  /  HOBBY TECH

Replicate this diagram with your circuit, making sure you count the pins on the Pi’s GPIO header carefully

Get regular updates in a handy-dandy portable 

format with your own IoT printer!

http://www.adafruit.com
http://tinyurl.com/cpcraspi
http://tinyurl.com/oomloutprinter
http://tinyurl.com/5v2apsu
http://tinyurl.com/50leds
http://tinyurl.com/fiveswitches
http://tinyurl.com/40wires
http://tinyurl.com/screwadapter


if not, you can just strip the end of the power 

supply’s connector and wire it directly to 

the printer.

3   Install the software
Boot the Pi without powering the printer, and 

type the following commands to upgrade 

the OS and download the software to drive 

the printer:

sudo apt-get update && sudo       
apt-get upgrade
sudo apt-get install python-     
serial python-imaging python-
unidecode
git clone https://github.com/  
ghalfacree/Python-Thermal-       
Printer.git

The latter command copies my modified 

version of the Adafruit IoT Printer software to 

the Pi’s SD card, which includes some minor 

improvements.

4   Disable serial console
By default, the Pi uses the serial pins on the 

GPIO header to provide a console. That would 

confuse the printer, so disable this behaviour 

by typing the following:

sudo nano /boot/cmdline.txt
and deleting the section:

console=ttyAMA0,115200             
kgdboc=ttyAMA0,115200

Save the file with Ctrl-O, and exit Nano with 

Ctrl-X. Now type:

sudo nano /etc/inittab
and put a hash symbol at the start of the 

following line:

T0:23:respawn:/sbin/getty -L     
ttyAMA0 115200 vt100

Save the file with Ctrl-O, then exit with 

Ctrl-X, before rebooting the Pi with:

sudo reboot

5   Customise the scripts
The software for controlling the printer is 

written in Python, and you’ll need to 

customise a few files. Go into the folder 

Python-Thermal-Printer and open twitter.py 

in your favourite text editor. You’ll see gaps for 

the ‘consumer_key’ and ‘consumer_secret,’ 

along with a ‘query_string.’ 

Create a Twitter application at https://dev.

twitter.com and you can fill in the first two 

before customising the latter to monitor 

messages matching your search term. You’ll 

also want to edit forecast.py and timetemp.py, 

This symbol means  the command  
should all be on one line

swapping out the ‘WOEID’ value for one that 

represents your location. This value can be 

found by searching for your location on 

https://weather.yahoo.com and looking at 

the URL.

6   Run the app
Make sure the printer is powered up, and run 

the software by typing:

sudo /home/pi/Python-Thermal-    
Printer/main.py &

After a few seconds, a welcome message 

will be printed. Wait a minute longer and a 

printout, which includes weather information 

and a randomly generated Sudoku puzzle, will 

follow. This prints automatically every day; 

press the button to trigger a manual weather 

report. Meanwhile, Twitter messages are 

printed automatically.

7   Automatic execution
If you want to run the printer headless – 

without a display and keyboard – you’ll need 

to add the program to the boot-up sequence. 

Type the following command:

sudo nano /etc/rc.local
Just above the line ‘exit 0,’ add the following 

text:

/home/pi/Python-Thermal-           
Printer/main.py &

Save with Ctrl-O and exit with Ctrl-X. Next 

time the Pi boots, the thermal printer script will 

automatically load, even if you don’t log in.
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You’ll need to modify the data connection from the 

printer to use only two wires to protect the Pi

You’ll need to disable the Pi’s serial console in order 

for the printer to work properly

If you want the printer to run all the time, add an 

instruction to rc.local

When wiring up the project, always triple-check 

that you’re using the right GPIO pins

Customise the code to get your local weather and 

personalised Twitter notifications

The Python-based printer code needs a small 

number of additional packages to be installed

Running the printer program is as simple as typing a 

single command

1

4

7

2

5

3

6

https://github.com/ghalfacree/Python-Thermal-Printer.git
https://github.com/ghalfacree/Python-Thermal-Printer.git
https://github.com/ghalfacree/Python-Thermal-Printer.git
https://dev.twitter.com
https://dev.twitter.com
https://weather.yahoo.com
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CUSTOMISATION  /  HOBBY TECH

F  
or many, the nostalgic hunger for 

vintage computing can be 

adequately fed using emulators, 

while others insist that only real systems will 

do. Likewise, for some people, the itch is 

scratched with the occasional session of 

Akalabeth, while others immerse themselves 

in their era of focus as completely as possible. 

This little write-up is for the latter type.

The Internet Archive was founded in 1996, 

with the aim of providing universal access to 

digital materials, including as much of the 

publicly accessible Internet as possible. It’s 

best known for its automated crawlers that 

feed the Wayback Machine, a service that 

enables you to view a given website at any 

time that the crawlers captured it. Lesser 

known, but perhaps more impressive, is its 

more recent efforts to digitise other media, 

including books and magazines.

The latter is a resource that vintage 

computing enthusiasts should 

never overlook. While I love 

having a real, physical magazine 

in my hands, I’m also rather fond 

of the 64GB SD card I have in my 

tablet that, at present, contains 

every issue of almost every 

English-language mainstream 

Commodore Amiga magazine.

Provided by volunteers, and if 

not endorsed then at least not 

actively opposed by the original 

copyright holders, the Computer 

Magazine Archives subsection of 

the Internet Archive provides full-

colour scans of a wide variety of classic 

computing mags in a variety of languages.

 Each can be downloaded in a selection of 

formats – ePubs and plain text with typical 

OCR errors, or as full-colour PDFs – or viewed 

in-browser using a neat two-page layout, 

complete with page-turning animation.

The selection of magazines on offer needs 

to be seen to be believed: from well-known 

titles such as BYTE and Input, to unique 

British mags such as Dragon User, and  from 

game-centric publications such as Mean 

Machines, to the technical pages of 6502 

Journal, there’s something for almost 

everyone – well, everyone interested in 

classic computing, at least.

The Internet Archive kindly makes these 

collections available free of charge, despite 

the high costs of storage and bandwidth. It 

also provides a mechanism for bulk 

downloading of entire runs of magazines – 

which is great for sticking on a tablet for 

offline perusal. 

The manual method is, however, clumsy – 

which is why I wrote a script that does all the 

hard work, finding all publications tagged with 

a certain name and downloading their PDF 

versions – or, if the script is edited, any other 

file type – automatically.

The script works fine on Linux, probably 

works fine under OS X, and might work under 

Windows if you install a bunch of extra bits 

and pieces. You can download the script and 

view the instructions for its use at http://

tinyurl.com/archivebulk, or head on over to 

browse the Computer Magazine Archives at 

http://tinyurl.com/magarchive

If you do download more than a handful of 

magazines, I’d make one little request: 

consider a small donation to help the Internet 

Archive, an official non-profit charity, continue 

its excellent work. Even a few quid, which is 

far less than the cost of a full run of Amiga 

Shopper on eBay, will help to keep the archive 

growing. Details of how to donate can be 

found at http://archive.org/donate

VINTAGE

Archive.org

My little script makes downloading entire runs of publications a 

breeze for Linux users

The Internet Archive is an amazing resource for anyone interested in vintage computing

The DRM-free PDF files are perfect for viewing on 

a tablet

http://Archive.org
http://tinyurl.com/archivebulk
http://tinyurl.com/archivebulk
http://tinyurl.com/magarchive
http://archive.org/donate
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I  
’ve been playing with yet another 

single-board computer this month: 

the Cubietruck, a successor to the 

Cubieboard 2 I reviewed in Issue 129. While 

not a dramatic departure from its predecessor, 

there are features of the board that could 

make the higher asking price worthwhile for 

some applications.

Like the Cubieboard 2, the Cubietruck is 

based on the popular AllWinner A20 dual-

core ARM processor. While the Cubieboard 

2 pairs this with 1GB of RAM, however, the 

Cubietruck has 2GB – pretty heady 

heights for an ARM-based, single-board 

computer, especially one aimed at the 

enthusiast rather than professional market.

It’s best to think of the Cubietruck as the 

Cubieboard’s bigger sibling and it isn’t just 

the RAM that makes the difference: the 

100Mb/sec Ethernet port has become a 

Gigabit port, the board includes built-in 

2.4GHz Wi-Fi and Bluetooth, there’s an 

analogue VGA port alongside the HDMI 

connector, and there’s even an optical audio 

connection for using the board as part of a 

home theatre setup.

There are sacrifices, however: the board 

is physically larger at 110mm x 80mm, 

compared to the Cubieboard’s 100mm x 

60mm, and the impressive 96-pin general-

purpose input-output (GPIO) connection of 

the Cubieboard has been pared down to 54 

pins, including the loss of Low-Voltage 

Differential Signalling (LVDS) for connection to 

a flat-panel display. That said, 54 pins is still a 

heck of a lot more than the 26 found on the 

Raspberry Pi’s GPIO connector.

Meanwhile, the AllWinner A20 is an 

extremely capable chip, offering almost four 

times the CPU performance of the Raspberry 

Pi’s BCM2835, and the extra RAM certainly 

helps with more complex applications. 

The NAND flash partition comes pre-

loaded with a still pretty terrible customised 

Android 4.2.2 install, including support for 

acting as a Miracast receiver, but it can be 

overwritten with a variety of Linux-based 

operating systems, including a Linaro Ubuntu 

build, Debian, a Raspbian clone dubbed 

Cubian, Arch Linux and Fedora. A micro-SD 

card slot can also be used as a boot device.

The most interesting aspect of the 

Cubietruck, though, especially for anyone 

familiar with the family, is the bundled case. 

A simple, three-layer acrylic sandwich, the 

Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are undeniably handy, 

and the additional memory will certainly help 

boost performance in server environments. 

For many hobbyists, however, 1GB will be 

plenty, and the additional GPIO pins on the 

cheaper Cubieboard 2 could easily be a 

bigger draw. The Cubietruck is available now 

from www.newit.co.uk for £89.95 inc VAT.

R E V I E W : 

 Cubietruck

Open 4MB PCMCIA  
expansion hits production
An open hardware project to create a 4MB static RAM 

(SRAM) memory expansion for classic computers has hit 

production, offering a chance for Amiga 600 and 1200 users to upgrade their systems. 

The ability to add more memory to the A600/1200 via the PCMCIA slot at the side was 

never heavily used, thanks to the expense of the cards, and those cards have become 

even more expensive since mass production ceased.  Available from http://retroami.

com.pl for 200zł (around £39), the Sakura adds 4MB of SRAM to boost performance, 

and allows the popular WHDLoad utility to cache files in RAM.

       NEWS IN BRIEF

case ffers basic protect n aga nst 

damage but includes an ad ed eature: holes 

for mounting a 2.5in d ive. This drive sits 

below the Cubietruck itself, connecting to 

on-board SATA data and power connections 

via a bundled cable, creating what may well be 

the smallest user-upgradable NAS device on 

the market. 

For those who need more, there’s also 

an optional add-on board that provides the 

12V power necessary to drive a 3.5in hard 

drive. A low-profile passive heatsink is also 

provided in the bundle to help prevent the A20 

from overheating, although it’s unlikely to 

overheat anyway, thanks to its surprisingly 

efficient, low-power design.

There are certainly advantages to the 

Cubietruck over the Cubieboard 2, but with the 

same processor on both, it’s difficult to argue 

that it’s worth the extra £37 unless you 

desperately need VGA, optical audio or a 

Gigabit Ethernet connection. The hard drive 

mounting system is attractive, the on-board 
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The Cubietruck 

boasts 2GB of 

RAM, alongside 

the same 

dual-core A20 

chip as the 

Cubieboard 2

VGA, optical audio and Gigabit Ethernet connections 

are welcome additions to the Cubietruck

http://www.newit.co.uk
http://retroami.com.pl
http://retroami.com.pl


Gareth Halfacree is the news reporter at www.bit-tech.net, and a keen computer hobbyist who likes to tinker with technology.     @ghalfacree

I  
’m a big fan of microcontrollers – 

lightweight miniature computer 

systems running real-

time code – but I find myself 

reaching more and more for the 

Raspberry Pi for projects these 

days. It isn’t because the Pi is 

easier to use, more efficient or less 

power-hungry than a microcontroller 

such as the Arduino, because that’s not true; 

it’s because it has an Ethernet connection on 

the board, and it can be equipped with Wi-Fi 

for just a couple of quid. The Arduino, by 

contrast, starts out cheaper than the Pi but 

soon reaches the same cost when you pick up 

an Ethernet shield. Plus, if you want to go 

wireless, you can expect to pay considerably 

more. That’s where the Spark Core comes in.

Initially funded through Kickstarter and 

released as an open hardware project, the 

Spark Core is a microcontroller with integrated 

Wi-Fi. Designed to be roughly Arduino-

compatible, the Spark Core combines a Texas 

Instruments CC3000 Wi-Fi module with an 

ARM Cortex-M3 chip running at 72MHz on a 

tiny board that plugs straight into a breadboard 

– and to prove it, Spark Devices includes a 

miniature breadboard in the shipping box.

The biggest pain with getting 

microcontrollers to talk wirelessly is setting 

them up. Typically, you have no display or 

keyboard connected, so interactive setup is a 

no-go; instead, you usually load code into an 

editor, modify pre-programmed wireless 

integrated development environment (IDE) 

for developing your own software, and it also 

allows the smartphone app to offer another 

function beyond configuration: tinkering.

In Tinker mode, the Spark app automatically 

flashes a program onto the Core that enables 

you to control it interactively. Tap on any pin – 

laid out on screen to match the physical 

location on the board – and you can perform 

read or write tasks, and see the result on your 

screen. A High write to pin D7, for instance, 

switches on an on-board LED; a Low write 

switches it off again.

You can, of course, write your own 

programs to run on the Core, but there’s a lot 

to be said for the immediacy of the Tinker app 

as a teaching tool. Hook the Core to a relay, 

and you could create a Wi-Fi-enabled light 

switch without having to write a single line of 

code yourself.

I’m going to have to build something big 

with the Spark Core before I can officially 

move on from using the Raspberry Pi as a 

go-to Wi-Fi enabled device, but after playing 

with it in small projects for a couple of weeks, 

I’m confident that it’s up to the task, and I 

certainly have no qualms about 

recommending it.

The Spark Core is available from http://cpc.

farnell.com for £28.79 inc VAT, or as a Maker 

Kit Bundle for £70.80 inc VAT. Optional extras 

include an adaptor for Arduino shields 

(£15.59), a battery shield (£19.19), a relay 

shield (£21.59) and a JTAG shield (£11.99). 
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Hackers unveil 3D pick- 
and-place machine
A team led by Neil Jansen and Karl Lew has 

demonstrated a combined 3D printer and pick-and-

place machine, which can automatically build circuits and other complex components.

The FirePick Delta system combines a standard 3D printer with a pick-and-place 

machine, which is capable of grabbing components such as integrated circuits and 

putting them accurately onto a build for later soldering. Currently costing $300, the team 

hopes to reduce the price by the time its Kickstarter crowd-funding campaign launches 

next year. Currently, the FirePick Delta can only perform one task at a time: 3D printing or 

pick-and-place, the individual components of which can be put together by hand later.

       NEWS IN BRIEF

R E V I E W : 

 Spark Core

connection credentials, and flash a new image 

onto the controller.

Spark Devices decided that wasn’t 

adequate and provided a clever app for 

Android 4.0+ and iOS 7+ devices that 

automates the process. You just connect your 

phone or tablet to the Wi-Fi network you want 

the Core to use, enter the password and hit 

‘connect’; that configures the Core, connects it, 

updates the firmware and logs it into the 

cloud. Throughout the process, an on-board 

RGB LED provides simple status reports.

It’s here that the Spark Core gets really 

clever. All programming of the core is achieved 

wirelessly, using Spark Device’s cloud servers 

as an intermediary. That allows the company 

to offer a client-agnostic, web-based 

trollers – 
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The tiny Spark Core boasts Arduino compatibility, 

integrated Wi-Fi and a 72MHz ARM Cortex-M3 

processor

The Spark Core includes breadboard-compatible 

pins, which are already soldered and inserted into a 

bundled mini-breadboard

http://cpc.farnell.com
http://cpc.farnell.com
http://www.bit-tech.net
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PENTIUM 4  
EXTREME EDITION

Ben Hardwidge recalls the turning point when Intel decided  

to embrace overclocking, rather than fight it

I  ntel and AMD used to hate overclocking with the same 
sort of passion that Ubisoft holds for game pirates now, 
or at least that was the official line. I remember 

discussing overclocking with some other tech journalists over 
dinner back at the Athlon XP launch all those years ago, and the 
PR representative just glared at us throughout, before finally 
saying, ‘I really can’t condone overclocking.’ Likewise, Intel’s PR 
representative literally laughed at me when I asked if we’d ever 
get unlocked multipliers on CPUs again, around the same time. 

Both companies had a business model based on charging 
ever-increasing amounts of money as the clock 
speed of a CPU went up, and overclocking 
completely broke that business model. After all, 
why would you bother spending £500 on a CPU 
when you could effectively get a £200 CPU to 
run at the same speed?

In the same way that file-sharing threatened 
the age-old music business model at the turn of 
the Millennium, overclocking was seen as an 
unwanted interference with company profits, and Intel did 
almost everything it could to stop it. The major step was locking 
down its CPU multipliers, meaning you could only overclock a 
CPU using the front side bus, and therefore overclocking other 
components on your motherboard at the same time. 

And then an extraordinary event occurred. In September 2003, 
shortly after Custom PC magazine was first launched, Intel 
announced the Pentium 4 Extreme Edition (EE) at the Intel 
Developer Forum, which had an unlocked multiplier to help with 
overclocking. Rather than fighting overclockers as a threat to its 
business model, Intel had realised that they were actually a part 
of a growing market that was ready to be exploited. Likewise, 
AMD decided to exploit the same market with its similarly  

pricey FX line of CPUs, which also had unlocked multipliers.
The Pentium 4 Extreme Edition was basically a Xeon Gallatin 

CPU shoehorned into a Socket 478 package, so that it would work 
on standard Pentium 4 motherboards. It had 2MB of Level 2 cache, 
as opposed to the 512KB that came with standard Pentium 4 
chips, an 800MHz FSB and a stock speed of 3.2GHz (later 3.4GHz). 

The big shocker, though, was the price. It launched with a sky-
high price of $999 in the USA, which worked out at just over £800 
in the UK, once you’d converted the currency and added the usual 
UK mark-up and VAT. The EE moniker was routinely mocked, 

with people saying it stood for ‘extremely 
expensive’ or ‘emergency edition’, as it was seen 
by some as a knee-jerk reaction to AMD’s superior 
Athlon 64 and FX chips at the time.

Yet people bought it. Intel had tapped into a 
phenomenon that hadn’t been seriously 
addressed in the PC market beforehand – 
bragging rights, and appealing directly to the 
enthusiast, rather than the IT manager. In the 

same way that Valve and Apple embraced the digital download 
age and made workable business models out of it, rather than 
fighting it, Intel and AMD had found a way of making 
overclocking work as a part of their business models.

Intel still keeps the Extreme brand. Its top-end, unlocked CPUs 
usually feature an X on the end, and are similarly highly priced, 
with the Core i7-4960X Extreme costing £740 from www.scan.
co.uk today. However, the floodgates have opened up since the 
Pentium 4 EE and AMD FX CPUs proved that marketing products 
directly to overclockers was a winner. Not only are Intel and 
AMD’s significantly cheaper K-series chips now multiplier-
overclockable, but we now also have an unlocked £53 Pentium 
CPU (see p17).   

R E T R O  T E C H  /  VINTAGE KIT

Overclocking was seen 

as an unwanted 

interference with 

company profits

A later LGA775 Pentium 

Extreme Edition 

processor – the original 

3.2GHz model came in 

a Socket 478 package

http://www.scan.co.uk
http://www.scan.co.uk
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M O D D I N G

What does Devil’s Canyon 
mean for water cooling?
I’ve been more than a little excited 
by Intel’s new CPUs for a while now. 
The Pentium Anniversary Edition 
marks a brilliant return to budget 
overclocking for Intel, and AMD 
should definitely be worried about 
this CPU. The fact that this dual-core 
CPU costs less than £60, but in many 
cases can keep up with more 
expensive quad-core CPUs, means 
that you now have a very tempting 
alternative to an AMD chip if you’re 
an overclocker who is keen to keep 
your PC costs to a minimum.

However, it’s the Core i5 and Core 
i7 models that are going to make 
waves in PC cooling. With both Ivy 
Bridge and Haswell, delidding your 
CPU and replacing the internal TIM 
resulted in huge temperature drops. 
However, with the Core i5-4690K 
and Core i7-4790K, you don’t have  
to go through this process to get 
acceptable temperatures at extreme 
clock speeds.

With Sandy Bridge, we saw quite 
significant improvements when 
moving from a basic air cooler to 
advanced air coolers, as the soldered 
connection between the CPU core 
and the heatspreader enabled the 
heat to move more rapidly between 
them. You could use fairly hefty 
voltages too. 

Ivy Bridge and Haswell dispensed 
with the solder, which meant that, in 
most cases, no matter what cooling 
power you had on tap, if you weren’t 
using phase change or liquid 
nitrogen, the heat would build up in 
the CPU core. As a result, we rarely 
had to breach the 1.3V mark when 
overclocking, as the chip would get 
too toasty after that point, and 
therefore rarely yielded any benefits.

With Devil’s Canyon, the heat is 
able to move much more freely, 
which is partly the reason our Core 
i7-4790K’s temperatures were 
quite tame (see p19) in 
comparison to those of our Core 
i7-4770K, despite us pumping 
well over 1.3V through the 4790K, 
and overclocking it to 4.8GHz. 

So far, we’ve tried out the new 
Devil’s Canyon chips on a range of  
air coolers and all-in-one liquid 
coolers (see p42), but I’ll be really 
interested to see what happens 
when you go further.

Next month I’ll take a look at what 
water cooling can actually offer for 
all three of these new unlocked CPUs, 
and see whether Devil’s Canyon is 
better or even worse-suited to  
water-cooling systems than its 
predecessors, and whether it can 
enable you to improve your 
overclocks. Watch this space.

Is 2014 the year of mini-ITX?
One tendency that perplexed me  
in 2012 and 2013 is the apparent 
unwillingness of many enthusiasts 
to dip their toes into the growing 
mini-ITX ocean. Intel’s recent Z97 
chipset launch has seen more 
enthusiast mini-ITX motherboards 
being released than ever before. My 
last count totalled eight, including 

A N TO N Y  L E AT H E R ’ S

Customised PC
Case mods, tools, techniques, water-cooling gear  

and everything to do with PC modding

With Devil’s 

Canyon, the heat 

can move much 

more freely, which 

is partly why the 

Core i7-4790K’s 

overclocked 

temperatures are 

comparably tame

Intel’s recent Z97 chipset launch has seen 

more enthusiast mini-ITX motherboards 

being released than ever before, including 

Asus’ highly desirable Maximus VII Impact
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the sequel to Asus’ highly desirable 
Maximus VI Impact – the not 
surprisingly named Maximus VII 
Impact. Computex also saw the 
release of several new small form 
factor cases, including Corsair’s great 
little Graphite 380T.

The modding scene is alive with 
mini-ITX mods too. This month’s 
Readers’ Drives (see p116) shows off  
a great example of a custom, crowd-
funded chassis, and the form factor 
seems to be particularly popular 
with scratch-built case projects as 
well. However, despite popular cases 
such as BitFenix’s Prodigy and the 
growing scratch-built mini-ITX 
system scene, the relationship 
between the interest in mini-ITX 
and the sales of cases and 
motherboards seems disparate.

I’ve spoken to several case and 
motherboard manufacturers, and 
many agree that sales don’t quite 

live up to the interest shown online. 
Asus doesn’t have a mini-ITX model 
in its TUF series for this reason, and 
Corsair has only recently jumped 
onto the bandwagon with the 
Obsidian 250D. This disparity seems 
strange to me; houses in the UK 
aren’t getting any bigger – in fact, 
new house builds are much smaller 
than those built 50 years ago. I have  
a mini-ITX system, and it saves a 
huge amount of space in comparison 
to a full-sized desktop. 

There’s little to be lost by opting 
for a mini-ITX system too. In fact, 
some have been better overclockers 
and better performers (at both stock 
and overclocked speeds) than some 
of their more expensive full-sized 
counterparts. Many include decent 
noise-isolated sound cards too, and 
there’s no limit on the size or power 
of graphics card either. The only 
limiting factor I can imagine is the 
number of SATA ports, but four is 
usually enough for most people. I’d 
be interested to hear why you might 
not have opted for a mini-ITX system 
when you had the chance, so feel free 
to send in an email or fire me a 
message on Twitter.

Hanoverfist’s Brandywine
Painting your case properly can be 
quite tricky, but if you’re not keen on 
taking a Dremel to your pride and 
joy, then it can provide a dust- and 
noise-free way of modifying your 
case to make it look unique. A fine 

Antony Leather is Custom PC’s modding editor   @antonyleather

example is Brandywine, by bit-tech 
forum user Hanoverfist, who’s just 
posted the final images of his project 
(see the full log at http://tinyurl.
com/brandymod); a project that  
I’ve been following for some time. 
There isn’t much modding taking 
place in this mod, but it still looks 
unique, thanks to a simple a coat of 
paint. In fact, it’s quite possibly the 
most exquisite and professional 
paint job we’ve seen on a PC case.

Brandywine Candy is the paint 
colour of choice and Hanoverfist 
explains in his log how the candy 
style paint is actually translucent 
and requires a base colour to work. 
This turned out to be Galaxy Grey 
metallic both by House of Kolor. 
Thankfully, the company has a UK 
website that also stocks spray guns 
as well as the various paint types – 
check it out at www.house-of-kolor.
co.uk if you’re interested in trying 
out their paints. Hanoverfist’s 
YouTube channel is also worth a look 
for the end results plus air-brushing 
techniques – http://tinyurl.com/
Hanoverfist  

Corsair has recently 

shown off its 

second mini-ITX 

case – the Graphite 

Series 380T

Here are just some of the hundreds of case 

mods and scratch-built case systems that 

use mini-ITX hardware

Brandywine, 

by bit-tech user 

Hanoverfist, has 

possibly the most 

exquisite and 

professional paint 

job we’ve ever seen 

on a PC case

http://tinyurl.com/brandymod
http://tinyurl.com/brandymod
http://www.house-of-kolor.co.uk
http://www.house-of-kolor.co.uk
http://tinyurl.com/hanoverfist
http://tinyurl.com/hanoverfist
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M O D D I N G  /  HOW TO GUIDES

T
here are countless variations of water-cooling reservoirs 

available now, and we looked at combined pumps and 

reservoirs in last month’s beginner’s guide to water cooling 

(see Issue 131, p92). These combos are great space savers, plus they 

look great and are easy to install too. You can also use bay reservoirs, 

and some even fit into fan mounts. However, the most popular 

reservoir type among enthusiasts candy is the tube reservoir, as it 

really showcases your PC’s water-cooling system, especially if you 

have fancy coloured coolant.

It’s the most difficult type of reservoir to mount, though, and you 

also need a fairly sizeable case to mount one internally. Thankfully, 

most tube reservoirs include multi-port caps, so they’re very flexible 

in terms of the directions you can route your tubing, so you just need 

to find a place to mount them. Most of them screw into place, but we’ll 

be looking at how to mount them using adhesive tape too, which 

takes just a few minutes and doesn’t involve using any tools or drilling 

holes in your case. 

Mounting a tube reservoir in your 

system is more complicated than you 

might think. Antony Leather shows 

you how it’s done

Mount a tube 
reservoir

How to

3M heavy-duty mounting 

tape MMM4010 / 

www.amazon.co.uk

Masking tape / 

Most hardware stores

Drill and drill bit / 

Most hardware stores

1 /CHOOSE RESERVOIR
You can opt for a standard tube reservoir, or many manufacturers such as 

XSPC offer tube reservoirs that can be combined with pumps such as a 

Laing D5 too. There’s little to be gained from opting for a large reservoir; just 

choose one that suits your case.

2 / DECIDE ON LOCATION
The location is key for a tube reservoir, but in most cases, there will only 

be one place you can mount it. This location is next to the motherboard, so 

you’ll be better off if your case supports E-ATX motherboards, or if it has a 

fairly deep interior. 

3 / MEASURE UP
You’ll need to make sure there’s enough room, especially if you need to 

fill the reservoir from the top using a fill port. It’s also important to mount 

the pump below the reservoir if the two aren’t attached, which will make it 

much easier to fill the system. 

TOTA L  P R OJ E C T  T I M E  /  1  H O U R

TO O L S  YO U ’ L L  N E E D

F I R ST  ST E P S

L S  YO U L L

http://www.amazon.co.uk
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1 /USE M3 MOUNTING TAPE
If you don’t want to drill holes in your case, and don’t move your case a lot, 

3M Mounting Tape is strong enough to mount some reservoirs, although 

removing it later will take some effort. Not all reservoirs have large enough 

mounting plates for using tape, but XSPC’s Photon Tube is fine.

2 /CUT TO SIZE
You can use scissors to cut the mounting tape to size. To provide the best 

mount, cover the entire plate, using smaller strips if necessary. Don’t 

remove the protective film on the outer side just yet; wait until you’re ready 

to mount the reservoir.

3 /APPLY TAPE TO RESERVOIR
Clean the reservoir’s mounting plate to remove any dirt or dust, and 

then apply your strips of mounting tape to the mounting plate, trimming 

the edges to size if necessary. Press firmly on the tape to make sure it 

adheres properly.

4 /FIX RESERVOIR IN PLACE
Clean the area of the case to which you’ll be fixing the mounting plate, then 

lift the reservoir into place. Make sure it’s lined up properly – if you’re not 

sure, you can use a spirit level. Once it’s in place, press firmly on it for a few 

seconds to make sure it’s stuck in place.

1 /ADD MASKING TAPE
Alternatively, you can screw the reservoir in place. Your first job is to 

apply masking tape to the area on your case, in order to prevent scratches 

while you’re drilling. It’s easy to slip with the drill, so you want to protect 

your paintwork.

2 /CHECK CASE FOR CLEARANCE
If you’re drilling into the motherboard tray, check behind it for clearance. Be 

sure to avoid any cable-routing elements, or any fan controllers, and make 

sure there’s enough room for the mounting screws to pass through the tray 

without fouling the far side panel.

M O U N T I N G  W I T H  TA P E

M O U N T I N G  W I T H  S C R E WS
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4 /CHECK FOR DRILL SIZE
The reservoir will probably include screws; you just need to find out their 

size, so you can drill holes to the correct size. It’s vital not to make the holes 

too big, or the screws may end up falling through the hole, or being pulled 

through it by the weight of the reservoir.

3 /MARK UP DRILL HOLES
Use all the available screw holes on the reservoir to hold it in place, and 

mark the masking tape according to the screw holes using a pen or pencil. 

You might find it easier to lay the case down for this part. Perform a final 

check to make sure all your marks line up as well.

6 /APPLY ADHESIVE PADS
Most reservoirs include adhesive anti-vibration pads that sit between the 

reservoir and case. Apply these to the reservoir first, and then mount it in 

the case. 

5 /DRILL HOLES
Whenever you drill holes in a metal case, remove all your hardware first, as 

it’s easy for metal fragments to come loose, and you’ll find it much easier to 

clean your case afterwards too. Go ahead and drill the holes using a low to 

medium drill speed, with a similar clutch setting if your drill has one.

8 /CHECK RESERVOIR IS SECURE
Once all the screws are in place, check that the reservoir is secure. You can 

apply a little pressure with your hands, or even cap all the holes and fill the 

reservoir with coolant. Check for any sideways movement, as the tubing 

can push the reservoir to one side, which could look unsightly. 

7 /SCREW RESERVOIR IN PLACE
We’re finally ready to screw the reservoir into place, so go ahead and line it 

up with the holes you’ve just drilled. Again, this job is often easier with the 

case lying down, perhaps on a table, so you can get at the screws from the 

other side.



http://www.bit-gamer.net
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D  
espite it being 2014, there still isn’t a standard device that 

prevents us from having to reach over to  our PCs to switch 

them on. We’ve seen a couple of remote power buttons, but 

they always seem to be attached to the cases themselves. 

Admittedly, remote power buttons cost money to implement and 

some PCs reside on top of a desk anyway. However, if your PC is on 

a shelf or on the floor, it can be a pain to have to reach down to turn it 

on. Thankfully, there’s a pretty easy way to create an external power 

button. You can make it any size you like, and you can even customise 

it with an illuminated power button too. In this guide, we’ll show you 

how to make one from acrylic.

Tired of reaching up or down to turn 

on your PC? Antony Leather shows 

you how to make a remote power 

switch that you can mount anywhere

Make a remote 
power button

How to

1 /GET MEASUREMENTS FOR REMOTE BOX
We’ll just be creating a power button remote control box in this guide, but 

you could add USB ports or headphone jacks too. Either way, you’ll need to 

order enough acrylic to house the button, bearing in mind that the buttons 

can be quite deep, and that you’ll need room for the attached cables too.

2 /CONNECT POWER BUTTON CABLES
Connect the power cables, which attach as shown in the photo – we’ve 

opted for Phobya’s pre-braided anti-vandal switch cables, as they connect 

directly to the switch with no soldering required. However, if you’re using a 

different switch, you’ll need to check if the cables require soldering.

3 /CUT TUBE TO LENGTH
We’ve opted for a round button base, and bought a short length of acrylic 

tube from eBay for a few quid. However, tubing isn’t available in particularly 

short lengths, so you’ll likely need to cut it down to size. A hacksaw is good 

for this job, as long as you sand the edges afterwards.

TOTA L  P R OJ E C T  T I M E  /  4  H O U R S

TO O L S  YO U ’ L L  N E E D

8-10mm rubber cable 
grommet / 

www.ebay.co.uk

Anti-vandal momentary 
power switch / 

www.specialtech.co.uk

Acrylic tube and  
end discs / 

www.ebay.co.uk

Phobya button/switch 
connection cable / 

www.specialtech.co.uk

18AWG PC cable and 
braided cable sleeve / 
www.watercoolinguk.

co.uk

Plastic Weld cement / 
www.scalemodelshop.

co.uk

http://www.specialtech.co.uk
http://www.ebay.co.uk
http://www.watercoolinguk.co.uk
http://www.watercoolinguk.co.uk
http://www.scalemodelshop.co.uk
http://www.scalemodelshop.co.uk
http://www.specialtech.co.uk
http://www.ebay.co.uk
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4 /CUT BASE AND TOP TO SIZE
If you have some spare acrylic, you can use a holesaw to cut the discs for 

the base and top to size. In our example, they’re going to overlap the centre 

section slightly. Alternatively, eBay is your friend; we found you can buy 

pre-cut discs of just the right size and in several colours too.

5 /DRILL SWITCH HOLE
You’ll need to cut the switch hole down to the size of the thread on the 

switch itself. This is usually 16mm, so a 16mm drill bit or step drill will do the 

job. Drill the hole very slowly, with light pressure and a low clutch setting if 

your drill has one. 

6 /ATTACH SWITCH AND USE CEMENT
Fit your power switch, and then attach the base and top to the centre 

section. We’re using acrylic cement for this job, which takes under an hour 

to dry but will be rock-solid afterwards. Clean the areas you want to fix 

together first, then apply the cement sparingly to both surfaces.

7 /USE RUBBER GROMMETS
You can use any pre-fitted rubber grommets to route the cables neatly out 

of your case,. Alternatively, you can make a small hole and then use your 

own rubber grommet to tidy it. You can also add some glue here to hold the 

cable in place; you don’t want to accidentally pull off any of the wires.

8 /EXTEND CABLES
You’ll need to extend the cables so they can reach from your custom power 

button to the motherboard. We used 18AWG wire – a couple of quid for 3m. 

You just need to snip off the ends of the power connectors, then solder the 

extensions in place before covering them with insulating tape and sleeving.

9 /CONNECT CABLES TO MOTHERBOARD
Your last job is to wire up the cables and test your power switch. You can 

check your motherboard’s manual to find the right pins to hook up the 

cables to the board. If the manual isn’t in your motherboard box, it can 

usually be downloaded from the board manufacturer’s website. 



Compact Splash #89
Readers’ Drives

Jack Brownhill was lucky enough 

to get his hands on one of just 

105 limited edition mini-ITX 

cases, and he managed to fit a 

proper water-cooling system 

inside it too

CPC: What originally inspired you 
to build Compact Splash #89?
Jack: My love of small form factor 
builds; the fact that you can fit such 
powerful components into such a 
small footprint. I also enjoy the 
challenge of planning, designing 
and fitting all the parts into place. 
Initially, the Ncase (a crowd-funded 
mini-ITX case – www.ncases.com) 
played a big part in wanting to 
make a small build, but after 
searching around, I found the 

Compact Splash SLE 
(designed by forum 
user She loved E, hence 
SLE) over at www.
overclock.net, and I 
loved the case design 
so much that I simply 
had to have it. Plus, the 
added bonus of having 
a small PC makes 
going to LAN events  
so much easier!

CPC: Where did the 
name come from? 
Jack: My Compact 
Splash SLE was 
numbered #89 out of 
105 cases that will ever 
be made. I like the 
exclusivity of having a 
unique case, and felt 
that I should keep the 
number, out of respect 
to SLE. 

CPC: What specs did you choose?
Jack: After building several PCs in 
the past two years, I thought it was 
time to settle down for a while, and 
create a PC with which I would be 
happy, and that would last me for  
a while. For the CPU, I kept my Sandy 
Bridge Core i7-2600K,which I feel is 
a brilliant chip; the newer CPUs 
don’t offer enough of a performance 
jump for me to justify spending  
the money on upgrading. I also 
installed an EVGA GTX 780 card –  
it’s a solid performer, and more than 
capable of handling the work for 
which I’m using it.

CPC: What other mods have you 
built?
Jack: I’ve made three builds in the 
past year; an air-cooled system in  
a Cooler Master Elite 120, a water-
cooled PC in a Parvum S2.0 and a 
water-cooled PC in a CaseLabs S3. 
The latter started out as a mini-ITX 
case, but evolved into a larger micro-
ATX mod with a 45-degree, rotated 
motherboard. While I was playing 
with the micro-ATX idea, I even 
managed to fit an Asus Rampage IV 
Extreme (EATX) with 3-way SLI into 
the mini-ITX CaseLabs S3, and with 
sufficient water cooling too. 

CPC: What difficulties did you 
come across?
Jack: The sheer size! Internally, 
there isn’t much room to work with, 
after a few fitting sessions, I realised 
very quickly that the fans and 
radiators had to be fitted first before 
anything else, as trying to fit them 
once the motherboard and GPU 
went in was impossible. After all the 
hardware was installed was when 
the fun started – the wiring alone 
took most of the time, not only 
making it all fit, but hiding the 
majority of it and making it as clean 
as I could. From the pictures, you can 
only really see the 24/8/8+6 wires; 

CPU Intel Core i7-2600K

GPU EVGA GeForce GTX 780

Case Cooler Master HAF 912

Storage Samsung 840 Evo 

250GB SSD, SilverStone 

external dual-bay enclosure 

with 2 x 2TB Western Digital 

hard drives

Memory 2 x 8GB 1,866MHz 

C9 Corsair Dominator 

Platinum 

Motherboard Asus P8Z77-I 

Deluxe

PSU SilverStone ST45SF-G 

450W fully modular SFX PSU

Cooling Custom loop, 

EK-Supremacy Acetal Nickel, 

EK-FC780 GTX Ti Acetal 

Nickel, EK CSQ fittings, EK 

pump top/tube reservoir

       SYSTEM SPECS

/MEET THY MAKER

Name Jack Brownhill

Age 19

Location Salisbury, 

Wiltshire

Occupation Avionic 

apprentice

Main uses for PC Gaming, 

Internet, CAD and movies

Likes Food, driving  

and CAD

Dislikes: Bad/slow drivers, 

lag and slow Internet
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however, I think I’ve done well to 
hide the pump, fans, SATA and SATA 
power out of view.

CPC: What’s the case like? Did you 
do any modding yourself? 
Jack: It’s made from 14-gauge steel 
with a clear Plexiglas window. The 
dimensions of the case are 170 x 310 
x 290mm (W x D x H), with an 
interior volume of 14.5 litres. 
Amazingly for its size (it’s mini-ITX), 
it can accommodate a 301mm 
graphics card, a 240mm radiator, a 
120mm radiator and an SFX PSU.

I didn’t do any work to the case 
myself, apart from removing the 
feet and adding some lovely 
Mnpctech machined feet. I didn’t 
use many tools in the build itself 
either, with the exception of the 
sleeving, which I did myself using 
the tools, wire, crimps, connectors 
and sleeving from Nate over at 
www.e22.biz

http://www.ncases.com
http://www.overclock.net
http://www.overclock.net
http://www.e22.biz


 SEE THE FULL PROJECT LOG AT: 
http://tinyurl.com/CompactSplash89
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CPC: What media interest has 
Compact Splash #89 attracted  
so far?
Jack: It’s had some Facebook 
attention; EK shared the build on  
its page, and I’ve had quite a lot of 
nice comments and messages, as 
well as questions from people who 
can’t believe you can get those 
components into such a small case.

CPC: How long did it take you to 
finish the build?

Jack: Around a week in total, from 
receiving the case from SLE, to 
ordering all of the new parts needed 
and salvaging parts from previous 
builds. However, once I’d put 
everything together, the actual 
build took me around three hours, 
some of which was spent rewiring 
cables I’d sleeved, just to make them 
fit a little better.

CPC: What have you learned from 
the build process?
Jack: Building a small and compact 
build isn’t easy, but it’s well worth it! 
When I took Compact Splash #89 to 
a big LAN event, it held its ground 
while taking up next to no room in 
the car! 

Of course, with water cooling, you 
need to check all the parts three 
times before moving on to the next 
step, which lengthens the build 
process, but I’d much rather spend  
a little longer building a PC than 
having some wet components. 

With small and compact builds, 
I’ve also found that there’s a  
certain order in which the build 
must be assembled. 

CPC: Are you happy with the end 
result, and is there anything you’d 
do differently if you built it again?
Jack: I’m very happy with it, and 
not just because I’ve put a Core i7 
and GeForce GTX 780 into a small 
case, as that can be done rather 
easily, but because I’ve managed to 
get all the water-cooling parts in the 
build too. 

It’s always nice to look at this PC 
on my desk, and I’ve had lots of 
positive comments about it. 

I would like to have tried using 
rigid tubing, and I’m looking into 
that idea now. However, as I haven’t 
fitted rigid tubing before, I thought 
jumping in at the deep end, and 
trying to fit it into such a compact 
area, would be a little too  
much for me. 

Overall, I’m very happy with the 
build. It’s quite powerful and small, 
making it perfect for a home build 
rig that I can also take to LAN  
events. Multiplay i52 will be its first 
outing on the big stage, and that 
will also be a great weekend to meet 
all the big names and see all of the 
lovely PCs! 
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To enter your machine for possible inclusion in 

Readers’ Drives, your mod needs to be fully working 

and, ideally, finished based in the UK. Simply log on to 

www.bit-tech.net and head over to the forums. Once 

you’re there, post a write-up of your mod, along with 

some pics, in the Project Logs forum. Make sure you 

read the relevant rules and advice sticky threads before 

you post. The best entrant each month will be featured 

here, where we’ll print your photos of your project and 

also interview you about the build process. Fame isn’t 

the only prize;  you’ll also  get your hands on a fabulous 

selection of prizes – see the opposite page for details.

       BE A WINNER

http://www.bit-tech.net
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 Phobya Modding Kit
VALUE £50 inc VAT  MANUFACTURER www.phobya.com, www.aqua-tuning.co.uk

The Phobya modding kit is designed with the modder in mind, offering 

great value for money and quality products. The kit includes Nano-G 12 

Silent Waterproof 1,500rpm multi-option fans, 

which use an innovative fan-blade design. 

As standard, the fans include braided black 

cables to keep your case looking as neat as 

possible. The fans are also supplied with a 

special cable that lets you run the fan at 5V 

rather than 12V, reducing the noise 

emitted in order to help you to build  

a  silent system.

The kit also includes the 

60cm Phobya 3-pin Molex to  

4x 3-pin Molex Y-cable. This pre-

braided extension cable gives you extra routeing options in your case, 

and it also enables you to run up to four fans from one compatible 

motherboard header. Meanwhile, the Phobya SATA 3 

cables included in the kit offer the same 

great quality braiding as the rest of the 

Phobya range, while also securing your 

connection with latched connectors. 

As well as this, the kit includes the 

Phobya SlimGuide Controller, which 

gives you the option to vary 

the speed of other fans in 

your case, while the Phobya 

TwinLEDs let you shine a 

light on your mods.

Corsair graphite Series 230t case and RM 
550w Modular power supply
TOTAL VALUE £150 inc VAT / MANUFACTURER www.corsair.com

Corsair believes that a great PC starts with a great case. 

The Corsair Graphite Series 230T is a compact 

expression of this core philosophy. With stylish 

looks and a choice of three different colours, it 

packs in a remarkable number of features to 

provide builders with tonnes of room for 

expansion and amazing cooling potential. Like all 

Corsair cases, it’s built using the finest materials 

and finished to the highest standards, so it will 

withstand several years of upgrades. Plus, to 

make sure it stand outs from the crowd, the  

230T features Corsair’s new Air Series LED  

high-airflow fans, providing distinctive lighting 

with low-noise, high-airflow cooling. 

Just as a quality case is essential to building a 

quality PC, a high-performance, a high-quality 

power supply is also a vital ingredient. The all new 

RM series has been built from the ground-up to 

deliver unmatched reliability alongside 80Plus 

Gold efficiency, and all with the absolute minimum of 

noise. It uses specially optimised quality parts to reduce 

sound at the component level, and it’s completely silent 

below 40 per cent load, thanks to its Zero RPM fan mode. It’s 

also fully modular, allowing for the maximum amount of flexibility 

during installation. With a Corsair Graphite 230T case and an RM 550W Modular power supply 

at the heart of your build, you’ll have the foundations for a truly awesome gaming machine.

We’ve teamed up with some of the world’s leading PC manufacturers and retailers to offer 
this great range of prizes to each lucky Readers’ Drives winner. If your creation is featured in the 
magazine then you’ll walk away with all of the prizes listed on this page, so get in your entries!

Mayhems coolant  
and dyes
VALUE £50 inc VAT /  

MANUFACTURER www.mayhems.co.uk

Cooling performance is only one part of the 

equation when it comes to kitting out your 

rig with custom water-cooling gear. The 

other major bonus is that all those tubes and 

gleaming fittings just make your PC look 

damn sexy, and they look even better when 

they're pumped full of fancy coloured 

coolant. As such, we're particularly pleased 

to have the folks at Mayhems now on board 

with Readers' Drives; they're currently 

offering two 1-litre bottles of Mayhems' 

Pastel Ice White coolant, along with a 

selection of five dyes, so you can choose  

the colour that best complements your PC. 

Check out the blue coolant in our own mini 

PC mod on the cover of Issue 109 for an 

example of what's possible with some 

Mayhems coloured coolant. 
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Win all these prizes!

Phobya
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http://www.corsair.com
http://www.mayhems.co.uk
http://www.phobya.com
http://www.aqua-tuning.co.uk
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The Folding@home project now 

supports folding using nothing more 

than the Google Chrome web 

browser, using a new technology 

provided by Google called Portable 

Native Client (PNaCl).

Portable Native Client takes high-

performance native code that uses a 

device’s full hardware capabilities, and 

runs it in a browser tab, including 

support for SIMD and multiple threads. 

What you’ll need
In order to start folding using the 

proper Chrome app, you’ll need the 

following:

  The Google Chrome browser on 

Windows, MacOS or Linux

  The Folding@home app from the 

Chrome Web Store (http://bit.ly/

fahwebapp)

You then just need to launch the 

Folding@home app in your browser, 

and you can start folding immediately.

Configuring the Folding@
home Chrome app
To configure the Chrome Folding@

home app to fold for the Custom PC 

folding team, you’ll need to put a 

username in the ‘Folding as’ field, using 

either a new username or an old one if 

you’re already on the team. You then 

need to put ‘35947’ (without the 

quotation marks) in the ‘for team’ field, 

which will assign all your work units to 

the Custom PC team.

You can also set up a passkey at 

http://bit.ly/fahpasskey, which will tie 

all of your contributions to the 

Folding@home project with your 

personal email address, as anyone can 

theoretically use your username. You 

can then type this passkey into the 

appropriate field in your browser.

Alternatively, if you don’t want to 

install the specific app, you can also run 

Folding@home in Chrome by simply 

taking your browser to http://folding.

stanford.edu/nacl

Folding@Home
Join our folding team and help medical research

This month’s shout-outs go to 
Andrew_Dixon, Lordsoth, mmorr 
and Slavcho. If you fold under any 
of these names, email folding@
custompcmag.org.uk, as we’d 
love to feature you as folder of the 
month in a forthcoming issue of 
the magazine.

TOP FOLDERS

Folding@home uses the spare processing cycles from 

your PC’s CPU and graphics cards for medical 

research. You can download the client from http://

folding.stanford.edu and our team’s ID is 35947. Once 

you pass a significant milestone, you’ll get your name 

in the mag. You can also discuss folding with us and 

other readers on the www.bit-tech.net forums.

       WHAT IS FOLDING?

How to set up folding in a web browser
Simon Treadaway, known as saspro on our folding team, shows you  

how to set up Folding@home in a web browser

The Folding@

home Chrome app 

uses Google’s new 

Portable Native 

Client technology, 

which enables  

you to run  

high-performance 

native code in a 

browser tab

Set up a passkey to make sure that all 

of your contributions are directly tied to 

your email address, rather than just your 

username

Folding@home in action in a Chrome 

browser tab, stressing all the virtual and 

physical cores on a Core i7-3770K CPU

http://bit.ly/fahpasskey
http://folding.stanford.edu/nacl
http://folding.stanford.edu/nacl
http://bit.ly/fahwebapp
http://folding.stanford.edu
http://folding.stanford.edu
http://www.bit-tech.net
mailto:folding@custompcmag.org.uk
mailto:folding@custompcmag.org.uk
http://bit.ly/fahwebapp
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USERNAME POINTS 
MILESTONE

Nelio 20000

Matt_Livermore 20000

TheRepublicofKirkup 20000

ninjafury97 30000

Aedin 40000

andboo1 40000

apex 40000

Benjaminod 50000

Cryptofrog 60000

Hapex 60000

Epwin 90000

Sparrowhawk 90000

vacant_machine 90000

Dustspeck101 100000

STIG 100000

Captain_Bosh 200000

Extar 200000

Philip_King 200000

SirBenjaminNunn 200000

TheSquidgster 200000

marcusclegg 300000

Catflaps 400000

clanseven 400000

USERNAME POINTS 
MILESTONE

BaskB 500000

kiiight 600000

Smardu 600000

Rykard_Maximus 700000

Evilpaperclip 800000

Techie_Taylor 800000

anadir2 1000000

bigrew 1000000

Cscarlet 1000000

madmatt1980 1000000

crazystuntman 2000000

ittoms 2000000

SLOcaliKID 2000000

Tommye123 2000000

Humwawa 3000000

Reiep 3000000

Jon_Simmo 4000000

Rhddrk 4000000

rvalkass 4000000

Kamil2079 5000000

Andrew_Dixon 6000000

Team_Thurlow 6000000

ForGrace 7000000

USERNAME POINTS 
MILESTONE

chubarker 9000000

CopperHead1960 10000000

Origami_Tsuki 10000000

Chris_Waddle 20000000

Froskoy 20000000

mmorr 20000000

NavyBlue 20000000

Petaflops 20000000

USERNAME POINTS 
MILESTONE

8Core 30000000

Assassin8or 40000000

Sean_Hayes 50000000

TheFlipside 50000000

LordBadger 90000000

Scorpuk 300000000

StreetSam 300000000

Nelio 900000000

MILESTONES THIS MONTH

 TOP 20 OVERALL
RANK USERNAME POINTS WORK UNITS

1 Nelio 935,808,809 78,331

2 DocJonz 675,797,667 163,132

3 coolamasta 519,611,751 151,562

4 Dave_Goodchild 450,538,995 115,511

5 Scorpuk 314,257,481 10,265

6 StreetSam 306,906,256 82,425

7 phoenicis 250,044,587 95,660

8 piers_newbold 221,909,646 27,621

9 zz9pzza 211,014,628 15,794

10 Wallace 207,475,337 6,184

11 Ben_Lamb 166,053,146 2,891

12 Christopher_N._Lewis 152,197,972 35,787

13 johnim 151,506,618 74,283

14 Lordsoth 148,602,863 83,164

15 PC_Rich 135,984,999 62,983

16 Lizard 131,878,662 60,132

17 Slavcho 121,985,187 28,592

18 JEE6 119,791,313 5,408

19 fir3x 117,667,468 18,897

20 The_M2B 114,056,497 49,00

 TOP 20 PRODUCERS
RANK USERNAME DAILY POINTS AVERAGE OVERALL SCORE

1 Nelio 5,808,162 935,808,809

2 DocJonz 874,187 675,797,667

3 StreetSam 745,714 306,906,256

4 Chris_Waddle 690,721 23,077,323

5 Scorpuk 648,813 314,257,481

6 coolamasta 557,806 519,611,751

7 piers_newbold 539,274 221,909,646

8 NavyBlue 455,640 23,786,817

9 PC_Rich 419,315 135,984,999

10 TheFlipside 408,852 51,899,822

11 Slavcho 387,615 121,985,187

12 johnim 291,431 151,506,618

13 Wallace 207,958 207,475,337

14 KevinWright 179,961 69,805,472

15 mmorr 166,121 22,105,257

16 Lordsoth 132,447 148,602,863

17 Andrew_Dixon 119,601 6,459,124

18 The_M2B 119,267 114,056,497

19 Froskoy 115,750 21,996,720

20 fir3x 93,087 117,667,468

WORLD 
RANK

TEAM NAME POINTS
DAILY POINTS 

AVERAGE
TIME UNTIL 
OVERTAKE

4
www.

overclockers.com
12,476,210 16,309,102,038 7.2 years

5 TSC! Russia 10,145,665 12,335,563,937 11.8 months

6
Maximum PC 

Magazine
10,227,593 11,250,651,353 3.8 months

7
Custom PC & 

bit-tech
14,597,292 10,756,120,881 -

13 Curecoin 132,545,164 5,530,982,129 1.5 months

8 Hardware.no 20,540,782 9,752,855,116 5.6 months

THE NEXT OVERTAKE

http://www.overclockers.com
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O P I N I O N

HAS THE MEDIA PC 
FINALLY COME OF AGE?

The latest generation of media PCs has a real chance of  

replacing all your set-top boxes, says James Gorbold

JA M E S  G O R B O L D  /  HARDWARE ACCELERATED

F  or years, PC makers have tried and failed to convince 
us that a PC is the best way to view and listen to your 
favourite media. Microsoft tried with various revisions 

of Media Center, Intel tried with Viiv, AMD tried with LIVE! Home 
Cinema and dozens of companies pumped out hundreds of 
hideous oversized cases that looked more like a 1980s desktop 
PC than a device you would want in your living room.

However, that’s now changing. Ironically, it isn’t because of 
any one initiative by a single company or industry body, but 
because of the combination of so many 
technologies and trends that now make the 
PC a far more attractive proposition than a 
digital TV receiver or a satellite/cable decoder.

The first key to the puzzle was the Internet. 
This sounds obvious, but slow connections 
meant that for years the only realistic way to 
watch video online was to download the 
whole movie and then watch it. However, the 
advent of fast broadband now means you can reliably stream 
high-resolution video into your home from a huge variety of 
legal sources, with none of the hassle or risk attached to 
downloading pirate videos. Take Netflix for example, which has 
recently started streaming some content in 4K, such as the US 
version of House of Cards. Of course, there are many lumbering 
giants that still haven’t adapted to this new era yet, such as 
YouView, but NowTV from Sky shows real promise.

The only downside is that you need subscriptions to multiple 
streaming services to get all the shows you want. However, at 
least you don’t need multiple set-top boxes, as it takes mere 
moments to add new software to a media PC for extra services. 

The second trend that’s helped the media PC to become viable 
is the crossover of technology between the PC and CE (consumer 
electronics).  I’m not talking about the generally woeful, so-called 
Smart TVs, but rather the fundamental connections. For years, 
PCs and CE devices used completely different connections, but 
now almost every device has an HDMI port or two. This ubiquity 
not only means there’s no more messing around with adaptors, 
but also means you don’t have to faff around manually adjusting 
the refresh rate, scan rate or scaling.

I could also talk about software, and it 
would remiss of me not to mention XMBC as 
a far more polished alternative to Windows 
Media Center. However the joy of a media PC 
in 2014 is that you don’t even really need 
dedicated software, as any modern OS is now 
so customisable that it will work well from 
the other side of the room.

Instead, I’m going to talk about how the 
rapid development of low-power processors is fuelling the 
media PC revolution. Specifically, the NUC, a product range that’s 
ideal for media PCs. NUCs are smaller than most routers, they 
can be passively (or at least very quietly) cooled and they aren’t 
too expensive either. In recent months, AMD has also had some 
success with its new range of AM1 processors, although more 
AM1 motherboards are needed in this area, as even mini-ITX is 
too big for a proper small and lounge-friendly media PC.

Whichever processor you choose as the basis for a media PC, 
though, you’re guaranteed a far more pleasurable viewing and 
listening experience than any of the doomed media PC initiatives 
of the past decade. Have you taken the plunge yet?   

James Gorbold has been building, tweaking and overclocking PCs ever since the 1980s. He now helps Scan Computers to develop new systems.
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